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Preface:

J" H E. .EEQHL‘I

This manual describes the third version of the ND word processing
system

NOTES—NP SUT 10079 J

which is a self~contained word processor incorporating extensive
editing and formatting functions. Documents are entered and edited
from a video display terminal and printed directly on an output
device. The NOTIS—NP Editor can be used alone, and has all the
facilities needed for the editing and instant formatting of all types
of documents in current use in an office environment.

The Editor can also be used in conjunction with a Text Formatter.
described in NOTIS~TF Reference Manual w Text Formatter ND-63.007,
which provides the means to perform very sophisticated formatting of
complex documents of various types. The formatted documents can be
scanned for accuracy before they are sent to an output device.

lHE BEAQER

The information contained in this manual is primarily intended for
users who require a detailed and Formal explanation of the product, as
well as an account of the features and facilities available to them.

new PRO_»_C‘T~£EATURES

The new features in this version of NOTISa are:

— Terminal access to remote systems via the COSMOS net
m File access to remote systems via the COSMOS net

Extended character sets on terminal and printer
(graphic, Greek, mathematical and accent characters)

~ Split screen and multiple document editing
New decimal tabulator facilities
National character sets for PHILIPS GP 300 L
Horizontal and vertical scroll in percent

These new features are marked with a vertical line in the margin.

PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE

Although basic acquaintance with the principles of electronic word
processing is an advantage, the user needs no knowledge of computers
or programming in order to use NOTIS»WP. It is useful to be acquainted
with the ND operating system, SINTRAN III.

The present document describes the word processing system NOTIS~WP
Editor, and has been written in the form of a combined User Guide and
Reference Manual. Appendices A, 8, C. D, E, F and G are devoted to
error messages, the terminal types on which NOTES—WP is useable. the
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Vi

four menus in NUTIS—WP, line mode, a System Supervisor section, an
introduction to the communication and network services provided by
COSMOS and a brief overview of the unmarked function~keys F1 through
F8.

WflMfi

NOTIS~TF Reference Manual — Text Formatter ND—63.007 covers the
standard and advanced directives in the Text Formatter. and is also a
combined User Guide and Reference Manual for the product. NOTIS
Special Directives Guide ND-63.009 describes the creation and use of
special formatting directives such as those incorporated in the Text
Formetter. and enables the experienced user of the system to create
standard document formats, logos. etc., adapted to her/his own needs.

SINTRAN III introduction ND—60.125. SINTRAN III Reference Manual ND~
80.128 and SINTRAN III Timesharing/Batchguide ND—60.132 provide useful
information about the operating system.

COSMOS User Guide ND~60.163 describes the communication and network
services provided tor the purpose of implementing a distributed
processing and communication environment on NO computers.

TDV 2280/9 User Guide (ND), part no. 398332, publication no. 5347,
describes the NOTIS~WP terminal. See also Appendix B in this manual.

NO-63.002.02
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NOTIS—WP REFERENCE MANUAL v EDITOR 3
AN INTRODUCTION TO NOTES~WP

1 AN INTRODUCTION TO NQTISndp

NOTIS—WP can be used to edit and format all types of documents in
current use. Text can be entered. modified, added, deleted, moved or
copied using a series of commands and keys. Print directives lead to
output adapted to individual requirements.

The Text Formatter (NOTIS—TF) provides additional formatting
facilities, including a special directives library that can be
modi€ied to suit the purposes and requirements of the individual user
organizations.

Formatted documents. from NOTIS»NP as well as from the Text Formatter.
can be scanned for accuracy in inspect mode before they are sent to a
printing device.

1.1 We ceatentieea

To make the manual easier to read, some "shorthand" notations are
being used. The main notations are:

<X> Describes a control command. which is a command performed by
holding the CTRL key down while typing the character inside
the angle brackets. Example: CTRL V is written <V>.

FUNC 0n NOTES terminals this is a function lead~in key placed on
top of the numeric key pad. To perform this command on a
non—NOTIS terminal. input CTRL SHIFT UNDERLINE.
(The ASCII value is 378.)

+J This is the marking of the carriage return key on a
NOTIS terminal (ASCII 158). On other terminals this may be
marked as RETURN or CR.

Home On the NOTIS terminal. this key is marked 3

The key may be marked Home on other terminals.

<text> A document~name or other text given as parameter to a command
in the examples in this manual, will be inserted between angle
brackets to indicate that this is required user input.

'char.' Whenever the parameter 'char.’ is used. its meaning
is 'the character of you choice'.

N All keytops have been framed. to make them more visible.
This example indicates the M command.

< > The angle brackets are used to specify all mandatory user
input. Example: Read document: <document—name>.

( ) The normal brackets are used to specify optional parameters.

ND~63.002.02
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Example: Get string:<string> (area)

1.2 Logging in

On TDV—ZZOO/S—ND—NOTIS terminals. the procedure is the following:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

9)

Switch the terminal power supply ON. A red ON—light on the
keyboard confirms that this is done.

0n TDV~2200/Q—ND~NOTIS this is automatic. but on some
terminals you need to push the LINE key to put the terminal
online.

On TDV~2200/9—ND—NOTIS this key is called LOCAL.

A red LINE—light on the keyboard confirms that this is done.

Push the ESCAPE key and wait For the system to respond with

~ the current hour and date

— SINTRAN—III VS VERSION (version no.) and your
computer's number

— the word ENTER

After the word ENTER, type in the unique user name you have
been allocated by the System Supervisor. This can be either a
name (JOHN or JOHN—SMITH) or simply initials (J-S) provided
that they define the user name uniquely.

Input *J.

The system now asks for your PASSWORD. If passwords are used
in your company, you type it in now. followed by +J-
Passwords are secret, and are not written out on the screen.

If your company uses an accounting system to measure the
computer time used on each project, the system will now reply
0K, and ask for the PROJECT PASSWORD: Type in the password
(for the present manual the project password is N2. which can
serve as an example). Yhe system now replies: PROJECT NAME:
NOTIS—WP and concludes by printing out the 9, indicating that
it is ready to operate and that you are logged in as a user.
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”LBW

When you have finished your work. stored your documents and exited
from NOTIS~NP (see the STORE and the EXIT commands). you log out again
by typing the word LOG after the a. terminating the operation with +1
or Carriage Return. The system acknowledges with the current hour and
date, and the word EXIT.

1.6 [g 553;; ugglg—gg

NOTIS—WP runs under the SINTRAN III operating system. After you have
logged in as a timesharing user. you give the command:

9<NOTIS-NP>

in response to the herald character 3 (Alpha or commercial 'at').

Note that this command may have to be given as 3<NOTlS-WP~ENG> or
8<NOTIS—WP—NOR>. etc.. depending on which language version you are
using. NOTIS—NP responds with

NP:

in the screen Home position, and its identification on the top line of
the screen. See the figure representing the screen window, in 1.11.

If your terminal has not been set to the right terminal type number
(let us assume that it is set to 0 which is a dummy type), the VTM
(Virtual Terminal Manager) in the system will automatically produce on
the screen a complete list of possible terminal types:

‘Terminal types are:'

followed by a list of terminals with each terminal name preceded by a
number.

At the end of the list, the system asks:

'Terminal type?‘

You then type in the terminal number which corresponds to the kind of
terminal you are operating from, and give «J or Carriage Return.

As an example, the ND-NOTIS terminals are TDV—ZZOOIS—ND-NOTIS which is
terminal type 53, and FACIT~4420 which is terminal type 57.

NOTIS—WP is now ready to accept a command. Give the HELP command if
you are in doubt about how continue.
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Two groups of lamps are located on the upper part of the keyboard on a
TDV—2200/9~ND'NOTXS terminal.

The four to the left have the following significance when lit:

EXP or EXPAND
Expand mode is on.

INS or INSERT
Insert mode is on.

BUSY NOTIS—WP is doing things that may take some time. This can
be:

Executing a SORT command
- Executing a RETRIEVE/STORE command
— Moving and/or deleting areas

MSG Not in use in NOTIS~WP. MSG stands for MESSAGE.

The five to the right have the following significance when lit:

LINE Terminal is online to host computer.

WAIT Terminal tries to go online, but modem does not respond
properly.

CAR Reflects the Carrier Detect signal from the modem.

ERROR Indicates an error in communication with host computer
(overrun, parity. format...).

GM Power On indicator.

NB: If both NAIT and LINE are off, this implies that the terminal is
in LOCAL mode. ie.. characters input from the keyboard are not
transmitted, but simply written on the screen. If WAIT is blinking,
this indicates that something is wrong with the connection.

1.6 To start a new document

When you want to start editing a new document, you enter your text
exactly as you would do it on a typewriter. Use +j to place the cursor
on the first character position. Note that this text is temporary,
until it has been stored in the computer's permanent storage area.

You must therefore create a document~name with the Home command

ND—sp.oo2.02
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N (STORE DOCUMENT):<“document—name”>

explained under Home commands.

A document thus created is a text document in the editor, and is
therefore stored as 'DOCUMENT~NAME;TEXT'.

1.7 To retrieve an existing document

To start editing an existing document in NOTIS—WP, you give the Home
command R (RETRIEVE DOCUMENT), followed by the <document—name> to
fetch the text into the work area.

It is not necessary to specify :TEXT when you indicate
<document-name). since the document type :TEXT is default.

1.8 To format and print a document

The text document can be formatted in NOTIS—WP. or with the Text
Formatter NOTTS—TF.

Once the document has been formatted, either in the editor or in the
Text Formatter, it becomes 'DOCUMENT—NAME:OUT'. This is the document
you can scan in Inspect mode, and send to an output device with the
PRINT key or 0 command in edit mode. or with the PRINT key or the C
command in Inspect~mode.

LBW

The WAIT message occurs in the upper right corner of the terminal. It
is used when the system system is RETRIEVING or STORING a document,
and is given to inform you that NOTIS—wP is looking for your document,
or trying to open it. The message disappears once the execution of the
command commences.

1.10 The NOTTS—NP work area

NOTIS—wP has a work area containing the text edited during the current
editing session. This area can be filled with text both from existing
documents and directly from the terminal. The current text is edited
from the terminal by giving commands and data to NOTES-WP.

This work area may consist of several (max. 40) text regions. Each of
the areas may contain an independent document. This facility is
explained in 1.12.

NOTE: editing is only done in the work area and does not automatically
store the text in a document. It is therefore necessary for you to
carry out the actual storage of the text in a document with the w
(STORE DOCUMENT) command before you exit From NOTIS—WP.

ND-83.002.02
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IF YOU TRY TO EXIT WITHOUT STURING THE TEXT. NOTIS—NP WILL PROMPT

SAVE EDITED TEXT 70 (MEWENTa-NAME (Y/N)?

It is advisable to store text with a STORE command at regular
intervals while you work. or to ensure regular storage with the
'Updates before save’ value in Menu no.2., in order to avoid losing
text if there is a power or computer failure. Any text edited in the
work area will be lost in case of such a mishap. unless you have
stored it in a document.

1.11 The screen window

The screen window may show a selected part of one, two or three text
regions in the NOTES—WP work area on the screen. The text regions are
defined in Menu no. 1 ~ see Appendix C. You activate a region. ie.,
make it available for editing, with the Home commands FUNC 1, FUNC 2
and FUNC 3 described in Chapter 6.

A window generally contains about 20 lines (this figure is terminal
dependent) and is the only part of the area or active region that can
be worked on. Exceptions to this rule are the F7 function (GET STRING)
and the S (SUBSTITUTE) commands explained in this manual under 'Keys
used to navigate' and under 'Home commands'.

A screen window may look like this:

ND-83.002.02
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WP:
Line: 39~59 Column: i-BO Region: MAIN Posrtion: ~—+———————
(
¢

ALeft border [~TAB~stop A‘Decimal TAB

[~Home p05ition [—Active region [—POSition arrow

....... 1.,....i.T...,4. ..T...Drcr..Ti,.Oi,..iT.........T...D..)...........8

[Right border

creen Window — approx. 20 lines

‘8 Advanced >> FM=C ww NJ Expand

l---Status line ~ see ‘.I4,

1.12 HQLtL-zggign ggiging

The regions are a new feature in NOTIS—WP. A region is a named area in
the editor's buffer, and you can have a maximum of about 40 regions in
NOTIS»WP at a time. The first time a name is referenced, it has to be
created in double quotes, as a ("new document—name").

[Example:

"USER"

A region name may consist of alphabetics, numerics and —, but it must
start with an alphabetic character.

In the R command you can specify region when you receive the INSERT
BEFORE: prompt. If you want to read the file USER—MAIN into the region
USER, it will look like this:

Example:

WPzRead file: <USER-MAIN>1

ND-63.002.02
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Insert before: "USER"*j

Now the whole USER~MAIN is read into your region USER. If you do not
specify any region. the default region MAIN is used. To move between
regions you use the home command move (M), and specify region name
when asked for "Move to position:“.

It is also possible to copy to another region, and in all the copy
area/move area/delete area commands, a region name is accepted as an
area, or as part of an area specification.

Example:

Delete area:USER.1:200

will delete the 200 first lines of the region USER.

1.13 Split screen editinq

The screen may be divided either horizontally or vertically (not both
at the same time). A split screen is defined in Menu no. 1 (the six
fields at the bottom). See Appendix C. You may split the screen in
three regions. and move from one to the other with the commands:

FUNC 1 FUNC 2 FUNC 3

These commands may be given in Home position. or in the text. See
chapter 4.

Yertigal split; (all windows occupy 21 lines, but different no. of
columns).

Region in window 1 : MAIN
Lines.Columns in window 1 : 21.38
Region in window 2 : CHP—2
Lines.Columns in window 3 : 21.20
Region in window 3 : CHP—3
Lines.Columns in window 3 : 21.20

ND-63.002.02
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Now the screen will look like this:

[~ Active region

WP:
Line 39—59 Column: 1‘80 Region: MAIN POSltn: ————~L~——

(...:...T1...T:..‘.T..VD:‘.Tl3.l..:T..(...:...T1....:..T.2(..‘:.‘.T1....:..T2

Tabs etc. for window \ Text in region Yext in region

Text in region MAIN WlndOW 1 CHP~2, Window 2 CHP—B, Window 3

Status line .... J

_L____JSplit lines

Horizontal sglit; (all windows occupy 80 columns, but different no. of lines).
In the example only two windows are used.

Region in window 1 : MAIN
Lines.Columns in window 1 : 11.80
Region in window 2 : CHP—Z
Lines.Columns in window 3 : 9.80
Region in window 3 :
Lines.Columns in window 3 : 0

Now the screen will look like this:

Active region

NP: [‘
Line 39-59 Coloumn: 3—60 Region: CHP—Z P051tion: —-~—4—~——
(4..:.,.T1l..T:....T.D‘.:,.T.3....:T...4...T:..‘.5..T.:....6..l.:..iT7....:T.8

L~—-v——~i- Tabs etc. for region CHP—Z

Status line .‘..

Split line

N0-63.002.02
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1-laiuuine

The status line is the line in inverse video at the bottom of the ND
terminal screen. This line will at all times give the following
information. which corresponds to values set in the menus or with the
various commands and keys.

— The character size in bits (7 or 16).

— The mode you are in (advanced or beginner). 0n NOTIS
terminals only.

— The justify mode (left, right, centered or stretched. decimal
with comma or decimal with full stop, marked with <. >, ><.
<>, comma or dot respectively).

— The filling mode (FM = C or N).

— 'ww' for word wrap at end of line.

- ‘WJ' if automatic justification after word wrap is active.

— 'CJ‘ if automatic justification after Q"I or Carriage Return
is active.

— '1' if Greek mode is active.

— '#' if mathematical character mode is active

- '___' if underline mode is active.

- 'L ' if graphic mode is active.

- 'Fd' if alternative delete mode is active.

~ 'Verify' if verify mode is active.

— 'Insert' if insert mode is active.

~ 'Expand' if expand mode is active

See the command lists in chapter 2, and the four menus in Appendix C,
which describe how these various values are set.

ND-63.002.02
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1.15 Document formats in NOTIS-WP

Standard values for document formats in NOTIS—NP are initially read
from a file called NOTISvNP~ENGallIT (or NOR—J or GER—J depending on
the language your program is in). which is part of the system.

You may, however, create your own :INIT file with values from your
modified menus, by giving a command called 'Save parameters in init
file', and ask NOTIS—WP to use these values with another command
called 'Read parameters from init file' (see the Home commands). These
values will automatically be added by the system to the beginning of
your document, and become a part of your text (although you cannot see
them). You may. however. occasionally wish to introduce temporary
values in a given part of your text, and you may do so with print
directives. or with some of the many directives in the Text Formatter.

1.16 The COSMOS communication facilities - an overview

The following sections give a brief introduction to the facilities
made available to you, through COSMOS.

See also Appendix F.

These Facilities will be of particular interest in operations
involving the RETRIEVE—OOCUMENT, STORE-DOCUMENT, APPEND-TO-DOCUMENT,
PRINT and COPY commands described in this manual.

1.16.1 Terminal access to remotmtem

The remote terminal access (remote login) facility of COSMOS enables a
user to connect her/his terminal to another computer, as if s/he were
physically transferring the terminal cable to any remote computer
included in the network system.

COSMOS will act as a 'soft cable' to the remote computer. and
facilitate the connection.

The only difference between physically transferring the terminal
cable, and using the remote terminal access facility of COSMOS. is
that when using COSMOS as a 'soft cable‘. certain terminal
characteristics, such as terminal type. terminal mode, escape
character, etc., will be the same on the remote computer as on the
local computer.

ND—63.002.02
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1.16.2 ELLQ ag§§§§ .,

This subsystem of COSMOS permits access to documents, files, archives
or databases on remote machines with total transparency, giving the
possibility of true distribution of applications.

No special programming skills are required to implement and use such
systems, as procedures are identical to local processing.

For example, the procedure to transfer a file between two machines is
very simple, and may be considered as an extension of the SINTRAN III
command QCOPY-FILE.

1.16.3 Other facilities under the COSMOS concept

In addition to the tacilities mentioned in the sections above, other
facilities are included in the COSMOS concept. Some of these are
already, or will be, released through COSMOS or other ND communication
products.

Below is a list of such facilities:

~ Remote printing (spooling)

- Terminal access to systems through public data networks

- Extended facilities for remote file access

For further details, see COSMOS User's Guide ND—60.163.

1.16.3.1 General Data Processing Terms

For easy reference, some important terms and abbreviations are listed
below:

ambiguous ~ Not sufficiently defined. Having more than one
meaning.

application — The system or problem to which a computer
solution is applied.

ASCII
- American fitandard gode for information

interchange. A number representation system of
the character set.

command - The instruction or request a user gives to the
operating system or to another program.

computer « In this manual, any machine capable of processing
information.

data — A formalized representation of information, for
example digits. letters, signs in a computer.

ND'63.002.02
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default

disk

diskette

document

file

floppy disk

flowchart

program

record

software

spooling

spooling queue

supervisor

system

system
supervisor

terminal
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— An assumption made by the program or system when
no specific choice is given by the user. Null
parameter.

— A revolving circular. magnetic plate upon which
data and/or programs are stored.

- see floppy disk

— Text edited in NOTIS—NP and stored under a name
in the computer's permanent storage area.

— A collection of related records represented on a
disk

— A small flexible disk with magnetic surface.

_ A graphic representation of a sequence of
operations, eg., a computer program.

— A set of coded instructions directing a computer
to perform a particular function.

— A unit of related information.

~ General term for computer programs.

~ A technique where computer output to low speed
devices, such as printers, is placed into queues
on faster storage devices. such as a disk.

— The queue of files waiting for output to slow
peripheral devices such as printers. for
example.

- See system supervisor.

— In this manual the term is used when referring
to the NOTIS—WP text‘processing program

— The person in charge of the operation and daily
maintenance of a computer system. The system
supervisor normally has access to all SINTRAN
III and subsystems commands.

— Normally what is meant by terminal, is a screen
terminal. A screen terminal has a keyboard which
may be integrated or free—standing. Terminals
without a screen are printing terminals,

~ The person who uses a program or an operating
system.

ND~63.002.02
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2 THE HELP FUNCTION AND COMMAND TYPES

By pressing the HELP key on a NOTIS terminal, or by giving the Home
command H, (the equivalent command on non—NOTIS terminals is FUNC ? —
see 3.1) you get access to the lists of available commands and
functions in NOTIS—HP. These HELP lists will be different, depending
on whether you are working from a NOTIS terminal, or not.

The HELP lists in this chapter are obtained when you work in advanced
mode (see Menu no. 2 — Beginner in NOTIS Y/N) from a NOTIS terminal,
and an abridged version of this same HELP list is obtained if you are
in beginner mode.

If you are working from a non—NOTIS terminal in screen mode, the HELP
lists are those listed in the next chapter, plus the same 'Home
commands‘ and 'Functions without special function keys' as in the
current chapter.

A special HELP list is also available in line mode, which you access
with the Home command # - 'Set the editor in line mode'.

H or the HELP key or ?

You may then 90 From one list to another by using the up and down
arrows:

T and { ii

on your terminal. or by calling the lists up on the screen indivi-
dually with the aid of the number keys, as explained in the online
HELP information.

Due to the diversity of characters that exist on the keyboards in use
in the various countries where NOTIS~WP is run, commands may in
certain cases appear not to be in conformity with available characters
on your particular keyboard.

A typical example is the command 'Save parameters in init file', which
is indicated by a vertical bar in shift position on the international
TDV~2200l9—ND~NOTIS keyboard shown in Appendix B in this manual:

SHIFT +

ND-63.002.02
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This vertical bar is non-standard. If you do not have it. please
consult your own Qn—Line HELP list to see what it corresponds to on
your own terminal (usually the tilde ~).

The key to press for a particular command will in all such cases be
the one that appears on the screen. and not the character that appears
in the manual.

The lists are often long, hence in several parts. 60 to the next part
of a list with the right arrow and back to a previous part with the
left arrow.

+——— and —-*

To leave HELP mode and return to edit mode, you give any command you
want, or press HOME or the space bar.

Inspect mode has its own HELP list, which is accessible only while you
are in this mode. The list is given in 13.1.1.

You enter Inspect mode with the Home command 2.
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2.1 Help-list for Home commands

*‘k an it!

0 or Space bar — Re~display the current text window

! ..... Change the terminal type to (type)

" ..... Enter the work area at (position) for editing

a ..... Set the editor in line mode

+ ..... Advance the displayed text by 5 lines

— ..... Rewind the displayed text by 5 lines

/ ..... Change editor filling mode

H ..... Set justification mode

: ..... Set justification mode

< ..... Set justification mode

> ..... Set justification mode

STRETCHED ~58

CENTERED ~see

LEFT —see <<

(QED compatible)

e <>

><

RIGHT —see >>

.(dot) Set decimal with period

.(com.)Set decimal with comma

_~ ..... Underline characters ~see gag

1 ..... Display menu no. 1 (if in HELP mode, display HELP page

2 ..... Display menu no. 2 (if in HELP mode, display HELP page

3 ..... Display menu no. 3 (if in HELP mode, display HELP page

4 ..... Display menu no. 4 (if in HELP mode, display HELP page

a ..... Execute a SINTRAN command

A ..... Append current text (source area) to <document~name>
A STORE command which permits the merging of documents

8 ..... Set new editor borders (left columnzright column>

ND—63.002.02
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C ..... Activate PERFORM

D ..... Delete (area)

F ..... Display the first text window

6 ..... Get string (string) (area)

(G) Get the next occurrence of (string)

H/?. Display HELP information —see FUNC ? and HELP

I ..... Insert area (source area) at (destination) (remove source?)

3 ..... Activate NOTIS—TF

L/S. Display the last text window

M ..... Move display to (position)

N ..... Display the next text window

0 ..... Print text to (device) (area) (no. of copies)
(page list) (format?)

P ..... Display the previous text window

Q ..... Sort area (area> (alternative key area)

R ..... Retrieve document (document~name> (position) (area)

S ..... Substitute (old string) with (new string)
(within area) (manual check Y/N)

T ..... Set new tabulator stops

U ..... Update document (document—name)
A RETRIEVE command which limits write access to current user

V ..... Evaluate a numeric expression

w ..... Store current text in (document—name) (area)
(or ("document—name”) if a new document is to be created)

X ..... Display regions

2 ..... Inspect document (document—name)

..... Read parameters from INIT file

..... Save parameters in INIT file

E ..... Exit

& ..... Editor setup
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EDITOR

FUNC 1 Activate screen window no. 1

FUNC 2 Activate region no. 2

FUNC 3 Activate region no. 3

N0*53.002.02
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2-2 fl2lELliflI_i2£_2§flfilil_fifliiiflfl_flflli

SHIFT +

SHIFT +

SHIFT +

SHIFT +

HELP

FUNC

F1

F2

F3

F5

F5

PRINT

PRINT

TAB

EXIT

EXIT

*‘k

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

General editing kevs **

Display this HELP information

Always used in conjunction with
another key

Delete this line
The line deleted may be restored by
using the CANCEL function or (W)

Insert a new line above the current line

Set/reset underline mode

Split the line at this character position
(as Home command: set/reset wordwrap)

Link this line to the preceding line

Print this text on (device)

Activate NOTIS-TF

Set/reset tabulator stop in this position

Set left editor border in this position

Set right editor border in this position

Exit NOTIS~WP

Activate PERFORM
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2.3

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

+

+

+

+

F7

F7

.....

.....

.....

.....

.....

.....

-----

.....

.....

.....

.....

.....

Move the cursor one line up

Move the cursor one position to the left

Move the cursor Home (if already there.
return to current position in the text)

Move the cursor one position to the right

Move the cursor one line down

Move the cursor to the previous tab stop

Move the cursor to the previous decimal tab stop

Move the cursor to the next tab stop

Move the cursor to the next decimal tab stop

Search for (string)

Search for the next occurrence of (string)

Scroll display window up

Scroll display window left

Scroll display window down
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SHIFT + I ..... Scroll display window right

<=== ..... Move to previous area. menu, etc.

SHIFT + <=== ..... Move the cursor to the beginning of this line

===> ..... Move to next area. menu, etc.

SHIFT + ===> ..... Move the cursor to the end of this line
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2.k Hele~list for function keve

** Funct$on

in text editihe

keys for text editinq **

INS ... Set/reset expand mode
EXP

SHIFT + INS ... Set/reset insert mode
EXP

w ... Insert/remove discrete hyphen in the text here

[:- ... Start a new paragraph here

a ... Delete this character (the previous if
positioned at the end of the line)

*"~ ... Move the cursor down 5 lines

@j ... Move the cursor to left margin on next line
Insert a blank line if INSERT mode is set

SHIFT + F2 ... Set/reset Greek mode
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MARK

SHIFT + MARK

FIELD

PARA

SENT

WORD

NOTIS—wP REFERENCE MANUAL — EDITOR
Help~list for keys used to mark text areas

‘k* **

Mark beginning/end of a continuous area of text

Mark top left/bottom right corner of a box area

Mark this screen line (pos. 1 ~ 255)

Mark this paragraph

Mark this sentence

Mark this word

The wide left and right arrows

H H II and N H H V

may be used to mark the previous or next occurrence of the same type.
CANCEL may be used to remove the marks. SHIFT + CANCEL may be used to
make the marks reappear. A marked area is shown in inverse video. ie..
dark characters on a light background.
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2.6 Helpmlist for keys used to operate on marked text areas

** Keys used to operate on marked text areas **

DELETE .. Delete the marked area
(may be restored with CANCEL)

SHIFT + DELETE .. Replace the marked area with spaces

COPY .. Copy the marked area, insert it at cursor
position

SHIFT + COPY .. Replace cursor position area with marked area

MOVE .. Move the marked area. insert it at cursor
position

SHIFT + MOVE .. Replace cursor position area with marked area,
spacefilling the marked area

aaa .. Underline the marked area
aaa

SHIFT + aaa .. Remove underlining of marked area
aaa

)> .. Left justify the marked area
<< (if no marked area, set LEFT as

default justification mode)

SHIFT + >> .. Right justify the marked area
<< (if no marked area. set RIGHT as

default justification mode)

JUST .. Justify the marked area in default mode
(if no marked area, justify this paragraph)

SHTFT + JUST .. Justify the marked area, removing multiple
spaces (if no marked area. justify this para.)

>< .. Stretch justify the marked area
<> (if no marked area. set STRETCHED as

default justification mode)

SHIFT + >< .. Center the marked area (if no marked area,
<> set CENTERED as default justification mode)
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FUNC

FUNC .

CANCEL

SHIFT + CANCEL

SHIFT + F1

F4

F6

SHIFT + F6

SHIFT + ~
TAB

+

Decimal justify the marked area. If no marked
area, set 'decimal with full stop' as
default justification mode.

Decimal justity the marked area. If no marked
area, set 'decimal with comma‘ as
default justification mode

Cancel the current area marking.
If no marked area undo the editing performed
on this line; if no editing. restore the
last area deleted with F1 or DELETE

Re~mark the last marked area

Draw a frame around the marked box area.
If no marked area, set/reset graphic
character set

Evaluate the numbers within the marked
box area and write the result with
the decimal point here

Convert the marked area to lower case. If no
marked area, convert the rest of this line.

Convert the marked area to upper case. If no
marked area, convert the rest of this line.

Set/reset decimal tabulator stops at
cursor position.

The decimal tabulator stop means:

The place where the decimal point should be aligned when using
either of the decimal justify Functions.

The place where the decimal point should be aligned when inputting
a column and terminating with k}, after having set decimal
justification as default justification mode, and having set the mode
Automatic Justification after «j with the command

FUNC W

described under 'Functions without special function keys'.
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2.? Heln~list for print directives

** Print directiveq **

'BB=lines; Bottom border
~BIN—IN Set input paper bin
“BL=n; <n> blank lines
~CHPG=te><t: Chapter title/new page
“CHAP=text; Chapter title
'CH=text; Chapter title

_,,,,,,, “CHAPTER=text; Chapter title/new odd page
”CHPG—ODtext; Chapter title/new odd page
‘CN=n; Initial chapter/section nr.
AC0; Contents generation
“CP=n; Conditional new page
‘DX=0/i; Duplex otf/on
AFONT=n; Print font on Philips GP 300 L
”H1=text; First page header
AH2=text; Second page header
hHP=n; Horizontal pitch
"L8=num pos; Left border
”NAT=n; National character set
A08=num pos; Other border
~PF=lines; Paragraph Footing
~PG; New page
~PH=DH; Headers off/on
'PL=lines; Page length
~PN=n; Initial page nr.
'PS=lines; Paragraph spacing
"Pw=num pos; Page width
”SD=text; Section down title
~SDPG=text; Section down title/new page
"SECU=text; Section up title
~SECD=text; Section down title
”SEPG=text Section equal title/new page
“SE=text; Section equal title
”SECEztext; Section equal title
"SF=lines; Section footing
~SS=lines; Section spacing
"SUPGztext; Section up title/new page
“SU:text; Section up title
”TB=lines; Too border
”TL=text; Page trailer
"UC=a; Underline start char.
‘VPzn; Vertical pitch
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Helpelist for print directives

The directives may also be used in the text when you edit it. Each
directive will be explained individually in this manual. The print
directives are also used by the Text Formatter (NOTIS~TF) described in
NOTISVTF Reference Manual ~ Text Formatter. The PRINT key sends your
text to the printer. When you press this key, NOTIvP is able to pick
up and execute the print directives. It uses the standard values
unless you have modified them as mentioned earlier.

All directives start with a hat ” and end with a semi—colon ;
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2.8 Help~list

functions without special function keys

for functions without sneciai function keys

** Functions without special function keys **

(A) ......

(E) ......

(B) ......

(L) ......

<O> char,

(W) ......

<R> char.

(P) char.

FUNC <P>char.

<D> char.

<A> is input CTRL A

Delete this character, or the previous if positioned
at the end of the line

Set/reset expand mode

Set/reset insert mode

Find the next occurrence of the <3tring> specified
in the last get string command

Insert a new line above the current line

Accept control character

Undo editing on this line. Restore last deleted line
(this does not apply to lines deleted as FIELDS).
As Home commend: repeat previous command.

Copy one character from previous line to current line

Copy one character from next line to current line

Move cursor forwards to specified character on the line
char = <F>z move beyond last significant character
char = <+j>2 move forwards to right margin

Move cursor backwards to specified character on the line
char : <R>z move to very beginning of the line
char = <+J>z move backwards to left margin

Copy characters from previous line to current line.
up to and including char.
char = <P>: copy to end of line
char : <+J>z copy to end of line and move to

next line
char = (I): copy to next tabulator position
char = <T>z copy to next tabulator position
char : +| : copy to next tabulator position

Same as above, but characters are copied from
the next line

Delete characters up to and inlcuding char.
char : (D): delete the entire line
Char = < j>z delete the rest of the line
char 2 < >: delete to next tabulator position
char = <R>: delete from beginning of the line
char : <T>: delete to next tabulator position
char 2 <U>: delete from previous tabulator position
Char <Y>: delete from previous tabulator position

H
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(V) ......

FUNC é

FUNC O

I‘M“!

SFUNCI<LF>
LWJ

FUNC ;

{EUNE]*
L.~..,_._.l

FUNC /

FUNC

FUNC ,

FUNC a

FUNC &

NOTISvNP REFERENCE MANUAL ~ EDITOR
Help‘list for functions without special function keys

char = of : delete to next tabulator position
char : I+ : delete From previous tabulator position

Verify the current cursor position with respect to
value, position and line length; also remember
position for subsequent use in command parameters.
As Home command: set/reset automatic verify mode.

Set/reset alternative delete mode

Set/reset NOTISVMP output format (16 bits format)

Set/reset LF/WJLF at the end of this line

Set/reset automatic justification after wordwrap

Set/reset automatic justification after «J

Change the filling mode used for text justification
(Nofill <=> Conditional)

Decimal justify the marked area. If no marked area,
set 'decimal with ¥ull stop' as default just. mode.

Decimal justify the marked area. If no marked area,
set 'decimal with comma‘ as default just. mode.

Re—display the current window

Sort the marked lines, using the marked column
as key area (mark box)

2.8 pisoiay menu ageil

Pressing the
Menu no. 1:

digit 1 while the cursor is in the Home position brings
Editor Flaqs up on the Screen (see Appendix C).
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2.10 Disglay menu no.‘g

Pressing the digit 2 while the cursor is in the Home position brings
Menu no. 2: Editor Defaults up on the screen.

2.11 Qi§glay mgng fig, 3

Pressing the digit 3 while the cursor is in the Home position brings
Menu no. 3: Justification Defaults up on the screen.

2.12 Qigglay mggg fig, 5

Pressing the digit 4 while the cursor is in the Home position brings
Menu no. 4: Page Layout Defaults up on the screen.
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3 NOTIS-NP 0N NON-NOTIS TERMINALS

NOTIS~WP can also be used on terminals without the special function
keys. On these terminals, the functions are simulated with a series of
commands starting with FLI (FUNCTION—LEAD—IN). which on terminals
TDV-2115 (terminal type 3) and TDV~2215—Extended (terminal type 36) is
input:

CTRL 4- UNIERL INE

On TDV—2215~SDS~V2 (terminal type 52), use the key to the left of the
ESC key.

For greater homogeneity we shall refer to FLI as

FWC

in the HELP lists in this chapter.

HOME COMMANDS are used identically on all terminals, and are therefore
not repeated in this chapter.

This is also the case with the PRINT DIRECTIVES and with the FUNCTIONS
WITHOUT SPECIAL FUNCTION KEYS.

All the commands and functions that are different when a non—NOTIS
keyboard is used, are referred to in the titles of the sections
explaining the same commands and functions when obtained from a NOTIS
keyboard TDV~2200/9—N0-NOTIS. All section titles therefore contain
both of the command/function names, in this format:

MARK BEGINNING/END OF A CONTINUOUS AREA OF TEXT - MARK an FUND (Z)
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General functions on non—NOTIS terminals

3.1 General functions on non~NOTIS termiflaig

FUNC

FUNC

?

(U)

FUNC Y

FUNC

FUNC

Z

!

FUNC "

FUNC TAB or
FUNC
FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

(I) or
(T)

** gengzgl gggtgng funcgigns **

FUNC is input CTRL + UNDERLINE

(X) means CTRL X

Display HELP information

Set/reset underline mode

Split the line at this character position
(As Home command, set/reset wordwrap)

Link this line to the preceding line

Print this text on (device)

Activate the Text Formatter

Set/reset tabulator stop in this position

Set left editor border in this position

Set right editor border in this position

Terminate the edit

Activate PERFORM
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3.2 Keys used to navigate on non~NOT£S terminals

** Keys used to naviqate **

FUNC is input CTRL + UNDERLINE

<x> means CTRL X

FUNC ? .... Scroll display window up

FUNC *—— .... Scroll display window left

FUNC 1 .... Scroll display window down

FUNC -+ .... Scroll display window right

FUNC B ........ Move to previous area. menu etc.

FUNC N ........ Move to next area, menu etc.

T .... Move the cursor one line up

+—* .... Move the cursor one position to the left

“\ .... Move the cursor Home (if already there. return
to current position in the text)

-+ .... Move the cursor one position to the right

1 .... Move the cursor one line down

STAB or
(U) or
<Y> ........... Move the cursor to the previous tab stop

TAB or
(I) or
(T) .......... Move the cursor to the next tab stop

FUNC K ....... Move the cursor to the next decimal tab stop

FUNC V ....... Move the cursor to the previous decimal tab stop
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3.3 Function keys fer text editing en non-NOTIS texminaie

*k Function kevs for text editinq **

FUNC is input CTRL + UNDERLINE

<X> means CTRL X

FUNC - ...... Insert/remove discrete hyphen in the text here

FUNC «j ..... Start new paragraph here

DEL or
<A> ......... Delete this character, or the previous if the cursor

is positioned at the end of this line

LF or
<J> ......... Move the cursor down five lines

+1 ........... Move the cursor to the left margin on the next line.
Insert blank line if INSERT mode is set.

FUNC A ...... Set/reset graphic mode

FUNC G ...... Set/reset Greek mode

FUNC H ...... Set/reset mathematical character mode
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3.4 Keys used to mark text areas on non—NOTIS terminals

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

** Kevs used to mark text areas **

FUNC is input CTRL + UNDERLINE

(X) means CTRL X

Mark beginning/end of a continuous area of text

Mark top left/bottom right corner of a box area

Mark this line

Mark this paragraph

Mark this sentence

Mark this word
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3.5 Kevs used to ooarato on markaa toxt azoaa on non—NOTIS terminals

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

FUNC

......

......

** Kevs used to oootata on marked areas **

FUNC 18 input CTRL + UNDERLINE

<X> moans CTRL X

Delete the marked area (may be restored with CANCEL)

Replaco the marked aroa with spaces

Copy the marked area, insert it at cursor position

Replace cursor position aroa with marked area

Move the marked area, insert it at cursor position

Replace cursor position area with marked area,
spacefilling the marxod area

Underline the marked aroa

Remove underlining 0% markoo area

Loft justify the marked atoa (if no marked area,
set LEFY as oofault justification mode

Qignt justi§y tho markod area (if no marked area,
sot RIGHT as default justification mode)

Justify the markod area in datault mode (if no
marked atoa, justity tnis payagraph}

Justify the marked aroa, removing multiple spaces
(1? no marked area. justity this paragraph)

Stretch juatifv tho maxkod area (if no marked area,
set STRETCHED as default justification mode)

Center justify the marked area (if no marked area,
set CENTERED as dotault justification mode)

Cancel the outrant aroa marking. If no marked area.
undo the editing performed on this line; if no
aditing, restore the last lino deleted with (D) <0)

Rewmark the last markod area

Draw a frame around the marked box area (if no
marked box area, sot/reset graphic mode)

Evaluate the numbers within the marked box area
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and write the result with the decimal point here

FUNC L ...... Convert the marked area to lower case (if no marked
area, convert the rest of this line)

FUNC U ...... Convert the marked area to upper case (if no
marked area. convert the rest of this line)

FUNC BTAB or
FUNC <Y> .... Set/reset decimal tabulator stops at cursor position.

The decimal tabulator stop means:

The place where the decimal point should be aligned when using
either of the decimal justity functions.

— The place where the decimal point should be aligned when inputting a
column and terminating each number with +j, after having set decimal
justification as default justification mode, and having set the mode
Automatic Justification after «J with the command

FUNC *

described under 'Functions without special function keys'.
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4 THE HOME COMMANDS AND HOW TO USE THEM

All Home commands must be given in the screen Home position, which is
marked 'NP:'. You use the Home key (slanted arrow) to enter this
position. To give a Home command you only type one charactery

THE HOWE fl €35 ARE IBfiWTEEfiL 0N NWTIS TERMINALS AND ON NON-NOTES
TERMINALS.

A Home command may be cancelled, at any time, by pressing the Home key
in reply to a prompt.

4.1 Re-uisolav current window - soace_b§r or FUNC Q

Pressing the space bar on your keyboard or FUNC a will redisplay the
current text window.

The function is useful. for instance, if a broadcast is received on
the screen during editing and 'scrambles‘ your text. This happens
quite frequently when a computer is used by a large number of people
for many different purposes.

4.2 Chanqe the terminal type to <type> ~ !

The various terminal type numbers for terminals on which NOTIS~WP can
be run are listed in Appendix 8.

0n TDV—ZZDU/S—ND NOTES the terminal type is 53, and on FACIT-4420~ND—
NOTIS it is 57. To change terminal type, you use the command

SHIFT + 9

The system's prompt and the parameter are:

NEW TERMINAL TYPE: (IERMIMAL TYPE F
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The present list of supported terminals is:

TANDBERG TDV—2200/~NO~NOTIS (53)
FACIT~442D~ND~NOTIS (57)
TANDBERG TDV~2115 (3)
TANDBERG TOV-2215—805~V2 (52)
TANDBERG TDV-2215-EXTENDED (36)
TELETYPE (2)
DECWRITER (11)

If your response is $1, the terminal type will not be changed.

NOTE:

Changing the terminal type wiLL cause all split~screen information to
be Lost. No text wiLL be Lost, but the region in screen window no. i
wiLL occupy the whole screen.

This is a convenient way of Leaving spLit—screen mode if you no Longer
need it (much easier than redefining Menu no. 1).

The command to give i5 then:

SHIFT + .' +1

4.3 Enter the work area at (position) for editing — “

The “ command enables you to move the cursor to the exact line and
column in the text area where you want to edit text.

SHIFT +

When you press " the system will prompt:

- ENTER POSITION:

The parameter is <region—name>.<line number) or <region-name>.<line
number.column>. The line and columns may be marked with a (V) (see
’Functions without special function keys') and 'remembered' for as
long as they remain the last items to have been marked in this manner.
The (region—name) parameter is only applicable when you are working
with several regions in the work area.
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[Example:

You have e coLumn of figures starting on Line 1500, coLumn 50, You
position the cursor on Line 1500, coLumn 50 and prees {V}u You then
move to another window to edit text, and when you want to return to
your coLumn of figures you simpLy prees “ in home position3 and then+J. The system witt now List out the {Line number.cotumn} marked with{V}, and another $1 wiLL ptece the cursor at that position“

- ENTER POSITIONFJ15DOnSUFj

You may. of course, also input the (line number.column> parameter
manually, if you can remember it:

- ENTER POSITION <1500.50>+J

1 Set the editor in line mode (sit

SHIFT +

(-0
9%

:

The command sets NOTIS—WP in line mode (see Appendix 0). thus making
it compatible with older editors such as QED (see QED Users Manual
ND—60.031). TELETYPE and DECWRITER terminals can run NOTIS—WP in line
mode only (see Appendix B).

2 thanqe filling mode for text iustification — l or FUNC /

Pressing

/ or FUNC /

changes the filling mode for text justification. The two filling modes
are Conditional and Nofill. and are marked on the status line (FM : C
or FM : N).

The difference between the two filling modes is:

C : when a paragraph is justified, text is taken from the
subsequent lines in order that all lines be filled.

N : each line is justified as a single entity. This is used by
the editor when justifying a rectangular box area.
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$11.1U .5; . "s 97’ :1

D (.) or FUN
. "fl"? L W,

f stop — full sto C full stop

Pressing

or FUNC

enables you to justify a marked box area of figures with the full stop
as decimal separator. The decimal point will be inserted at cursor
position if the decimal tabulator has not been set; otherwise at the
decimal tabulator stop.

If there is no marked box area. the command will set 'decimal with
full stop' as default decimal justification mode.

4 Decimal iustify the m rke rea r set a ‘m 'ust‘ i at on wit
comma — comma (.) or FUNC comma

Pressing

. or FUNC ,

enables you to justify a marked box area of figures with the comma as
decimal separator. The decimal point will be inserted at cursor
position if the decimal tabulator has not been set; otherwise at the
decimal tabulator stop

If there is no marked box area, the command will set 'decimal with
comma' as default decimal justification mode.

5 Adyange the displayed text by 5 lines ~ SHIFT + the plus sign (+)

The + command causes the window to be advanced by 5 lines of text.
This is useful if you want to check a block of text, a part of which
is found at the top of the next screen window.

SHIFT + +
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6 Rewind the displayed text by 5 lines — the minus sien (—)

lhe » command causes the window to be rewound 5 lines. It thus has the
opposite effect of the + command described above, and gives you the
opportunity to review a few lines of text From the previous screen
window, while keeping most of the text you are currently working on
visible on the screen.

7 Execute a SZNTRAN command — Q

It is possible. while editing text in NOTIS—WP, to execute a SINTRAN
command without having to exit from the program. To do so, you press:

Example:

You are editing text, and need to check some names of other documents
to be referred to.

Go into Home position and press a.

The prompt SINTRAN COMMAND: appears in the enneen Home position"

Give the SINTRAN command: wIST-FILESfikj

The Byetem Feeponde by bLanking the Screen and with the acknow~
Leogement: EXECUTING: LIST~FILES

Once you have Found what you wanted5 you QPESS the space bar, and your
Screen of text 15 restated at the exact point in the text where you

initialLy gave the a command“ It i5 thus unnecessary to exit from
NOTIS~HPa

Beware!
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There is no check performed on the SINTRAN command given, and if this
is not an actuat command, such as LIST—FILES, but a vaLid :PROG {iLe
or reentrant system name, then this system wiLL be run, and you wiLL
exit {vom NOT15~NP and Lose NOTIS~NP text that has not been stored
with a u command.

If, by mistake, you cause the o to appear, this mean; that you have
made an exit to SINTRAN.

You may then use the SINTRAN command:

BCONTINUE

to reenter NOTIS~HP without Losing any of your current text.

tn11 Aooeno current text to <document—neme> ~ A

A

The A command is a STORE—APPEND order, and therefore an extension of
the STORE—DOCUMENT (W) command. Its function is to aggeflg current text
§rom the NOTIS—NP work area to the <document-name) or (region—name)
given as parameter, instead of replacing it.

The format of the command 13:

APPEND TO DOCUMENT:<document«neme>l AREA:(<region—name>)
(from line>z<to line>“CR;

The AREA parameter is optional, and enables you to append only a part
of your text to <document~name>. If you do not indicate the area, your
whole text will be appended.

In the AREA parameter, <region~name> may be omitted.

4.12 Set new editor borders — B

The 8 command enables you to set new borders for the text to be
entered aften the new borders have been set. See also the border
functions under 'General editing keys”, and the default borders set in
Menu no. 2.

The format of the command is:

- Bordersz<left column>.<right column>+j
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Text entered before the new borders were set will not be affected by
the command, unless it is rejustified within the new borders with

JUST

The C command in NOTIS-WP is applicable only while using the PROGRAM
EDITOR (see PED Users's Guide ND—60—121). The command activates a
program called PERFORM, which is a SINTRAN utility program (see
SINTRAN III Utilities. ND—80.151).

4.14 Qgigtg $QEQQZ - Q

Whole lines or blocks of text can be deleted from the work area with
the command:

The lines or blocks of text can be marked with (V) — see 'Functions
without special function keys'. See also MARK function under 'Keys
used to mark text areas‘. and the DELETE function under 'Keys used to
operate on marked text areas'.

When you give the 0 command, the following text appears in the screen
Home position:

- DELETE AREA:

and the format of the answer is either:

— DELETE AREAz<from line.column>:<to line.column>+J

where

— (from line.column> is where the text block starts

— (to line.column> is where the text block ends.

If the text block is to consist of entire lines, you
specify only (from line>:<to line) and leave out the
column part of the parameter.

or:
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~ DELETE AREA:<region—name>.<from line.column>:<to line.column>
eJ
where

- (region—name) is the region in which you want text
to be deleted

- (from line.column> is where the text block starts

* <to line.column> is where the text block ends.

If the text block is to consist of entire lines, you
specify only (from line>z<to line) and leave out the
column part of the parameter.

or:

~ DELETE AREAz<region name>*J

where the whole region, including the region—name, is deleted
or:

— DELETE AREA:All +1

which clears the active region. or:

— DELETE AREA:@J#J

if the <from line.column><to line.column> numbers have been
marked with <V> or with SHIFT + MARK.

Example of the use of <V> and the D command

Place the cursor at the beginning and at the end of the block to be
deleted and give the <V> command at each of these two positions.

Send the cursor Home, and press 0 to activate the DELETE command.
followed by +J which causes the (from line.column>:<to line.column>
numbers marked with <V> to be listed.

If the <V> command is given in the same column on the two lines, the
whole lines without the <.col> will be taken as parameter, and
consequently deleted.

Execute the deletion with a second «J'

4.15 Disolav the first text window ~ F

Pressing the F will bring up on the screen the first screen window of
edited text in the active region in the work area, with the current
left border in the leftmost position on the screen.
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Use the cursor up arrow to bring up the subsequent window(s) and the
cursor down arrow to go back to the previous window(s).

4.18 Get string (string) — G or SHIFT + F7

The command is used when you want to find a word or an expression (a
string) used in your document in order to check or modify it.

G or SHIFT + F7

When you give this command, you get the following text in the screen
Home position:

— GET—STRING:

and your answer can be either:

1) GETnSTRINGz<string>kj

where (string) is the expression you want to find

or

2) GET—STRING:<string>l

When you give «J in example 1, the system will be ready to search for
(string) throughout the whole document or region.

When the 1 is pressed after (string) in example 2. NOTIS-WP will ask
for AREA: in the upper, right corner of the screen. This means that it
is possible to tell NOTIS—WP to search for (string) only within a
given part of your document. Now indicate where this area can be Found
by typing in the first line and the last line of the area, in the
following manner:

- AREAz<from line.col>:<to line.col)

where the <.col> part of the parameter is optional.

or:

- AREA:<region—name>.<from line.col>:<to line.col>

where the (region—name) indicates the region in which you
want the search to be carried out. The <.col> part of the
parameter is optional.
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Example:

GET—STRING:<notis~wp}l
AREA:{ch-2}.{1D:26U+j)

{region—name} is optionaL9 and if no region is specified, the active
region is assumed.

The search for {string} starts in the current screen window, and the
system indicates

SEARCHING FQR "STRING "

in the Home position. If you want to continue to Look for further
occurrences of the same string, you use {6} or F7 as expLained betow.

If you are searching throughout the whole document, inputting <G> or
F7 at each occurrence of <9tring> will eventually bring you to the end
of the document. The text will then be scrolled to the first line of
the first screen window, and you may continue with further prompts
until you reach the point where the search was initiated.

Each time (string) is Found, the system positions the cursor under the
first character in <string> and waits for you to decide whether you
will modify it, delete it, or simply go on.

The search can be continued in this manner until NOTIS—WP replies

"STRING " NOT FOUND

which means that it has been searched for round to the starting
position in the text, or within the whole area, and that it can no
longer be found. If you want to restart the search, you may press <6)
or F7 once more.

You may interrupt the search at any time by pressing the Home key.

The G command will take into consideration the value of CASE
SIGNIFICANCE in Menu no. 2. In other words. if the value of CASE
SIGNIFICANCE is YES, the G command will only find the exact replica of
(string).

Example:

’GET—STRING:notis~wp’ wiLL not find “NOTIS-NP".
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If CASE SIGNIFICANCE is NO, the system wiLL Find both upper—case and
Lower-case versions of your string and wiLL therefore pick up notis~
up, NOTIS—HP and Notis—HP.

Note that the 6 command will 'remember' the last string asked for.
which enables you to restart the search for a string again much later.
The only restriction is that you must not initiate a search for
another string in the meantime.

See also the SHIFT + F7 function under 'Keys used to navigate'.

4.17 Get the next occurrence of <strinq> - <G> or F7

If you press (6) or F7. the system will continue the search initiated
with the G command, as explained above. <G> or F? can be used either
in Home position or in the text.

CTRL + G or F7

<G> or F7 also 'remembers' the last (string) searched for and will
resume the search for this (string) if you press <6) or F7 again
after the search has been interrupted with the Home key.

4.18 Insert area — I

The I command enables you to easily move or copy blocks of text. These
blocks may consist of one or several lines, and may be marked for
copying or moving with the (V) command explained under the D command
and in 'Functions without special function keys'. See also the MARK
function under 'Function keys used to mark text areas' and the COPY
and DELETE functions under 'Function keys used to operate on marked
text areas'.

When you press

the following prompts will appear in the top line of the screen:

INSERT AREA: DESTINATION:

DELETE SOURCE?

and the format of the answer is either:
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INSERT AREAz<From line.col>:<to line.col>l DESTINATIONz<line.col>l

DELETE SOURCE?<Y/N>

or:

INSERT AREAz<from line.col>:<to line.col>1
DESTINATION:<region«name>.(1ine.col>l
DELETE SOURCE?<Y/N>

or:

INSERT AREA:<region—name>.<from line.col>:<to line.col>l
DESTINATION:<region~name>.<line.col>1
DELETE SOURCE?<Y/N>

where:
(region—name) is the region from which you want the text
block to be taken

- (from line.col> is where the text block starts

— (to line.col> is where the text block ends

_ DESTINATION:(regionaname>.<line.col> is the region where you
want the text block inserted. the number of the line where
the block is to be inserted. and the character position
before which it is to start on the line.

If only (line) is indicated, the text block will be inserted
before that line.

If the block of text is to consist of entire lines, you only
need to specify <line> in the <from>:<to> parameter.

+1 or Carriage Return means the current line.

~ DELETE SOURCE?<Y/N> specifies whether this is a MOVE or a
COPY operation. If you reply Y, the block will be deleted in
its original location. and simply moved to the new one. If
you reply N. the block will remain in its original location
and will be copied into the new one.

Anything other than Y or N will be understood as N.

If the (from line.col>:<to line.col> parameter has been marked with
<V> as described under the D command, you may select the
DESTINATIONz<line.col> by placing the cursor in the selected position
and then pressing
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h
to send the cursor Home. This DESTINATION will now also be remembered,
and you may give the insert command as in the example:

Example:

You have marked 1500.15 and 1750.40 for a COPY operation. You have
positioned the cursor on 2500.10 and you have sent the cursor Home
afterwards.

You now give the I command, and you wiLL see that if you do exactLy as
expLained beLow, you wiLL have copied your bLock of text into the new
Location without deteting it in the originaL Location, and without
having had to remember the Line numbers yourseLf:

INSERT AREA:+J1500.15:1750.40& DESTINATION:*j2500.101

DELETE SOURCE?N

In this exampLe the {V} command and the cursor position were
“remembered" by the I command, and caLLed up with k]. The command was
executed after you had given your repLy to the DELETE SOURCE7{Y/N)
question, which decides whether this is to be a MOVE or a COPY
operation.

4.19 Activate NOTIS-TF - J

The Text Formatter NOTIS—TF is described in NOTIS~TF Reference Manual
— Text Formatter ND-B3.007.

The Home command

activates NOTIS~TF with the document in the active region (or with the
MAIN document, if no other regions have been specified).

When this command is given. the system will respond with:

— ACTIVATE NOTIS~TF~xxx-yy (current document—name>:TEXT

’xxx' means the language version of the Text Formatter, and 'yy'
indicates the version number.

The formatting starts when you confirm the response with +1:

- ACTIVATE NOTIS~TF—xxx-yy <document~name>zTEXT+J
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If you try to give the J command without having stored all the edited
text with a w command, the system will prompt

SAVE EDITED TEXT T0 1 ,, ;ENT-NAME>:TEXT Y/N?
for all text regions in the work area that have been changed.

The command transfers control from NOTIS—NP to NOTIS—TF. Once the
formatting is done, the system automatically enters Inspect mode in
NOTIS~NP where the formatted document can be scanned for accuracy.

If you want to format another document than the current <document-
name> or <region~name>, it is also possible to call NOTIS~TF up
directly from SINTRAN. See the NOTIS—TF Reference Manual ~ Text
Formatter.

4.20 Display the last text window — L or S

Pressing the L or the 3 sign will bring the last 10 lines of edited
text in your document up on the screen, along with approximately 10
blank lines, depending on the terminal you are working on.

when you now press the Home key to move the cursor down into the text,
the cursor will automatically be positioned on the first character
position of the first blank line on the screen.

6.21 Move display to (position) — M

The M command moves the text displayed on the screen window so as to
make the line number indicated in <position> appear as the first text
line on the screen.

when you press

the system prompts with:

MOVE T0 P051 HUN:

You may also move between regions by giving (region~name> in reply to
the prompt ‘Move to position'.
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The command may be given relatively or absolutely:

1) MOVE TO POSITION:<line number>+J (or (line number.col>)
where (line number) is the number of the line in the work
area that you want to be displayed on the first line of the
screen,

or

2) MOVE TO POSITION:<+> or <~> (number of lines>+J
where + or — (number of lines) moves the display the
specified number of lines Forwards or backwards in the work
area.

Example 1:

If (time number} is 300, Lines 300 through 320 wiLL be disptayed.

Example 2:

IF {Line number.cot> is 300.10, Lines 300 through 320 wiLL be
dispLayed, the first character position displayed in the top Line of
the screen being position 10.

Example 3:

[F you are working on a screen window dispLaying Lines 700 to 720 and
you give (Line number} as +15, your command moves you 15 Lines
Forwards in the work area relative to the current window position. You
wiLL thus dispLay the window starting with Line 715.

4.22 Qisplay the next text window - N

Pressing the N will bring the next screen window of edited text in
the work area up on the screen, i.e, 21 lines on TDV-ZZOO/B—ND-NOTIS.

If you are working on a vertically split screen. the next 21 lines of
text in the active region will appear, and if you are working on a
horizontally split screen, the number of lines appearing will be the
number set in Menu. no. 1 for the active horizontal region..

Example:
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iou are working in the screen window containing Lines 1342 ~ 13$?“ You
go into Home positiong press N, and thus bring up on the screen the
window containing Lines 1363 ~ 1383.

Example 2:

you are working on a verticaLLy spLit screen, with two 35Wcoéumn
regions. Region no, 1 is active7 and you are in the screen window
containing Lines 1342 w 1362. You press N, and thus bring up on the
screen Line 1363.c0Lumn i - 35, to Line 1383ucoLumn 1 — 35. VEVtiCSk
region no. 2 is not active, and is therefore not affected by the
command“

Example 3:

You are working on a horizontaLLy spLit screen, with two regions.
Region no“ i is 15 Lines Longa and is active“ When you now press N,
onLy the 15 Lines in the active region wiLL be scroLLed, and you wiLL
be abLe to see the next 15 Lines in this active region whiLe the
inactive region no» 2 remains as it was.

4.23 Print text to (device) ~ 0

This is the command with which you send your document to a printing
device.

See also the PRINT function under 'General editing keys'.

When you give the command, the following text comes up in the screen
home position:

— DEVICE NAME:

and the various possibilities are:

DEVICE NAME2<name>¢j

or

DEVICE NAMEz<name>l AREA:<from line) (to line>l

or

DEVICE NAME:<name>l AREA:<region-name>.<from linezto line>l
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N0.0F COPIES:<number>l PAGE LIST2<from page>z<to page>l FORMAT? Y/N+j

or :(page no.>,<page no.>l

where:

DEVICE NAME: is the identification of your printer. Obtain correct
printer identification from your System Supervisor.

FJ: tells the system to print the whole document

T: tells the system that you wish to select the text to be printed
and/or the number of copies required

AREA: is an indication of the line numbers you want printed
from the MAIN document or from the specified region.

NO. OF COPIES: is an indication of the number of copies you want

The system will only take this indication if your printer has a queue
system (a 'spooling file').

PAGE LIST: tells the system to print from page 'n' to page 'm', in
which case the colon (:) must be used as separator; or page 'n' plus
page 'm' but not those between. in which case the comma (,) must be
used as separator.

FORMAT? <Y/N>: asks whether you want to print out raw text, or whether
you want it formatted with the values in the menus and the print
directives.

Note that if you have used special directives
from the Text Formatter NOTIS-TF, these will
be printed out as text even if you answer YES,
because the PRINT function only carries out
NOTIS—WP Editor functions and not NOTIS~TF
Text Formatter functions.

If the answer to Y/N is Y, Formatting is carried out. If the answer is
N, underline and ” are printed out as ordinary characters.

The DEFAULT PRINTER is set in Menu no.4. For the purpose of this
manual, we shall assume that it is a PHILIPS GP 300 L. If there is
only one PHILIPS GP 300 L, this is a sufficient indication, but if
there are several it is necessary to specify in the menu which one you
want as the default. This will usually have been done by the System
Supervisor, who will also provide you with correct printer
identifications.
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Example:

There are three such printers connected to the computer you are
working on3 the one on which you are expected to print your documente
i5 printer no. 2, and you therefore specify in Menu no. 4 that your
defauLt printer has device name PHILIPS~2u

When you now give the 0 command, and went to print on the defeutt
printer? you simpLy give +j 35 response to the question DEVICE NAME:
and NOTIS~NP confirms:

' DEVICE NAMEsPHILlPS~E

if you want to use any other printer than the defeuLt printer, for
inetence a Line~printer9 you have to input the name/number at this
euxiLiary printer yoursetf, ieu? write {auxiLiary printer name} after
the prompt:

w DEVICE NAME:{euxiLiery printer name}

and then go on to the other parameters via the l.

Example 1: You want one copy of your whole default document to be
printed in one run, on the default printer:

“ DEVICE NAME: +J 4,“!

If you want to print only a part of your document on the same default
printer there is a way of doing this:

Example 2: Print lines 150 to 375 of my document, in two copies:

oevzce NAME5+j l AREA:15D:375 1
no. or coeleese «j

The printer wiLL now print out onty Lines 150 to 375 incL., in two
copieeu

Example 3: Print my document to the Line-printer, in two copies:

DEVICE NAME:{L~pr. name}! AREAsl
NO. OF COPIES:2 j4.
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Example 4: Print pages 2, 5. 9 and 11 of my document to the
default printer, in one copy.

DEVICE NAHE:+j£ AREA:1
NO» OF COPIES:$ PAGE LIST:2,5,9,11FJ

Example 5: Print from page 9 to page 25 inclusive to the
default printer, in two copies.

DEVICE NAME:FJ1 AREA:1

NO: OF COPIES:2 PAGE LIST:9:25+j

Example 6: Print pages 2,5,9,10,11 and 14 to the default
printer, in two copies

DEVICE NAME:*j1 AREA:£

no. OF COPIES:2 PAGE LIST:2,5,9:11,14+j

4.24 figgt argg - Q

The command is used to sort the lines within a specified area
according to the ASCII value of the characters, 19.. alphanumerically.
See also the SORT function described under 'Functions without special
function keys'.

The command

brings the following text up in the screen Home position:

- SORT AREA:

and the parameters are either:

SORT AREA:<from line.column>:<to line.column>+J

or

SORT AREAz<from line.column>:<to line.column>l

ALT. KEY AREA:<column:column>+j

You may also specify (region name>, and the parameters would then be
either:
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50R? AREA:<region~hame>.<from line.columh>:<to line.column>+j

or

SORT AREA:<region—name>.<from line.column>:<to line.column>l

ALT. KEY AREA2<columnzcolumn>+J

{he sort routine sorts the lines as separate units. Even if the SORT
AREA does not define whole lines, whole lines may Change position if
the columh part. which is the sort key that determines where in a
string of text to start, so requires.

If the key parts 0? two strings are equal. the ALTERNATIVE KEY AREA of
the two strings will be compared to find if there is a difference.
This ALTERNATEVE KEY AREA is optional. The comparison is made with the
ASCII value of the characters composing the string of text.

A third, hon specified key is the line length. Empty lines are
regerdes as the "smallest".

if no <column> parameter is indicated as a key. the lines will be
sorted with the whole lines as keys.

If a large number of lines are to be sorted, eg., several hundred, it
is an sovahtage to sort them in small portions of 100 or 200 at a
time, uniil, the whole area is sortee in one last operation.

[ghample:

You have a List of names that you want sorted aLphabeticaLLy:

fimith
Johnson
Cahtéand
Reagan
Brown
Fetereon

You give the {V} commahfl (see "Functions without special function
keys") to estebtish fihe exact Line numbers? which we may set at 1530
and 1535 in this emaLL exampLeu

You then give the Q command foLLowed by «J»

:he syhtems prompts “Sort awe53152051525"5

You confihm the command with snothew Vjv and your List of names comes
out sorted atphaheticaLLy with the Firs coLumn as key.
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Brown
Carttand
Johneon
Peterson
Reagan
Smith

NOTE:

The 0 command will only distinguish between upper case and lower case
if you have set CASE SIGNIFICANCE: Y in Menu no. 2.

4.25 Retrieve document - R

The R command causes text to be fetched into the NOTIS—NP work area
from a document which has already been edited and stored in the
computer's permanent storage area.

The basic format of this command is:

— RETRIEVE DOCUMENT:<document—name>+J

As you can see. (document—name) is the only mandatory parameter in
this command and if you give this parameter alone, followed directly
by “J, your whole document from the first to the last line will be
retrieved into the work area.

But you also have the possibility to retrieve only a part of the
document into the work area, by specifying the optional (from
line):(to line) parameters.

The format of the command is then:

— RETRIEVE DOCUMENT:(document—name)!

INSERT BEFORE:1

AREAz<from line>z<to line>+j

Example:

— RETRIEVE DOCUMENT:{training~manuat}l

INSERT BEFORE:1

AREA:25:250 j0.
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OnLy Lines 25 through 250 of your document ’training—manuaL’ wiLL then
be retrieved. This is usefut if you want to use onLy parts of a
document, since you can choose either to create a separate document
with these few Lines by giving it a new name, or to abbreviate your
current document because you feet that onLy Lines 25 through 250 are
reLevant,

The abbreviation wiLL be carried out if you write Lines 25 through 250
of your document ’training-manuaL’ into the computer 5 permanent
storage area under the same name “training~manuaL’, because the Lines
before Line 25 and after 250 wiLL then be erased and onLy Lines 25 ~
250 of “training—manuat“ wiLL remain.

See the section devoted to the w command — Store current text in
(document—name) or in ("document-name").

The R command also provides the possibility to merge a new document
(or parts of it) into the document you are currently editing, ie., to
retrieve more text from another document while you are working on the
current document.

You can also decide exactly where you want the additional text in—
sorted.

You then give the R command a second time, in this manner:

- RETRIEVE DOCUMENT2<second document—name);

INSERT BEFOREz<line number) 1

AREAz<from line>z<to line>+j
or

— RETRIEVE DOCUMENT2<second document—name)!

INSERT BEFORE:<region-name>.<line number) 1

AREA:<from line>z<to line>+j

Example:

* RETRIEVE DOCUMENT:{handbook}L

INSERT BEFORE:{training-manuat}n{250> 1

AREA:{BDD:6DU} f]

You have now borrowed 300 Lines of text from your second document,
’handbook”, and you have inserted these 300 Lines before Line 250 of
your current document, "training—manuaL“.
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Note that when you retrieve a second, complete document into the work
area with this second R command, your command will result in the
following prompts from the system:

~ Save edited text to (default document~name> YIN

This prompt occurs if you have modified something in your
document before giving the second R command. and avoids your
losing text that has not been stored in the computer's
permanent storage area yet.

If there is text in the work area but no <default document—
name) the system will prompt

~ Do you want to clear current text before retrievinq new
document? s

The prompt requests a confirmation that you really want
(current document—name) and <second document-name) in the
region together.

If you reply YES, the region is deleted from the work area,
and the system confirms

RETRIEVING : WCWENT-NAME

If you reply N0, the region will remain in the work area when
(second document—name) is retrieved.

In all these 'RETRIEVE and MERGE' options the default values used by
NOTIS NP, whenever you simply type +1 after <document—name), are:

INSERT BEFORE: after the last line in the active region

~ AREA: the whole document.

A Retrieve operation may be aborted with the \ key.

If you press i while a document is being retrieved, the system will
prompt:

DO YOU REALLY WANT TH fiBORT THE RETRIEVAL QPERATIQNW/N}?
If you answer YES, the retrieval is aborted, and the system writes
out:

'NNN' LINES RETRIEVED [XXX BYTES) {WED}

If you answer N0, the retrieval continues normally.

You may also retrieve a document from another computer, via the COSMOS
net.
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The command would then be:

- RETRIEVE DOCUMENT:<computer identification>(<user
name:password>). <document—namefij>

where:

— Computer identification will be the name or number under

Example:

which the other computer is recognized by the COSMOS net,

(user~name:password). must always be followed by a dot (.).
and will be the name and password of the user whose document
you want to retrieve.

The user name must be one that exists in the main directory
of the other computer. If s/he has no password, you simply
input the user name followed by colon (z) and close the
parenthesis.

documentename is the name of the document which is under the
specified user name on the other computer.

RETRIEVE DOCUMENT:SNORRECENRzBABY).wP~CHAP~1+j

Where:

SNORRE is the name of the computer you wish to access

CENR:BABY). are the name and pasaword of the user whose fiLe you

HP~CHAP—i

are retrieving, foLLowed by a dot C.) The user name
must be in parenthesis.

is the name of the document you want to retrieve

When executing a remote retrieval like this, you may of course also
retrieve only a specified number of lines, with the INSERT BEFORE and
AREA parameters in the RETRIEVE DOCUMENT command. as explained above.

4.26 Substitute (old strinq> with (new strino> — S

This command allows you to automatically replace one string within the
text, with another string.
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The substitutions can be carried out throughout your document or
region, or only in a given AREA.

The search for the (string) to be substituted will always start in the
current and subsequent window, and if searching the whole text buffer,
NOTIS—WP will go to the beginning of the first screen window after it
has reached the last line of the text, and pursue the search until it
reaches the starting point of the search.

Full manual control of the substitutions can be maintained at all
times.

Pressing the character S will activate the SUBSTITUTE command. The
format of the command is:

SUBSTITUTE: (old string>l WITH: (new string)!

AREA:<region—name>.<from>:(to>l

MANUAL CHECK: (yes or no)

where:

(old string): is the string to be replaced.

— (new string): is the replacement string.

AREA:<region~name>.<from>:(to) is the region, and the part of
the text in that region. where you want the substitutions to
be carried out.

If you have marked the AREA with (V), you just input +j.

— (yes) / (no): is input Y or N.
0] will be taken as Y.

The AREA: parameter is optional, and the (regionnn‘me> is also
optional. The (from>:<to> parameter may be replaced by I, in which
case the substitutions are carried out throughout the whole active
text region.

If the answer to manual check is YES, and if (old string) is found,
the cursor will be placed under the first character in the string, andv
NOTIS WP will wait tor a decision as to whether or not the (old
string) should be replaced with the (new string).

The following decisions are possible:

m S or Y: Substitute and search for next (old string).
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~ C or space bar: Continue to next (old string) (ie., do not
substitute).

- (T >: Terminate substitute command.
The cursor is placed in the Home position again. and the
number of substitutions carried out is indicated: 'n'
SUBSTITUTIONS.

If the answer to manual check is NO. NOTIS-WP will carry out all the
substitutions automatically throughout the text and indicate: "‘n'
substitutions" in the home position at the end of the operation.

The new string will automatically be set as the string to be searched
€or. if a <G> or F7 command is given after an interruption or
completion of the search, to restart a search operation. The search
object will then be the new string”

4.27 Set new tabulator stops — T

The T command enables you to set tabulator positions at your own
choice. See also the TAB tunction key under 'General editing keys'.

The format of the command is:

- TABULATORS:<position»1>,(position~2>,....<position~'n‘>yj

where the <position—number> is a number between 1 and 255, in
increasing order.

The following may be specified as (position):

~ T for Text : Tabs 2 9, 18‘ 27, etc., ...... max. 250

- M for MAC : Tabs : 8, 14, 30. 40, etc.,.. max. 250

— F for FORTRAN : Tabs : 7. 11, 15, etc., ...... max. 255

- C for COBOL : Tabs 2 8, 12, 16, etc., ...... max. 255

- P for PLANC/PASCAL: Tabs = 5, 9, 13. etc., ...... max. 255

The increment may be altered by specifying <increment>, ie..
<position,increment>. Thus. <T,5> results in tabulator positions 10,
15, 20, 25, etc.

A sixth possibility is to specify:

~ 8 for Special

8 has two parameters: the (first position) and the
(increment). This may be added to a list of positions, eg ’ I
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if H = 8,14.... S may be added as 8.30.10 which is input
after the T—command prompt

Tabulators:<8.14.5,30,10>+j

The tabulator settings will be remembered when you next retrieve the
same (document—name) or (region—name) again. They are at all times
marked on the dotted line (third screen line) together with the ( T
indicating the borders.

To remove existing tabulator positions, you specify 'minus' as
(position), ie.. you give the T command and input - as parameter,followed by FJ.

Default tabulator settings in NOTIS—WP are every 9th column, starting
in column 9.

4.28 Ugdate document - U

The command

is a RETRIEVE command which limits the STORE access (see the w
command) of that particular document to the current user.

This means that if you RETRIEVE a document with the U command rather
than with the R command, you can be certain that there will not be a
second user working on the document at the same time.

If somebody does try to retrieve the same document. s/he will receive
the message

WENT/[EVICE IS IN USE BY SOMEONE

The document will thus be reserved for you until you have stored it,
and terminated the editing session on that particular document with an
EXIT.

By the way, you would receive this message if you were to try to
retrieve the same document on another terminal after having retrieved
it with a U command on the first one. This is why the message uses the
term 'someone' ~ — this 'someone' may be yourself.

You may use the UPDATE command to retrieve a document from another
computer via COSMOS, in exactly the same manner as you use the
RETRIEVE command.
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4.2g Meals .a.-num.WmW~

The command

establishes the decimal. octal. hexadecimal and ASCII values 0? any
32—bit integer expression.

A very simple example of what happens when you press V:

You want to estahLieh the vaLuea For the figure 1234567.

You give the V command? and after the system prompt ”VaLue of: you
input 12345e7 as parameter and press +j.

In the screen Home position the operation Looks Like this:

Value ofsi334567k1
15; DecimaL 1234567 OctaL 4553207 Hex 120687 ASCII ”&RV&G”

See PED User's Guide ND—80.121 for more information.

4.30 Store gocgment — o

The STORE command causes text to be written iggm the NOTIS—wP work
area into a document.

Pressing the character w will activate this command, and the following
text will appear in the screen home position.

— STORE DOCUMENT:

The format of the answer is:

— STORE DOCUMENT:<document~name>*j

where:

<document~name> is the name of the document to be stored.

You then store the whole <document~name> in the computer's
permanent storage area.
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0r

— STORE DOCUMENT:<document~name>i AREA:<region—name>.<from
line>z<to line>$J

where

AREA:<region~name>.<from line>z<to line) is the portion of
the text in the work area that you wish to store in the
computer's permanent storage area under <document—name>. It
is not always necessary to indicate AREA:V When you wish to
store the whoie <document—name> in the computer's permanent
storage area, you can leave this parameter ou and simply
give QJ after (document—name) instead of the I

A new document—name mug; be given in double quotes when it is created
for the tirst time with a STORE DOCUMENT command:
("document-name ">.

You can create it either with the first STORE DOCUMENT command, in
which case it will also be set in Menu no. 1 at the same time. or by
setting it yourself: <"default document—name") in Menu no. 1 when you
enter NOTIS—WP to start the editing of a new document.

Example:

STORE DOCUMENT:(manuaL}+j

resutts in the whoLe document being stored in the permanent storage
area, whereas

STORE DOCUMENT:{manuaL}1 AREA:1:SU “j

resutte in onLy Lines 1 to 50 being stored in the permanent storage
area.

Another example:

STORE DOCUMENT:{”information"}l AREA:20:1580 y}

In this exampte we have decided that we want to create a document
caLLed "information", and Store Lines 20 — 1500 of the current text in
the editor“e work area in thie document.

In the upper left corner of the screen the words

STURINE:<DQCU§EWT~N&ME)
will appear, and in the upper right corner a position arrow indicating
how far the STORE has progressed. Once the required number of lines
have been stored in the document, the reply ‘n' Lines written ('m‘
bytes) will appear in the upper leTt corner.

un_{:1 fine no
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As you have seen, the R (RETRIEVE DOCUMENT) command enables you to
merge two or several documents or excerpts From documents in the
editor‘s work area, into one major document, and the w (STORE
DOCUMENT) command enables you to create one or several new documents
by borrowing text from an existing document.

when you store text in the computer's permanent storage area under a
name which is different from the <default document—name> already set,
NOTIS~WP will ask:

UPMTE DEFAULT WWW?"— ,. E T0 INFORMATION: TEXT? Y/N
It is asking you to confirm that you do not want this text to to be
called 'manual', but that you want to name the new document
'information'.

If you answer Y, a new documentuname is created: 'information:text‘,
and the default document~name set accordingly in Menu no. 1. You will
thus suddenly be working on the text, in the editor's work area. of a
document called 'information' and no longer on 'manual'. 0n the other
hand. your original document ‘training—manual' remains intact in the
computer's permanent storage area.

If you answer N, the process is reversed: you will still be working on
the text of your document 'manual'. but you will have created a new
'information' document with the same text. Hence, you never lose any
text by storing text under a new document~name.

In either case you find yourself with two documents which can be
retrieved separately with the R command. each under its own name:

a) your original 'manual‘ document

b) a new document called 'information', containing 1480 lines of
text borrowed from the 'manual'.

Beware!

If you write only a part of your current document 'manual‘ back to the
computer's permanent storage area under that particular name, you will
lose the part of the text that you do not write back. This is
therefore a way to shorten a document.

Here are other examples at how the STORE command can be used:

i) STORE DOCUMENT:{documentmname}+J

The document {document~name} must already exist, and the FuLL
contents of the NOTISwNP active region wiLL be stored in If“
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STORE DOCUMENT:<"document~name”>l AREA:TO:14U +1

A document with the name <document-name;text> is created. and
lines 10 through 140 from the NOTIS~WP active region are
stored in this document.

STORE DOCUMENT:<document—name>1 AREA 20 «J

Only line 20 of <document~name> is stored.

STORE DOCUMENT:<document—name>l AREAz20z$ q"I

All the lines from line 20 onwards from the NOTIS-WP work
area are stored in the document.

STORE DOCUMENT:+J and another 9]

Store all the lines from the NOTISWWP work area in the
(default document—name> which has been set either with a
previous STORE DOCUMENT or RETRIEVE DOCUMENT command, or in
Menu no. 1.

Before any STORE to the default document is carried out, the
default document—name is displayed, and must be confirmed bypressing «J once again.

A Store operation may be aborted with the Home key.

if you press Home while a document is being stored, the system will
prompt

DO YOU REALLY WANT TO ABORT THE STORE OPERATION (Y/N)?
If you answer N, the store operation continues normally.

If you answer Y, the store operation is aborted, and the system writes

'NNN' LINES STORED (XXX BYTES) [ABORTEOJ ~ OUTPUT DOCUMENT IS
INCOMPLETE!

You may also store a document, via the COSMOS net, in another
Computer's permanent storage area.

The command would then be:

STORE DOCUMENT <computer identification>(<user
name:password>). <document-name9j>

where:

Computer identification will be the name or number under
which the other computer is recognized by the COSMOS net,
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— (user~name:password). will be the name and password. followed
by a dot (.), for the user whose name you want your document
to be stored under.

The user name must be one that exists in the main directory
of the other computer. If s/he has no password, you simply
input the user name followed by colon (2) and close the
parenthesis.

- document~name can be either a document—name which already
exists under that user, or a document-name created by you in
double quotes ("document~name">

Example:

STORE DOCUMENT:SNORRE€ENR:BABY)"NP«CHAP—1+J

Where:

SNORRE is the name of the computer you wish to access"

(ENR:BABYJ. are the name and the password (if any)
of the user under whose name you want your document
to be stored. The user name must be in parenthesis
foLLowed by a dot (.3, If the user has no pasewowd,
ctose the parenthesis after the coLon.

HP~CHAPwl is the name of the document you went to stone.

When executing a remote storage like this, you may of course also
store only a specified number of lines, with the INSERT BEFORE and
AREA parameters in the STORE DOCUMENT command, as explained above.

4.31 Display reqion information _ X

The command

will clear the screen and display all region names, the size of each
region. and the SINTRAN document name and file type. It will indicate
whether the region(s) have been modified. An arrow (+) will point at
the current region.

When you give the X command, your screen may look like the example
below:
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Example

829129_______________________Eioe§m_-fleeillegil_fle£eelliiilsl__MAIN 1435 v USER~MAIN=TEXT
CHAP~2 548 N USER—NEXT:TEXT

4 CHAP~3 732 v USER~LAST:TEXT

There are three regions in this exampLe, and your current region is
CHAP~3, in which you have made some changes.

If there are more regions than can be displayed on the screen at the
same time. the system will prompt

MORE I Y/N) ?

in the Home position.

To get your text window back again, press the space bar or K

If you do not specify a region name in the R command. your document is
read into the current region.

Region MAIN will always exist, even if you do not use it. and is the
region that will be displayed when you start NOTIS-WP directly from
SINTRAN.

4.32 Lgspggt document - Z

As explained under the 3 command (Activate the Text Formatter),
Inspect mode is automatically entered when the formatting of a
document in NOTIS—TF is completed.

You may, however, also call up an already formatted document for
inspection. with the command:

The procedure is then the following:

— Enter NOTIS—WP after the a as explained in 2.1.

~ Give the 2 command.

NOTIS-WP will then ask 'Inspect document:'

— Type in the (document—name).
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NOTIS—WP will now enter Inspect mode and display the contents of the
formatted (documentvname> on the screen. This <document~name> can now
be checked for accuracy and sent to an output device either with the C
command or the PRINT key in Inspect mode.

If you find errors in the formatted document, you may return to edit
mode with the Inspect mode command T. After the corrections have been
made, and stored with a w command, the document will have to be
formatted again. No corrections can be made while you are in Inspect
mode.

After you have made corrections in the text document. you may return
to the formatted document again with a new Z command.

This time the (document—name) is not asked for.

You may thus go back and forth between the formatted text and the text
document, to make the necessary corrections.

You must format the text document again. after all the corrections
have been made.

4.33 Read parameters from init file ~ qrave accent

The ‘ command instructs NOTIS—WP to use the formats for which values
are set in a system file called NOTIS—wP~xxx—J:INIT. This is in the
'administrative' part of the computer's permanent storage area under
user SYSTEM, unless you have created your own :INIT file (see below).

The command is input:

SHIFT +

Note that 'xxx' means the language version: ENG, NOR. GER. etc.

The command must be given if you have modified the standard format
values by changing the menus and you wish to tell NOTIS~WP to use
these values.

The values read trom the :INIT file will. invisibly, as far as you are
concerned, become a part of your text document and be used by NOTIS~WP
when your document is printed.

When you give the ‘ command NOTIS—WP prints out 'Initializing' in
command position, and sta ts reading the values that you have set
yourself and saved with the T command (vertical bar) below..
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4.3% Save parameters in init file — vertical bar

The initial values placed in the menus and tabulator settings when you
First call up NOTES—NP are fetched from the special :INIT file kept by
user SYSTEM, as explained above. Your System Supervisor will haveadapted these values to the needs of your particular organization, and
the current values of these menus and tabulator settings will alwaysbe saved as an (invisible) part of your documents.

You may, nevertheless, want to change these values for a 'special'
document: perhaps a different size paper, for which you need to alter
quite a few entries in the menus. When you change the values, these
new values will be stored as an (invisible) part of that particular
document, and will be remembered next time that particular document is
retrieved again. They will then be applied to that particular document
only.

If, however, your generally work with special formats (tables, largesize sheets, etc.) it is possible to create your own NOTES—WPexxx~
lNIT file and thus to save the special values that you have selectedto use. The creation of this personal NOTIS—WP—xxx~llIT file und r
your own user name takes places automatically when you press the T,
and the special values which you have requested in the menus are
stored, and will be used for all your documents.

The command is input:

SHIFT +

The :INIT file is also used by NOTIS~TF if the document is a 7 bit
document (as in the Program editor PEG and in other ND systems).

On the other hand, you may want to go back to the standard valuesunder user SYSTEM after you have completed your special size documentwith the modified values.

You may then do so by exiting from NOTIS»wP and then calling NOTlS—WP
up again to start editing the new document with the standard values
which are always there when you tire; call up NOTIS—WP. The new
document will therefore have the standard SYSTEM values.

Since you now have your own :INIT File, you may at any time decide to
create a new special document with the special values you have saved
for this purpose. In this case you call up again these special values
from your own :INIT file with the command
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SHIFT +

explained in the previous section. each time you call up NOTIS—wP for
the purpose of editing one of your special format documents.

Your System Supervisor may also arrange that your own :INIT file is
read each time you enter NOTISeWP. In this case, values which you have
selected to use for your own, very special document formats, will
automatically be read instead of the SYSTEM values each time you call
up NOTIS~WP. thus avoiding your having to give the ‘ command each
time.

If you no longer need the special format values consigned in your
personal :INIT file. you can ask your System Supervisor to delete this
personal :INIT file (or do it yourself, with the SINTRAN command
QDELETE«FILE — see the SINTRAN III Reference Manual. NOTIS~WP will
then go back to reading the SYSTEM values each time it is called up,
until the next time you re—create a personal :INIT file with special
values.

4.35 Exit — E

The E command is used to exit from NOTIS~WP, or from a specific
region. See also the EXIT function key under 'General editing keys'

If you give the command

without having stored your text with a w command, the system will
prompt

SAVE EDITED TEXT TO {WAULT DOCUMENFNAHE) Y/N?
if you have edited text without creating a (document—name) NOTIS~WP
will not accept the E command and will give an error message:

THE TEXT 1’5 WUIFIED! 00 YBU WANT TO STORE IT (Y/N)?
If you answer Y, the system prompts

STORE MCUMENT:

If you answer N. the text you have edited will be lost.
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If you have modified several regions in the work area. NOTIS~WP willgive this error message for each of the modified regions before it
accepts the E command.

The system will then confirm the exit with

WP:EXIT Notis Word Processor
3

6.36 Editor setup - &

The command

SHIFT + &

is reserved for the use of the System Supervisor. It is explained in
detail in Appendix E — System Supervisor section.

4.37 Set a new active reqion - FUNC 1. FUNC 2 or FUNC 3

When using the split—screen facility described in chapter 1, you may
set a new active region with the commands

FUNC 1, FUNC 2 or FUNC 3

The new active region is the one in the first, second or third region
of the screen window you have set in Menu no. 1, depending on which
number you input.

The commands may also be used in the text.
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5 OPTIONAL CHARACTER SETS

There are 4 optional character sets available in this version of
NOTIS—WP: graphic, Greek, mathematical and accent characters. They are
explained in 5.1 through 5.4. below.

The graphic and mathematical character sets may not be used together.since they partly overlap.

Characters that cannot be printed on a DIABLO printer will be outputas a space, to enable you to fill in the character by hand later.

The recommended tools for optional character set editing and output
are the TOV—ZZOO/S—ND-NOTIS terminal connected to a PHILIPS GP 300 L
printer.

5.1 Setzreset graphic character set - SHIFT + the F1 kev or FUNC A

Pressing

SHIFT + F1 or FUNC A

sets the editor in graphic mode, ie., opens ac 955 to the graphic
character set. NOTIS—WP is in graphic mode when a i is visible onthe status line. Repeating the same command turns graphic mode off
again.

See also 10.16, which describes how you use graphic mode to draw
frames around marked box areas.

When graphic mode is active. you have access to the following set of
31 characters. Input is from a TDV-ZZOO/S-ND—NOTIS terminal:
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1mm; Result Lung; Ream

I -O _ 4

» T
u -9 =

/ * 6
t: -O z

s * 0 a T+ k

1 + L
Z * _ 2 + l
a, 4 =

3 a J
' 9 =

( 3 I. T L.9

5 + if
) + o

* —o f: 5 “ 'l

+ * o 7 4 r

4 e—l 9 a 1

' .. t = “. 0

( 4 + 7 + +

) 4 4

Note that the result on a Philips printer may not be quite identical
to that of DIABLO. Results also look slightly different on the screen
and on a print—out.

IMPORTANT:

Graphic mode and the mathematical character mode explained under 5.3
may not be active simultaneously, as they partly overlap.
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5.2 Set/reset Greek mode — SHIFT + the F2 key or FUNC G

Pressing

SHIFT + F2 or FUNC G

sets the editor in Greek mode, ie., opens access to the Greek
alphabet. NOTIS—WP is in Greek mode when a '1' is visible on the
status line. Repeating the same command turns Greek mode off again.

When Greek mode is active, you have access to the following set of 62
characters. Input is from a TDV-ZZOO/S—ND—NOTIS terminal.

lunar Bflfinli

A/a u/u
B/b 8/8
C/c E/E
D/d 6/6
E/e E/e
F/f élw
G/g Fly
H/h H/n
I/i I/L
J/j J/j
K/k K/K
L/l A/A
M/m M/u
N/n N/v
0/0 0/0
P/p H/w
Q/q 8/8
R/r P/g
5/5 [/0
T/t T/r
U/u Y/u
V/v V/v
w/w Q/w
x/x X/x
Y/y Wlw
2/2 2/2

Note that Greek mode will not give Greek characters on a DIABLO print—
out. The text should therefore be printed on a Philips printer.
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5.3Wrset ~ Shift + the F3 kmatiflfic.
fl

Pressing

SHIFT + F3 or FUNC H

sets the editor in mathematical character mode. ie., opens access to
the mathematical character set. NOTIS—WP is in mathematical character
mode when a 'i' is visible on the status line. Repeating the same
command turns mathematical character mode off again.

When mathematical character mode is active, you have access to the
following set of 94 characters. Input is from a TDV—2200/9—ND—NOTIS
terminal.
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lama; .mu ism Resell lapel Ewell;
+ «b «e1;.»1HS» 8:22.95:

i " * 2 C a C c e E
I“ '9 3 D *9 (j e 8
I S + g E e V e e e
17. + 6 F + F f ~» a
i & + G + G g e e
l' «v 7 H + H h e aH ~» 8 I + 1 1 a .
f ) + i J + J j a E
g / + K + K k e
I: e ‘ L + L 1 w i
I . + - M a M m e m

* + * N 4 N n e n
~ 4 ~ 0 + 0 o + 0
; * P e P D + P
< e G * G q 4 Q
: + R + R r ”9 r
> e S + S 3 a s
? e Q T + T t e t
a * k U e I u e u
‘ e f V a 8 v + v

._ '° W ’9 1 W e w
‘ + X + L x e x

lo 4» 0 Y "I" r V ”” VI 1 + 2 + J z e H:2 + g [ ~a { { e i
'3 -o \ -9 f R -e no
It. ~> 2 3 ~> 1 l + }

-932 » S
I? ~> e18 + g
19 * 3

Note that mathematical character mode will not give mathematical
characters on a DIABLO print—out. The text should therefore be printed
on a Philips printer. In this version of NOTIS~WP there are a few
mathematical characters that you may not be successful with on the
print—out, although they are visible on the screen. This is because
these signs are not available on the printer types presently supported
by NO. but may well be on other printer types used in customer
organization.

IMPGRMMT:
Mathematical character mode and the graphic mode explained in 5A1 may
not be active simultaneously, as they partly overlap.
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5.4 Agognts_in_gtner_languages — SHIFT + discrete hvohen or FUNC +
accent acute

Pressing

SHIFT + w simultaneously

or

FUNC ' (accent acute)

followed by an accent trigger and a character

activates a fourth character set. ie., gives you the possibility to
write characters with the accents that are required in many of the
European languages.

When SHIFT and the discrete hyphen are pressed. a # appears on the
screen at cursor position. indicating that the accent (trigger) and
the character may be input. Until the command has been completed. the
cursor does not move.

Example:

SHIFT + m + ” + u

resuLtS in a

When used on the lower case alphabetical characters, the accents will
be visible also on the screen. However. since an upper case character
occupies the full height of a character position on the screen, the
accent will usually only become Visible on the print—out.

Accents simulated with an alphabetical character (0, e, v, s) will
also usually only become visible on the print—out.

Note that the French concatenated oe and OE, as well as the
Dutch/Flemish concatenated ij and the Spanish top—down ? and 9, will
only be available in the next version of NOTIS—WP. They are. however,
already listed in this manual‘

Example:

SHIFT + w + ‘ + E wiLL give E on the print-out
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It wiLL appear to be a simpte E without the ‘ white
it is on the screen

In the same manner the Czech accent hacek, which is
simuLated with a Lower case "v”, wiLL onLy be visibLeon the print~out.

The command SHIFT + discrete hyphen (w) has been named

SUPERSHIFT
and will be referred to as ”85' in this section.

The SS

13)

14)

153

16)

17)

command gives you access to 72 accent characters:

(apostrophe) is accent acute (with a,A,e,E,i,I,o,O,u,U)

is accent grave (with a,A,e,E,i,I,o,O,u,U)

“is accent circumftex (with a,A,e,Eqi,I,o,D,u,U3

b1

0

In

88

SS

85

55

55

SS

59

is accent diaeresis or trema (with a,A,e,E,i,I,o,O,u,U,y,Yfi

is accent tiLde (with a,A,n,N)

is the Czech accent hacek (with c,C,s,S,z,Z?

(comma) is accent cediLLa (with c,C)

is bar accent (with d,D,L,L,t,TJ

is ring accent (with a,AJ

addition, the FoLLowing combinations are authorized:

0 e + French concatenated 09

4v0 E French concatenated OE

o / + Norwegian/Danish o as in red

O / + Norwegian/Danish Q as in RflD

a e + Norwegian/Danish a as in vare

A E + Norwegian/Danish E as in VERE

k..
. é Dutch/Ftemish concatenated ij

In In $ German 6 as in grofi
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— as ? a top—down question mark:
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— SS ! + top~down exclamation mark:

The total set of available accent characters is therefore:
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Spanish question start

Spanish exclamation start

1.11m
ss‘
ss'
ss'
ss'
35'
ss’
ss‘
ss‘
ss‘
55' $

$
$

¢
$

+
$

é
$

+

C
C

C
O

M
P

-“
m

m
>

9
1

G
C

'O
O

-H
H

~
m

®
\>

m
-E

I

ss‘
ss‘
ss‘
ss‘
ss‘
ss‘
ss‘
35‘

c
o

o
H

w-
m

m
>

m

C
'C

'O
'O

'P
U

H
'fi

v
w

lb
'w

e
é

$
$

é
$

$
é

é
~

$

(I) (/3 p

$
$

$
$

¢
J
r
$

$
$

¢

C
»

C
:O

=
O

»
~

b
H

vm
r>

:m
)

mm Kw

U? U)

é
5

6'
0

H
w-

m
m

>
w

SSvc
SSvC
SSvs
SSVS
Ss
SSVZ

SS*d
SS~D
SS-l
SS—L
SS*t
SS«T

$
+

¢
é

$
¢

$
é

é
$

C
=C

=
O

E
O

:
H

:H
-:

m
m

:>
:m

Z!
3!

>3
9)

!
N«

N‘
(m

(m
('5

:
fig

4v
$ ()
0

fi
d
fi
'l
fi
-‘
G

Q
—

$
$

$
$

€
7

+
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SSoA

SSss

SSoe
SSOE
880/
350/
SSae
SSAE
SSij
SS?
SS!

4r
vL

$
$

$
¢

+
$

+
$

$

mm;

R
H

S
B

Q
S

~‘
q
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s QENERAL EDITING ns

The section headings in this chapter indicate both the NOTIS-WPfunction keys, and the corresponding function on non—NOTIS terminals.The results obtained are identical.

Some general editing functions can be used whether the cursor is inHome position or in the text, others in Home position only. This willbe specified in the individual explanations. Some of them are markedclearly, others simply have numbers or signs on them and have beenprogrammed to perform specific functions. The keys numbered F1 throughF8 are described in Appendix G.

<X> means CTRL X.

6.1 The HELP key or FUNC ?

Pressing the HELP key gives you access to the HELP information.

HELP or FUNC ?

The HELP key may be used both in Home position and when the cursor isin the text area.

6.2 The FUNC key or CTRL + UNDERLINE

The Function key

FUNC or CTRL + UNDERLINE
(see chapter 3)

is always used in conjunction with another key. to obtain functions
for which no special keys have been reserved on the NOTIS keyboard.See 'Functions without special function keys'.

6.3 Delete this line — the F1 key or <D><D>

Pressing

F1 or <D><D>
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causes the line on which the cursor is positioned to be deleted.

If you find that you did in fact not want to delete the line. you may
restore it with

CANCEL or FUNC X

The last line to have been deleted with the F1 function (or any area
deleted with the DELETE key) will remain in the computer's permanent
storage area until you have used it again on another line. You may
therefore insert a line at two or more different locations in the text
by deleting it with the F1 function or <D><0> and restoring it in the
text with the CANCEL function.

On all terminals a deleted line can be restored in this manner with
(w). This does not, however, apply to lines deleted as FIELDS.

You may similarly insert a block of text at several different
locations in the text by first marking the block, deleting it with the
DELETE function and restoring it with CANCEL or FUNC X.

When a line is deleted in this manner, the line below it is moved up
and the gap in the text filled.

when the line is restored with the CANCEL function, the text is opened
up again to give room for it agoye the line on which the cursor is
positioned.

F1 only responds while the cursor is in the text area.

6.4 insert a new line here ~ the F2 key or <t>

When you press the F2 key:

F2 or (L)

a blank line is inserted abgye the line on which the cursor is
positioned. This enables you to insert one or more new lines of text
at a given point in your document. You may press this key as many
times as you wish, thus opening up the number of lines you need above
the existing text.

F2 responds only when the cursor is in the text area.
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6.5 Set/reset underline mode ~ the F3 key or FUNC (U)

You may occasionally wish to write a part of your text underlined. By
pressing:

F3 or FUNC <U>

you set underline mode which results in everything you type in being
underlined. The underline character then appears in inverse video on
the status line. If you have requested in Menu no. 2 that spaces also
should be underlined when you are in underline mode. you will get
continuous underlining like this. If you have not requested
underlining of spaces. your text will Qg underlined like this.

To get out of underline mode, press the F3 key a second time. The
underline character now disappears from the status line again.

F3 responds both in Home position and in the text area.

6.6 Split the line at cursor position - the F5 key or FUNC Y. As Home
command: set/reset wordwrap

8y pressing

F5 or FUNC Y

you cause the line on which you are working to be split at cursor
position, and the part of the line which is after cursor position to
be moved down to the next line.

As Home command. this function is used to set/reset wordwrap.

6.7 Link this line to th§_9£§£flflifls_lin£ - SHIFT + F5 or FUNC Z

By pressing the same key in shift position

SHIFT + F5 or FUNC Z

you cause the line the cursor is on to be moved one line up and linked
to the line above.
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6.8 The PRINT kmor FUNC !

This is the function with which you send your document to a printer.
It is used both when the cursor is in the Home position and when it is
in the text area. See also the 0 command under Home commands.

PRINT or FUNC !

When you press the PRINT key or FUNC ! the following text comes up in
the screen home position:

— DEVICE NAME:

and the various possibilities are:

DEVICE NAMEz<name>+j

or

DEVICE NAME:<name>i AREA2<from line>:<to line>l

or

DEVICE NAMEz<name>l AREA:<region—name>.<from line>z<to line>

N0.0F COPIES:<number>l PAGE LIST:<from page>2<to page>l FORMAT? Y/Nrj

or :<page no.>,<page no.>$

where:

DEVICE NAME: is the identification of your printer. Obtain correct
printer identification from your System Supervisor.

+j: tells the system to print the whole document

t: tells the system that you wish to select the text to be printed
and/or the number of copies required

AREA: is an indication of the line numbers you want printed
from the MAIN document or from the region specified.

NO. OF COPIES: is an indication of the number of copies you want

The system will only take this indication if your printer has a queue
system (a ‘spooling file').

PAGE LIST: tells the system to print from page 'n' to page ‘m', in
which case the colon (z) must be used as separator. or page 'n' plus
page 'm' but not those between, in which case the comma (,) must be
used as separator.
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FORMAT? (YIN): asks whether you want to print out raw text, or whether
you want it formatted with the values in the menus and the print
directives.

Note that if you have used special directives
from the Text Formatter NOTES—TF, these will
be printed out as text even if you answer YES,
because the PRINT function only carries out
NOTIS—WP Editor functions and not NOTIS—TF
Text Formatter functions.

The DEFAULT PRINTER is set in Menu no.é. For the purpose of this
manual we shall assume that it is e PHILIPS GP 380 L. If there is only
one PHILIPS GP 300 L this is a sufficient indication. but if there are
several it is necessary to specify which one you want as the default,
in the menu. This will usually have been done by the System
Supervisor, who provides you with correct printer identifications.

Example:

There are three Such printers connected to the computer you are
working with, the one on which you are expected to print your
documents is printer no, 2, and you therefore Specify in Menu non 4
that your defautt printer has device name PHILIPS—2n

when you now give the PRINT commandy and want to print on the defautt
printer, you simpLy give «1 as response to the question DEVICE NAME:
and NOTIS~NP confirms:

~ DEVICE NAMEsPHILIPS~2

If you want to use another printer than the default printer. for
instance a Line—printer, you have to input the name/number of this
auxiliary printer yourself, ie., write (auxiliary printer name> after
the prompt:

- DEVICE NAME:<auxiliary_printer name)

and then go on to the other parameters via the i.
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Example 1: You want one copy of your whole default document to be
printed in one run, on the default printer:

— DEVICE NAME:*J *1
If you want to print only a part of your document on the same default
printer there is a way of doing this:

Example 2: Print lines 150 to 375 of my document, in two copies:

DEVICE NAME:+J l AREA:150:375 1
NO. OF COPIES:2 9}

The printer wiLL now print out onLy Lines 150 to 375 incLusive, in two
copies.

Example 3: Print my document to the Line—printer. in two copies:

DEVICE NAME:{L—pr. name}l AREA:1

NO. OF COPIES:2 “j

Example #: Print pages 2. 5, 9 and 11 of my document to the
default printer, in one copy.

DEVICE NAME:+j1 AREA:1
no. OF COPIES:; PAGE LIST:295,9,11+J

Example 5: Print from page 9 to page 25 inclusive to the
default printer, in two copies.

DEVICE NAME:*jl AREAzl
NO. OF COPIES:2 PAGE LIST:9:25*J
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Example 8: Print pages 2,5,9.10,11 and 14 to the default
printer. in two copies

DEVICE NAME:+j1 AREA:1

NO. OF COPIESzfl PAGE LIST:2,5,9:11,14+j

6.9 Agliyagg NOTIS-TF - SHIFT + PRINT or FUNC "

with the PRINT key in shift position, you activate the Text Formatter
NOTIS—TF with the document in the active region (or with the MAIN
document, as before, if no other regions have been specified). See
also the J command under Home commands.

SHIFT + PRINT or FUNC "

When this command is given. the system will respond with:

- ACTIVATE NOTIS—Tvxx—J (current document~name>:TEXT

'xxx' means the language version of the Text Formatter. eg., ENG, NOR,
GER. SWE, etc.

The function always activates NOTIS—TF with the document~name you are
ggrrently working on. Formatting starts when you confirm this response
with «J:

- ACTIVATE NOTIS—TF—xxx~J <document~name>:TEXT+J

If you try to activate NOTIS—TF without having stored all the edited
text with a w command, the system will prompt

SAVE EDITED TEXT T0 <21 MTEXT WM?
for all the regions in the work area that have been changed.

The function transfers control From NOTIS~NP to NOTIS-TF. Once the
formatting is done, the system automatically enters Inspect mode in
NOTIS~WP where the formatted document can be scanned for accuracy.

If you want to format another document than the current <document»
name>. it is also possible to call NOTIS»TF up directly From SINTRAN.
See the NOTIS—TF Reference Manual — Text Formatter.
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8.10 fieteset tabulator positions here ~ the TAB kev or FUNC TAB or
FUNC <T> or FUNC (L2

With the tabulator key:

TAB or FUNC TAB or FUNC (T)
+ or FUNC <I>

you can set tabulator positions for a text or a form in the character
positions of your choice. These tabulator positions will be stored in
the document and fetched again the next time you retrieve your
document.

See also the T command under Home commands.

Pressing the tabulator key when the cursor is on the tabulator
position you want, will result in the position being marked with a T
on the position line on the screen (the dotted line). Tabulator
positions are deleted by pressing the key a second time.

You move the cursor back and forth between tabulator positions with
the bottom arrows on the arrow pad:

+——" and +

or BTAB or TAB
or <U> or <I>
or <Y> or <Y>

If you have requested. in Menu no. 1, that spaces be filled in when
the TAB function is in use, pressing the right tabulating—key has the
same effect as repeatedly pressing the space bar until the cursor is
under the next tab position. However, if EXPAND mode is set. and there
is text to the right of the cursor position. this text will be pushed
to the right. If you have not requested spacefill. pressing the right
tabulating~key has the same effect as pressing the cursor—right key
until the cursor is under the next tab position.

The TAB keys are used when the cursor is in the text area.
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6.11 Set/reset decimal tabulator positions here — SHIFT + the TAB key
or FUNC BTAB or FUNC <Y>

Decimal tabulator positions can be set at cursor position with

SHIFT + ~ or FUNC BTAB or FUNC (Y)
TAB

The decimal tabulator stop means:

~ The place where the decimal point should be aligned when usingeither of the decimal justify functions.

— The place where the decimal point should be aligned when inputting acolumn and terminating each number with o__l or Carriage Return, andafter having set decimal justification as default justification modeand the mode Automatic Justification after +1 or Carriage Return withthe function FUNC *.

It is possible to define many tabulator stops. However, decimal
justification must be carried out one column at a time.

Positioning to a decimal tabulator stop is described under 7.8 and
7.9.

6.12 Set left editor border in this position — border key or FUNC (

Pressing the border key:

(.... or FUNC (

sets the left editor border marked with ( on the dotted line, in the
character position under which the cursor is placed when the key ispressed. The border key updates the editor borders set in Menu no. 2.
You thus have the possibility of modifying this border if you want aportion of your text to start (and end. too — ~ see the next command)
in another character position than the rest.

See also the 8 command in 4.16.

Borders are used to detect the beginning and the end of a line, and toprovide for an automatic «J when the line overflows and text has to be
carried over to the next line. Thus. when you want to modify theborders for a particular paragraph of text that you have already
written, you jirst have to mark the paragraph with
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PARA or FUNC P

(see ’Keys used to mark text areas‘), and then you alter the borders
for that paragraph.

Paragraphs are delimited by blank lines. by indentation from the left.
or by a line beginning with a print directive.

The blank lines and/or indentations are set in Menu no. 3 and fetched
there when the New paragraph key is used (see 'Function keys for text
editing') or when a new paragraph is indicated by one of the
delimitors.

You may now ‘justify' this text within the new borders with the JUST
key (see 'Keys used to operate on marked text areas‘):

JUST or FUNC J

It is important to note that if you mark a rectangular or square 'box'
of text. the justification will always be carried out on a line—to»
line basis. Hence, the justification of a paragraph as explained above
applies only to portions of text marked as paragraphs.

As on a typewriter, you have to reset the original borders when you
have completed the operation. You can also move the right editor
border in the same way

- see below.

6.33 fist rioht editor border in this position - SHIFT + border kev or
FUNC )

If you press:

SHIFT + ....) 0r FUNC )

while the cursor is in the character position where you want your
right editor border to be. this position will be marked ) on the
dotted line.

See also the 8 command in 4.16.

Be careful not to set editor borders outside the page widths your
printer can handle (usually 70 characters‘ depending on the values of~L8; and "08; in Menu no. 4)!
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When you want your standard borders back, reset them with the same key
in shift and unshift positions, in the same manner.

Borders will be stored in the document and fetched next time you
retrieve that particular document.

5.14 Terminate the edit ~ the EXIT key or FUNC #

When you have finished your work in NOTIS WP
text in <document name), press:

, and stored your document

EXIT or FUNC 8

See also the E command under Home commands.

As in the RETRIEVE DOCUMENT command in the system will prompt

SAVE EDITED TEXT T0 <WFAULT WWWFNME) Y/N
if text has been added after you last stored it with a STORE DOCUMENT
command.

If you have edited a document without creatinq a <document~name>,
NOTIS-NP will not accept the EXIT command and will give an error
message:

THE TEXT IS MODIFIED! BY) YOU MNT T0 STORE IT cY/N)?

If you answer Y, the system will prompt

STORE WCWENT:

If you answer N. the edited text is lost.

The system will confirm the exit with:

WP:EXIT NOTES Word Processor
3
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6.15 Activate PERFORM - SHIFT + EXIT or FUNC S

The function is applicable only while using the PROGRAM EDITOR (see
PED Users's Guide N0-60v121). See also the C command under Home
commands.

Pressing

SHIFT + EXIT or FUNC $

activates a program called PERFORM. which is a SINTRAN utility program
(see SINTRAN III Utilities ND~60.151).
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7 KEYS USED TO NAVIGATE

The chapter will, where applicable. provide explanations both forNOTIS and for non-NOTIS terminal functions. Whenever keys are
identical on the two, this will be mentioned in the explanation.

7.1 ng the gggggz gag ling up - I

Pressing the up—arrow:

will send the cursor up one line, 19.. to the current character
position but on the line above. The function is identical on non~NOTIS
terminals.

7.2 flgyg the nsgr gag ngsitign tg the 13f; — *-

Pressing the left arrow:

will send the cursor one character position towards the left. The
function is identical on non-NOTIS terminals.

7.3 Move the cursor Home ~ slanted arrow

Pressing the slanted arrow:

will send the cursor to the Home position in the upper left corner of
the screen.

If the cursor is already in Home position when you press this key,
your command will send the cursor back to the character position it
was in when you last sent it Home. The function is identical on non-NOTIS terminals.
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It may also be used to interrupt a Home command, and to abort a
SEARCH. a SUBSTITUTION or a PRINT.

7.4 ne the cursor gag ngaitign :9 the right — —+
Pressing the right arrow:

-—-9

moves the cursor one character position towards the right. The
function is identical on non—NOTIS terminals.

7-5 Moxe_1ne.cursor_oue_line_d9un_;_l
Pressing the down—arrow:

will send the cursor one line down. ie.. to the current character
position but on the line below. The function is identical on non—NOTIS
terminals.

7.6 ne the cursor to the next tabulator stoo ~ ~+ or TAB or <I> or
(T)

Pressing the lower right arrow on the arrow pad:

+ or TAB or <1) or (T)

moves the cursor one tabulator stop towards the right.

7.7 flfllfi_1fl£~QMliQ1~&Q_lh§_fllfifliflu§_Ifibfll3tor stoo ~ * or BTAB or <U>
or (Y)

Pressing the lower left arrow on the arrow pad:
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+ or BTAB or (U) or (Y)

moves the cursor one tabulator stop towards the left.

7.8 New cursor to the next decimal tab position - SHIFT + "+1 or
fUNC K

Pressing

SHIFT + ~* or FUNC K

moves the cursor to the next decimal tabulator position set with

SHIFT + —
TAB

+

When positioning to a decimal tabulator stop this way, NOTIS—wP
changes to decimal input mode, ie., as long as numbers (including
group divider character) are entered, the numbers will be shifted to
the left of the tabulator stop, and the cursor will not move. If a
'delete character’ command is given, the number group will be shifted
back towards the right, and the cursor will not move.

The mode is terminated by the input of any character which is not a
number or the group divider character. The cursor will then continue
to move towards the right.

Decimal numbers may be adjusted whilst being input, or afterwards
columnwise.

The user sequence is to move to a tab, input the integer part of the
number, which is then expanded leftwards, type decimal point or comma,
and then enter the decimal part which goes to the right as usual.

The same rules apply if you move the cursor to the previous decimal
tabulator stop - see below.
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- .1
r FUN

7.9 Wheres;
SHIFT + «m o

Pressing

C V

SHIFT + 1+“ or FUNC V

moves the cursor to the previous decimal tabulator position set
with

SHIFT + —

TAB

7.10 Get strino <strinq> — SHIFT + F7 key or Homemgommang_§

The command is used when you want to find a word or an expression (a
string) used in your document in order to check or modify it.

SHIFT + F7 or G

When you give this command, you get the following text in the screen
Home position:

- GET-STRING:

and your answer can be either:

1) GET—STRING:<string>+j

where <string> is the expression you want to find

OX‘

2) GET~STRINGz<string>l

when you give 9] in example 1, the system will be ready to search for
(string) throughout the whole document or region.

When the l is pressed after <5tring> in example 2, NOTIS—WP will ask
for AREA: in the upper, right corner of the screen. This means that it
is possible to tell NOTIS—WP to search for (string) only within a
given part of your document. Now indicate where this area can be found
by typing in the first line and the last line of the area, in the
following manner:
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— AREAz<from line.col>:<to line.col>

where the <.col> part of the parameter is optional.

or:

A AREA:<region~name>.<from line.col>:<to line.col>

where the (region—name) indicates the region in which you
want the search to be carried out. The <.col> part of the
parameter is optional.

Example:

GET—STRING:{notiS-wp}£
AREA:ID:260+1

{region name '5 optionat, and if no region is specified, the active
region i5 eeeumed.

The search for {string} starts in the current screen window, and the
system indicates

SEARCHING FUR "STRIKE "

in the Home position. If you want to continue to Look for further
occurrences of the same string, you use the F7 key or {G} as expteined
hetow.

If you are searching throughout the whole document. inputting F7 or
(G) at each occurrence of (string) will eventually bring you to the
end of the document. The text will then be scrolled to the first line
of the first screen window, and you may continue with further prompts
until you reach the point where the search was initiated.

Each time <string> is found. the system positions the cursor under the
first character in <3tring> and waits for you to decide whether you
will modify it, delete it, or simply go on.

The search can be continued in this manner until NOTIS—WP replies

"STRING " NOT FOUND

which means that it has been searched for round to the starting
position in the text, or within the whole area, and that it can no
longer be found. If you want to restart the search, you may press F7
or <G> once more.

You may interrupt the search at any time by pressing the Home key.
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The Get string command will take into consideration the value of CASE
SIGNEFICANCE in Menu no. 2. In other words, if the value of CASE
SIGNIFICANCE is YES, the command will only find the exact replica of
(string).

Example:

”GET’STRINGsnotiS“wp” wiLL not find "NOTISmNP .

If CASE SIGNIFICANCE i5 NO9 the System wiLL find both upper-case and
Lower~case versions of your string and wilt therefore pick up notis—
up” NOTIS~HP and N0t15~wPu

Note that the Get string command will 'remember‘ the last stringwasked
fog. which enables you to restart the search for a string again much
later. The absolute condition here is that you have not initiated a
search for another string in the meantime.

?.17 Continue saarchinn — the ?? key or (G)

If you press the F7 key or <G>, the system will continue the search
initiated with SHIFT F7 or G as explained above. F7 or <6) can be used
either in Home position or in the text.

F7 or (G)

F7 or (G) also 'remember' the last <string> searched for and will
resume the search for this last <string> requested if you press it
again after the search has been interrupted with the Home key l

7.12 Scroll disolav window um» um and lett arrow or FUNC ?

Pressing

? or FUNC ?

scrolls the display window 'n 2‘ up. enabling you to re—read ‘n 2' of
the text already written, but no longer visible on your screen because
it was on the previous display. The value of ‘n 1' is the value of the
depth of vertical scroll set in Menu no. 1.

As Home command: ?
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7.13 Scroll display window down
- up and riqht arrow or FUNCl

Pressing

I or FUNC l

scrolls the display window 'n 1' down. The value of 'n' is also here
equal to the value given to the depth of vertical scroll in Menu no.
1. The command enables you to see existing text which is 'n 2' of the
screen length further on in your work area.

As Home command: 1

7.14 Scroll display window right - SHIFT + up and riqht arrow or FUNC
‘4

Pressing the topmost right double arrow in shift position or FUNC “4:

SHIFT + I or FUNC m+

scrolls the display window 'n 2' of the screen width to the right,
thus displaying text which lies beyond character position 80 on the
screen. The value of 'n 1' is the value of the width of horizontal
scroll set in Menu no. 1.

As Home command: ~*

7.15 §crgll_gisplay_windgw_left — SHIFT + up and left arrow or FUNC *—

Pressing

SHIFT + s or FUNC +~
1

scrolls the display window 'n 1‘ of the screen width towards the left
again, thus resetting the display window in the usual editing
position. The value of 'nZ‘ is the value of the width of horizontal
scroll set in Menu no. 1.
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As Home command: +~

7.16 Move to previous area. menu etc, - double left arrow or FUNC B

Pressing

A H I! H or FUNC B

makes it possible for you to move to preceding AREAS of a type already
specified (FIELD, PARA. SENT or WORD), one by one. When you press <===
or FUNC B while your cursor is in the text. the cursor moves to the
preceding AREA; the text in this AREA will be marked in inverse video
and the cursor positioned on the last character position

This AREA is now MARKED, and can be moved, copied, deleted or
justified with the corresponding function keys. See the chapters on
'Keys used to mark text areas' and ‘Keys used to operate on markedtext areas'.

If no AREA has been chosen, the last type of area selected (89.. PARA)will be assumed, and the previous item will be marked. If thepreviously marked area was of the type 'mark box' or 'contiguous', orif no area had been selected and marked, PARA will be chosen. It also
enables you to move to a previous parameter in a command with several
parameter prompts.

Example:

RETRIEVE~DOCUMENTs{document~name}1 INSERT BEFORE:1

AREA: (and you stop there!)

when you reach AREA: you discover that you have forgotten to write inthe {Line number} before which you want your text to be inserted. Youthen press === or FUNC B, the cursor jumps back to INSERT BEFORE; andyou can correct your omission, press the cursor down arrow 1 again toget the AREA: parameter once more, and now input {from Line}:{to Line)+1 to finish the command.

You may also move back to a previous command parameter with the cursorup arrow i.

The same function arrow enables you to go back to the previous menuis)
when you have called a menu up on the screen and also wish to consulta preceding one.
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7.17 Move to next areal menu. etc. — double right arrow or FUNC N

Pressing

H H H V or FUNC N

enables you to move to the next area or menu in exactly the same way
as you move to the previous ones with the left =:== or FUNC B
explained above.

7.18 Move the cursor to the beginning of this line — SHIFT + double
left arrow or <R><R>

Pressing

SHIFT + <=== or <R><R>

moves the cursor left, to the first character position on the current
line.

7.19 Move the cursor to the end of this line - SHIFT + double riqht
W

Pressing the right wide arrow in shift position or <F><F>z

SHIFT + H n H V or <F)<F)

moves the cursor to the character position after the last character
you have input on the current line.
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8 FUhCYEON KEYS FOR TEXT EDITING

These function keys perform some general editing f
opening up space for words or lines to he inserteoi i
in the correct position when a new paragraph is stert 3‘
the previous chapters, we are incorporating the corresponeit;
given from a non~NOTIS terminal.

8.1 §etlzegg§ expand mggg - EXE or 3E2

Pressing this key or <E>:

INS
EXP or <E>

causes the word EXPAND to appear on the bottom screen line. The
function enables you to insert new characters in the existing text.
before the current cursor position.

Example:

You wanted to write “existing , but you made a typing mistake and it
came out ’exiting . You now position the cursor on the “t“, press theEXPAND key or {E} and type the missing ’5”. The text wiLL open up and
make room for the ’5".

You can continue to type in new characters in this manner for as long
as EXPAND mode is active, and it is thus possible to insert unlimited
amounts of new text this way.

To get out of EXPAND mode you simply press the key a second time andthe word EXPAND disappears from the bottom line.

The EXPAND key or <E> respond both in Home position and in the text.

8.2 §§tl£g§§§ inggxt mggg ~ INS Q; 5E2

Pressing the same key in shift position or <E>:

SHIFT + INS or <8)
EXP
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causes INSERT mode to be set. and the word INSERT to appear on the
status line. The function enables you to insert new lines of text in
the existing text. under the current line. The new lines are opened up
each time you press «J or reach the end of a line on which excess
characters are pushed over to the beginning of next line.

Example:

You have written a iO-page document and discover that you have
forgotten a clause or a paragraph in the middle of it. There is no
cause for despair, and you do not have to retype the whote second hat!
of your document. You simpLy position the cursor on the Line above the
ptace in the text area where you want bLank Lines to be inserted to
start editing the forgotten text, press SHIFT and the INS key, or (B),
and give *J. You wiLL see the text open up and a bLank Line appear. It
does not matter how Long the text is that you had originaLLy
forgotten; the system wiLL continue to give you bLank Lines in this
manner untiL you press SHIFT INS or <8) again, to switch INSERT mode
off.

The function responds both in Home position and in the text.

8.3

Certain very long words often need to be hyphenated to fit into the
text. However. since hyphenation is only to be carried out if the line
is not long enough to hold the whole word. it is useful to be able to
indicate where you want it hyphenated 11 NOTIS-WP needs to hyphenate
when the paragraph is justified.

The indication is used by the system when it reaches the end of a line
and decides whether to wrap a word that is too long, over onto the
next line. It is also used by also by the justify function.

Pressing the key marked:

m or FUNC —

while the cursor is where you want your hyphen inserted if necessary.
causes the system to 'remember' that this is where the hyphen should
be if the word has to be divided. eg.. juxta<discrete hyphen)position.
You can give the system several options if the word has several
syllables and can be hyphenated in more than one way, ie.. insert more
than one discrete hyphen in the same word.

If you wish to insert or remove a discrete hyphen after you have
already written your text. you move the cursor to the character
preceding the hyphenation point and input the w. ie. juxtaposition.
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Whether input at the hyphenation point while you write, or added later
on by inputting it on the character preceding the hyphenation point,
the 'a' in the 'juxtaposition' used as an example will always be
displayed in lower intensity.

[Examplez

Sometimes when you are writing you Find that the particular
juxtaposition oi words hesutts in what a typogwapheh would caLL a
”Loose" Line, meaning a Line with a Lot of spaces which have been
inserted to provide a smooth right margin. To make such a Line
"tighter“, we take the First word of the next Line and choose a point
at which to hyphenate it" If we stretch justify this paragraph, you
wiLL see the first Line is very “Loose“ and quite unsightLy.

Let us try to hyphenate ‘juxtaposition after the 'a'. by placing the
cursor on the 'a' and pressing the key:

« or FUNC —

Now you rejustify the paragraph, and obtain this justification:

Sometimes when you are writing you find that the particular juxta~
position of words resuLts in what a typographer wouLd caLL a “Loose"
Line, meaning a Line with a Lot of spaces which have been inserted to
provide a smooth right margin. To make such a Line “tighter", we take
the First word of the next Line and choose a point at which to
hyphenate it. If we stretch justify this paragraph, you wiLL see the
First Line is ”tighter” and Looks better.

When you press the discrete hyphen key or FUNC — you will be able to
see where the hyphen is. because the letter on which you had the
cursor when you pressed it will stand out in lower intensity on your
screen. Pressing the key a second time causes the discrete hyphen to
be removed.

These hyphenation indications will be omitted by NOTIS—NP if it is un—
necessary to take them into account when the document is justified.

Note that if you use a real hyphen. 19., if you indicate that you want
'dining—room' always to be hyphenated, NOTIS~TF will automatically
accept this instruction and will never try to split the word in any
other way.
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8.4 Start a new paraoraph hora * new paragraph kev or FUNC CR

Pressing the new paragraph key:

L» or FUNC +j

nausea the pursor to be placod on the correct character position of
tho new lino on which the next paragraph is to start. The new
paragraph key or FUNC CR take into account the value of the paragraph
spacing and paragraph indentation directives. See the Print
directives.

Example:

You have uaed paragraph Spacing = 1 Line and paragraph indentation = D
Character positionau This maang that when you press the new paragraph
key or FUNC CR, the curaor is positioned on the first character
poaitioh of the Second Line beLow the Line you are on when the key is
praased.

If you want wider spacing between your paragraphs, or if you want new
paragraphs to start with an indentation5 aLL you have to do is set the
desired vaLues in Menu no. 3“

fiemamher that whom you sono your document to the printer with the
FRiNT kay, tho system will take into account the value of the
paragraph footing diractivo, and not start a new paragraph at the
bottom at a page unloss the requested number of lines is available.
You thus avoid having a paragraph start on the last line of a page,
which looks rather inelegant.

As you will sea, you caa aiso use the directives in your text to
modify cortoih vaiuas temporarily“

8.5 flggoto this character
- barred a or DEL or <A>

Pressihg

{Ha or QEL or (A)

causes the character on which the cursor is positioned to be deleted.The exact function of a depends on the setting of 'alternative deletemode' (see 11.16). Hence eitnar the line will be contracted and the
position where the character was deleted will be filled, or.
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Example:

You write "wrrite’ instead of “write . ALternative deLete mode is notset. You position the cursor on one of the r”s, press the deLete key,the extra "r” is deLeted and the word is contracted to "write”.

lExample:

You write ”comehhome’ instead of ”come home’. ALternative deLete modeis set. Expand mode is off. You position the cursor on the first h,peegg the deLete key, the extra h is deLeted and the space is Leftopen. The resuLt is then ’come home .

If you press the e or DEL (but not {A} in aLternative deLete mode)whiLe the cursor is positioned after the Last character on the Line,it is the character preceding the cursor position which wiLL bedeLeted.

Example:

You have a Line of text which ends with a fuLL stop. The cursor ispositioned gitgr the fuLL stop. If you now press the A or DEL or {A},the {uLL stop wiLL be deLeted.

8.5 Move the cursor down five lines — on;xeg_gzxow_oc_Lfi_ez_$lz

Pressing the arrow with the three bars:

E or LF or (J)

A
H

!

causes the cursor to mive five lines down. This is a quicker way ofmoving than pressing the five times.

The function can be used both in Home position and in the text.
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8-7 I..r

return arrow or CR key

Pressing the carriage return key

+J or Carriage Return

causes the cursor to move down to the first character position on the
next line.

If INSERT mode is active. the «J or Carriage Return will also cause ablank line to be inserted below the current line.
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9 KEYS USED TO MARK TEXT AREAS

As you will see in the top row of function keys on theTDV 2200/9~ND~NOTIS keyboard there is a key called MARK. and fourother keys called FIELD, PARA, SENT and WORD. These keys are used tomark portions of text to be used for one of the purposes described inthe chapter on 'Keys used to operate on marked text areas'. ie., textto be moved, copied, deleted. underlined or justified.

NB: All texts marked with these function keys may be moved or
copied into another another text region.

As in the preceding chapters of this manual. the commands used toobtain the same functions on non~NOTIS terminals are also indicated.

The wide arrows

(::: and :::)

or or

FUNC B FUNC N

can be used to mark the previous/next occurrence of the same type asthat already marked, 99., if you mark a paragraph, the

II N V or FUNC N

moves you to the next paragraph and marks that instead.

If you want to get rid of a marking. press the CANCEL key or FUNC X tocancel it. If you then want to reverse the cancellation. you can makethe marks reappear with SHIFT + CANCEL or FUNC 0. Marked text appearsin inverse video on your screen. Once text has been marked, you areonly allowed to input text below the marked area, or in anotherregion. If you try to write more text above the marked area, beforeyou have carried out an operation on that marked text, you willreceive a message in the top line of the screen:

PRESS CANCEL KEY IF YOU WANT TO EDIT/INPUT TEXT
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030'

Fuuc <g>

When you want to use a continuous area of text in one of the
operations mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. you position
the cursor on the first character position in the continuous area and
press the key called:

MARK or FUNC <Z>

You then position the cursor on the last character position in the
continuous text area and press MARK or FUNC (2) again.

If you press MARK in the wrong place when marking the end of a
continuous text area or in a box area (see 9.2). you may correct the
error in the following way. without using CANCEL:

Ensure that the cursor is positioned at the end of the continuous
area, and press MARK or SHIFT+NARK once more. The erroneous marking is
now removed, but theifiretleerieeceeeitieo_ie_s£iili§oere-
Move the cursor to the character position where the continuous area or
box area shouLd end, and press MARK or SHIFT+NARK once more. The
marking is now correct.

Once you have marked both these character positions, the whole area
will be marked in inverse video. It is now ready to undergo one of the
operations explained in the next chapter, except JUSTIFICATION.

Example;

You want to dupLicate a portion of a chapter in a report and use it
again in the concLusions. You mark the text to be used again as
exptained above, move the cursor to the Line and position where you
want this text to be used again and press the key caLLed COPY or FUNC
C. The marked text wiLL now exist in its originaL Location in your
text, but it wiLL aLso exist in the new Location. The new Location may
he in another region.

You may also mark text in the currently active region. and duplicateit in another region.
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Example:

Mark 3 text area in the active region, which may be region no. 1.Activate region no. 2 with the FUNC 2 command. Position the cursor atthe point in the text where you want the marked text from region no. 1to be dupLicated, and press the COPY key.

The marked area from region no. i is now dupticated in region no. a.Press M to store the text area in region no. 2, and return to regionno. i with the FUNC 1 command.

The rule is that the text is inserted at cursor position, ie., before
the character position on which the cursor is placed when the COPY orFUNC C order is given.

The continuous text area may very well begin and end in the middle ofscreen lines. ie., at any character position on the line, and it maybe as long as you wish and cover several paragraphs if needed. Where
the text has been inserted. you may have to use the JUST key or FUNC J
to reejustify the text.

9.2 Mark top left/bottom right corner of a boxgaraa _ SHIFT + MARK orFuNg 322

When you wish to mark a box, eg.. a table or form, you may do so with:

SHIFT + MARK or FUNC <V>

The box has to be rectangular or square. You press SHIFT + MARK or
FUNC <V> the first time in the upper left corner of the box. and asecond time in the lower right corner of the box. The marked box isnow shown in inverse video. and is ready for one of the operationsmentioned earlier. For error correctiion, see 9.1.

If the box you wish to mark for further use is alone in the middle ofyour text, as is the

SHIFT + MARK

in this section, you may well mark it by pressing SHIFT + MARK or FUNC
<V> in the first character position of the first and of the last line
in the block. You will then see that not only the block itself, but
the whole length of the marked lines from the first to the lastcharacter position will be marked in inverse video. The block is thenconsidered as whole lines and will. if moved. be reinserted in exactlythe same character positions as those in which it was located in theoriginal position.
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The text will always, if such an operation is carried out with full
lines, be inserted abgye the line on which the cursor was placed when
you pressed the COPY key or FUNC C: and existing text will open up to
make room for it.

If you want to move the block into other character positions, it is
only the upper left and lower right corners that should be marked
before you place the cursor in the new character position where you
want the block to start when inserted.

A marked block can also be used in other operations. which are
explained in the chapter on 'Keys used to operate on marked areas'.

A marked block may be moved or copied into another region. as
explained in 9.1.

9.3 Mark this line ~ the FIELD key or FUNC F

There are also functions which mark predefined items. One of them is:

FIELD or FUNC F

If you give this command while the cursor is somewhere on the screen
line. in any character position, the whole line from character
position 1 to character position 255 (maximum line length) will be
marked in inverse video and can be used in one of the operations
mentioned.

A marked line or field may be moved or copied into another region, as
explained in 9.1.

If you delete a line (a field) marked in this manner, the text will be
contracted and the line below moved one line up.

9.4 mark this paragraph ~ the PARA key or FUNC P

When you press:

PARA or FUNC P

the whole current paragraph will be marked in inverse video and can be
used in one of the operations mentioned.

A paragraph can be a text area contained between blank lines. These
lines can be set manually, iel. you can open up blank lines with the
F2 key or (L), or with the new paragraph key or FUNC “j, if you have
set the value of the paragraph spacing to greater than zero.
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NOTIS~WP will also consider as a paragraph a portion of text starting
with an indentation in the left margin, or with a print directive.

A marked paragraph may be moved or copied into another region, as
explained in 9.1.

1 Mark this sentence — the SENT key or FUNC S

When you press:

SENT or FUNC S

it is the current sentence that will be marked in inverse video and
prepared for one of the usual operations. Note that a full stop will
be considered as a separator wherever it is encountered. and that you
may therefore have problems if you try to mark a sentence containing
abbreviations with a full stop (eg., etc., and others). The MARK
functions will in such a case consider the sentence to end at the full
stop. You then have to mark the sentence with MARK at the first
character position, and again MARK at the last character position.

Other separators are question mark, colon and exclamation mark.

A marked sentence may be moved or copied into another region, as
explained in 9.1.

2 Mark this word ~ the WORD key or FUNC W

When you press

WORD or FUNC W

the current word will be marked and ready For the usual operations.

A word is a string of characters delimited by spaces. If the word you
mark ends with something else than a space (full stop, colon, bracket
or any other sign or separator) that sign will also be included in the
marked word. Note this point particularly for the underline function,
since you will Find that you will have to type in the word, mark it.
underline it and thefl add the full stop or whichever sign is to follow
the word.
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Example:

You wish to underLine the word ExampLe:, but not the totem. Type
ExampLe, mark the word? prees the underLine key, and then add the
coton. The resuLt wiLL be Eggmggg: whereas if you type ExampLe pLua
the coLon and then mark and undertine, the resuLt wiLL be Egeggggg
with the coLon underLined.

You may, of course, avoid this whole operation by underlining while
you type the word, 18., by setting underline mode with the F3 key or
FUNC (U).

A marked word may be moved or copied into another region. as explained
in 9.1.
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10 KEYS USED TO OPERATE ON MARKED TEXT AREAS

When an area has been marked either with the MARK key or with thedefined AREA keys (or with the similar non—NOTIS terminal commands),you may use it in either one of the operations described in thischapter. You may also move or copy such text areas into anotherregion.

All functions which operate on marked text areas will be carried out,whether the marked area is visible on the screen or not.

10.1 Delete the marked area - the DELETE key or FUNC D

Once an area has been marked. you may delete it by pressing:

DELETE or FUNC D

The marked area is then deleted, and the text contracted to fill thespace where the area previously was.

The text may be restored with the CANCEL key.

10.2 Replace the marked area with spaces
- SHIFT + DELETE or FUNC

$121£§2_

You may also choose not to have the text contract when an area hasbeen deleted. In that case you press:

SHIFT + DELETE or FUNC (space)

The area is deleted as with the DELETE function. but the vacant spacein the text area is filled with spaces and thus remains open.

10.3 C0! '
or FUNC CW

A marked area can also be copied into another part of your textdocument. This is done with:

COPY or FUNC C
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You mark the area of your choice, position the cursor in the text area
at the point where you want the text inserted, and press COPY or FUNC
C. This new cursor position may be in another region.

The text opens up to make room for the insertion, which takes place
before the character position the cursor is on.

The text area you have moved of course also remains intact in its
original position.

10.4 Replace cursor position area with marked area — SHIFT + COPY or
Eflfl£_1

This is another way of copying marked text into a particular cursor
position. but this operation causes the marked text to replace the
text that already existed.

Once a portion of text has been marked with one of the functions
described earlier, you position the cursor on the character position
where you want the marked text to be inserted, and press

SHIFT + COPY or FUNC I

The marked text will be inserted at cursor position, and the existing
text at that cursor position will be deleted to make room for it. The
marked text will also remain in its previous location.

10.5 Move the marked area. insert it at cursor position - the MOVE key
QI.EflH§.M_

Another possibility is to move a text area to a new location, at the
same time deleting it where it was originally input. This new location
may be in another region. You then press:

MOVE or FUNC M

and otherwise you apply exactly the same rules as in the COPY or FUNC
C function above. The location the marked area originally was in, is
contracted when this function is used.
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10.6 Replace cursor position area with marked area. spacefillinq the
marked area ~ SHIFT + MOVE or FUNC E

You may carry out exactly the same MOVE or FUNC M function described
above, but without having the text contract in the original location.

The marked area may be moved to another region.

When you have marked the text to be moved, you position the cursor
where you want the marked area inserted and press

SHIFT + MOVE or FUNC E

The operation causes the marked area to be inserted at cursor
position, replacing the existing text in this location. At the same
time. the location in which the marked area was before it was moved.
is filled with spaces and remains open.

As you have seen under the section explaining the F3 key or FUNC (U),
there are several ways of underlining text in NOTIS-NP. 0n marked text
areas you can use:

aaa
gag or FUNC __

This function causes the whole, marked area to be underlined in the
underline mode set in Menu no. 2, ie., UNDERLINE SPACE Y/N. if
standard is 'Y'. everything, including the spaces between words. will
be underlined (as in this sentence). if standard is ;fl;$ only
characters will he underlined (as in this sentence).

10.8 Remove underlininq of marked area — SHIFT + underline kev or FUNC
grave accent

You may wish to remove the underlining of an area, and then it is
possible to re—mark it with:

SHIFT + CANCEL or FUNC Q
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and remove the underlining with:

SHIFT + aaa or FUNC

You may well have marked a continuous text area for underlining and
only wish to remove the underlining on some of the text. This is also
possible, and the procedure is to go into the continuous area. pick
out the words or sentences or paragraphs where you want the
underlining to be removed, mark them up individually and use the
underline key in shift position. or FUNC ‘, to remove the underlining
on each of them.

10.3 Left iustifv the marked area - the << key or FUNC <

You may choose to justify a table, a paragraph, a list or other
specific part of your text document in some other manner than that
used
for the rest of the document.

If, for instance. you want a portion of text to look as it would if it
were written on a typewriter, ie., with a straight left margin and a
ragged right margin, or if you want some of the text in a table to
come out against the left margin even if you use another justify mode
for the rest of the document, you mark the area(s) and press:

>>

<< or FUNC <

It is important to note that; in this LEFT JUSTIFY function as in the
three other justify functions explained below, the command will set
default justify mode if used when there is no marked area. This is
relevant if you are using the JUST key or FUNC J. described below.

10.10 Right iustifv the marked area ~ SHIFT + the >> key or FUNC >

Using the same function key in shift position:

SHIFT + >> or FUNC >
<<

causes the marked text to be right justified, 16.. with a smooth right
margin and a ragged left margin. This is also a way of pushing a
column in a table up against the right margin. For instance.
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Right becomes default justification mode if there is no marked area.

10.11 Stretch iustify the marked area ~ the <> key or FUNC eeual to

As an example, this manual is written in STRETCHED justify mode,
meaning that the left and right margins are both smooth and that the
text is stretched and some extra spaces introduced between each word
to obtain this effect. You may mark text areas and stretch justify
them with:

><
<> or FUNC =

If there is no marked area, the function will set STRETCHED as default
justification mode.

10.12 Center justify the marked area ~ SHIFT + the >< key or FUNC
emcee

Text areas can also be centered on a page with

SHIFT + >< or FUNC
<>

The marked area will come out centered, but if there is no marked area
you will set CENTERED as default mode. A centered text may be like

this one, ie., like a pyramid, if there are
several lines of text.

If you want to center a marked word or sentence you have to use the
FIELD key or FUNC F to mark it. If you try to center a single marked
word or short sentence marked with the wORD or the SENT functions you
will receive an error message:

7H5 CHOSEN AREA IS N07 SUFFICIENT FOR THIS FUNCTMN
You may also mark square or rectangular 'boxes' of text for
justification, with:

SHIFT + MARK or FUNC <V>

input in the upper left and bottom right corner of the 'box'.
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10.13 Justify the marked area in default mode - the JUST kev or FUNC J

When you have marked an AREA and want it justified in the default
justification mode, you press:

JUST or FUNC J

If there is no marked area, it is the paragraph where the cursor is
positioned that will be justified in default justification mode.

10.14 Justify the markedwarea. removihe multiole spaces ~ SHIFT + the
JUST key ormfigflg_l

You may also mark an area and justify it in a manner that causes all
extra blank spaces to be removed. You then press

SHIFT # JUST or FUNC T

This is useful if you have justified a portion of text in STRETCHED
mode and want to get rid of the extra spaces between words again, or
if you have carried out a SHIFT + MOVE or FUNC E operation,
spacefilling a part of a line which you now want to contract again.

If there is no marked area. it is the paragraph in which the cursor is
positioned that will be justified and extra blanks removed.

10.15 Cancel the current area marking ~ CANCEL or FUNC X

If you have marked an area and then decide not to do anything with it
after all, you may cancel the marks by pressing:

CANCEL or FUNC X

If there is no marked area when you use the CANCEL function, the
command will undo the editing performed on the current line (whether
this was replacing, adding or deleting text).

If no editing has been performed on the current line when you press
the CANCEL key, the command will restore the last deleted area at the
current cursor position. This feature may be deliberately used when
the need for repetition of a text or area (whole lines, paragraphs,
sentences, words or explicitly marked areas) occurs. You may repeat
this command in several locations, if necessary.
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If there has been no editing on the current line, the command causes
the very last line deleted with the F1 key or <D><0>. or the last area
deleted with the DELETE key or the Home command D (whichever wasperformed last) to be restored and inserted above the current line.

If no lines have been deleted with any of these functions, if there is
no marked area and no editing performed on the current line. the
CANCEL function causes a blank line to be inserted at cursor position.
This is rare, however. since it is most probable that you will have
been using a delete function at some point during your current editing
session.

10.18 Draw a frame around the marked box area — SHIFT + the F1 key or
EMA

It is possible to draw a frame around a marked box area, as it has
been done around the function keys in this manual. To do so. you mark
the upper left and lower right corners of the area with

SHIFT + MARK or FUNC <V>

and then press

SHIFT + F1 or FUNC A

Your box area is then automatically framed.

NOTE:

The Lines that make up the box occupy character positions, ie., one
position to the Left, one position to the right, one position above
and one position beLow the text inside the box. This means that, if
there are characters in any of these four positions, they wiLL be
overwritten by the Lines in the Frame and therefore Lost.

If there is no marked area. the function sets/resets the optional
character set used for graphics. See the description of the graphics
in 5.1, and try them!
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10-17 W1;- Sfigfl + gng QAECEL key QI.E§E§_Q

You may cancel a marked area and then discover that you want to do
something with it after all. It is then quite possible to re—mark the
same area without having to go looking for it. Press:

SHIFT + CANCEL or FUNC Q

and the markings reappear (although this may not be visible on the
part of the screen that you are currently working on).

10.18 gvaluate the numbersvwithin the marked box area,- the F4 kev or
FUNC +

Pressing

F4 or FUNC +

gives you access to the NOTISvNP calculator function for numeric data
that is part of your text.

This function operates with up to 40 numerals before and up to 40
after the decimal point character. The function takes into account the
desired decimal point character, the number of decimals and a possible
group divider value. The latter may have the following value: 0 =
none. 32 = blank, 44 : comma and 46 : full stop.

Authorized operators are +, ~, * / and Z.,

* and / are performed before the others.

Actual text which may exist between operands and operators do not
influence the result. but be careful that you do not include in this
text something that may be understood as an operator or as an operand
(example: comma or full stop).

The number of blanks is without significance.

If there are several blanks between two operands, but no operator. +
is assumed to be the operator.

The same applies to an expression written over several lines, 19., +
will be assumed to be the operator if none is specified.

If there is only one number on a line, you may choose to place the
operator before or after it. Placing it after will result in a
possible ~ sign in the result also being placed after.
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You may use parenthesis to have the calculations performed in a nonw
standard order. Anything enclosed in parenthesis will always be
calculated separately.

Examples:

Decimat point = . Group division vaLue = O No. of decimats = 2

2 + 3 5.00
2.;0 * 2 4~60
40.65+2*40 120.65
40 50 10K 99n00
(40.55+2)*30 — lUZ 115lu55
lEODWIéubbé7Z 1000.00
500.30/20.10 24.89

100
*200 2909@ + 202e, Zoawo

20% 34000.00

100
200
20X‘ 240.00

100
2700
"BOX 240.00

100
300“ 100.00*

100
~200 *100.00

Group division vaLue #4:

1000»: 2,000.00100,000+30z 130,000.00
N0. of decimals 8:

100,000/6 16,666.66666607
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If an area has been marked with one of the MARK functions described
under 'Keys used to mark text areas’. the marked area may be converted
to lower case with

F6 or FUNC L

If there is no marked area, the Function causes the remainder of the
current line, ie.. all text between cursor position and the end of the
line. to be converted to lower case.

10.20 Convert marked area to upger case characters — SHIFT + the F6
key or FUNC u

If an area has been marked with one of the MARK functions described
under 'Keys used to mark text areas'. the marked area may be converted
to upper case with

SHIFT + F6 or FUNC U

If there is no marked area, the function causes the remainder of the
line, ie.. all text between cursor position and the end of the line,
to be converted to upper case.
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11 FUNCTIONS WITHOUT SPECIAL FUNCTION KEYS

The functions described in this chapter are common to NOTIS and non»NOTIS terminals. Some of them have already been described in the
sections devoted to the corresponding functions, and will therefore beonly briefly mentioned now.

In all these functions, <A> is input CTRL + A. both keys pressed atthe same time. whenever the parameter 'char.' is used. its meaning is'the character of your choice'.

11.1 Qgggfig Ihifi gngxagtgz - SA;

The function is identical to that described in 8.5.

11.2 Sgtlggggt EXQQQQ mgdg - 3E2

The function is identical to that described in 8.1.

11.3 SQIZEQ§§§ 1035;; mode - $52

The function is identical to that described in 8.2.

11.4 Fing IDQ ngg; Qgguzzgngg 9f SfiiliDQZ ~ SE2

The function is identical to that described in 7.11

Him—MAWLMLMLMz

The function is identical to that described in 8.4.

11.6WMW

The command allows any edit or control character to be accepted as a
normal character.

Pressing <0) followed by a control character causes NOTIS—WP to insert
the control character in the text at the current cursor position.
Control characters will be written out on the screen as '&'. Their
values can be verified with <V> input while the cursor is positioned
on the &, or with the Home command V.

This function should not be used in text documents. since the control
keys may be taken as commands to either NOTIS-TF or a printer.
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The <w> command enables you to restore the last line deleted with the
F1 key or <D><D> function, and to restore it in its original location
and/or copy it into other locations in the text. It will then be
inserted on the line above cursor position. The deleted line will be
'remembered' and may be restored in this manner as long as it is the
last line to have been deleted with F1 or <D><D>.

Note that <w> does not restore lines deleted as FIELDS.

<w> may also be used as a Home command. to repeat the last command
given in the Home position.

11.8 Copv one character from previous to current line ~ <C>

The <C> command is used to copy one character from the previous into
the current line. Position the cursor on the current line, directly
under the character to be copied. Press <C>. The character will be
copied into the current line at cursor position. and the cursor moved
one position to the right.

11.9 Copy one character from next to current line — <N>

The <N> command is used to copy one character from the next into the
current line. The procedure is the same as for <C> above, except that
the cursor must be positioned directly abgye the character to be
copied.

11.10 Move cursor forwards to specified character on the line -
sgflaxl

The <F>char. command moves the cursor forwards to the first occurrence
of 'char.‘ on the current line.

If 'char.' is another <F>, the cursor is moved to the position after
the last significant character on the current line. This command may
also be input SHIFT + ==>.

If ’char.’ is f], the cursor is moved forwards to the right margin.

When editing in the command line in Home position. <F><F> moves the
cursor to the end of the command parameter.
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11.11 Move cursor backwards to specified character on the line -
SRZQDQr,

The <R>char. command moves the cursor backwards to the first
occurrence of 'char.' on the current line.

If 'char.’ is another <R>, the cursor is moved to the first character
position on the current line. This command may also be input SHIFT +
< 7: :. .

If 'char.' is «j, the cursor is moved backwards to the left margin.

11.12 Copy characters from previous line to current line — <P>char.

The (P) char. command enables you to copy all characters from the
preVious line that are to the right of cursor position, up to and
including 'char.'. into the current line.

If Expand mode is active, the characters are copied into the current
line before cursor position, and the existing text is pushed to the
right to make room for them. If Expand mode is not active. the
characters copied will replace the existing characters.

If 'char.' is another <P>, all the characters between cursor position
and the end of the line are copied into the current line.

If ’char.' is “j, all the characters between cursor position and the
end of the line are copied into the current line, and the cursor moved
to the beginning of the next line. If Insert mode is active. a new
line is inserted after the current line.

If 'char.‘ is <T> or <T>. all the characters up to the next tabulator
position are copied into the current line.

11.13 Copv characters from next line to current line ~ FUNC <P>char.

The FUNC <P>char. command enables you to copy characters from the next
line into the current line. It is otherwise carried out in exactly the
same manner as the <P>char. command above.

11.14 Delete characters up to and includinq char. ~ <D>char.

The <D>char. command enables you to delete parts of a line of text, or
the whole current line.

If 'char.’ is another (D), the whole line is deleted (see also the F1
key in 6.3) and the text below moved one line up to fill the gap.

IT 'char.’ is «j. the line is deleted from cursor position to the end
of the line.
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If 'char.‘ is <I> or (T). the line is deleted from cursor position to
the next tabulator position.

If 'char.' is (R), the line is deleted from cursor position to the
beginning of the line.

If ’char.‘ is (U) or (Y), the line is deleted from cursor position to
the previous tabulator position.

A line deleted with <D><D> can be restored with (M). It is then
restored on the line above cursor position.

11.15 Verify current cursor position - <V>

The (V) command can be used for three purposes:

~ It enables you to verify the current cursor position with
respect to value, position and line length.

Example:

~ You press {V} white the cursor is positioned on the character
Xv In the top right corner of the screen, the system now
informs you of the line you are on, the coLumn you are in,
the totat Length of your Line, the Character your CUhsor is
on, and the Ascii veLue of this Character. The format is:

Line CoLumn Length Char Ascii
4456 e3 64 X 1308

_ You wilt note that the wood ’From:" precedes these
indications. This is retevant when you use {V} to mark an
area of text for use in the Home commands Detete, Insert,
Move and Substitute described in Chapter 4“

To mark an area you proceed as follows:

— You position the cursor on the line and character position
where you want your area to begin, and press (V). The system
prompts:

From: Line Column Length Char Ascii

~ You now position the cursor on the line and character
position where you want your area to end, and press (V)
again. The system prompts:

To: Line Column Length Char Ascii
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- The text area is now marked and will be 'remembered'. It maytherefore be used in one of the Home commands mentionedabove.

Note that text areas marked with <V> <V> must be moved, copied,deleted. etc. with a figme command and not with the function keys.If both the MARK key and <V> <V> have been used to mark areas.and a Home command is used for the operation to be carried out,it is the area marked with the MARK key that will be used.

To remember whole lines, the <V> must be input on the same characterposition of the first and the last line of the area you are marking.

If <V> has been used to mark a text area for one of the operationsmentioned, no other <V> command nor operations causing renumbering ofthe lines in your document must be carried out before that particulararea has been used for the purpose it was intended for. The line andcolumn numbers 'remembered' would in such a case no longer be thoseoriginally intended.

The figme command <V> sets/resets VERIFY mode. The word VERIFY appearson the status line while the mode is active. At the same time, the'LINE u Column — Length — Char — Ascii' indications explained aboveare displayed and the information given for each character every timethe cursor is moved.

11.16 Set/reset alternative delete mode - FUNC barred a

The FUNC a command enables you to set/reset alternative delete mode.When alternative delete mode is ON, it leads to the 'a‘ (but not <A>)being interpreted in different ways according to prior input. Whenalternative delete mode is ON. the symbol rd appears on the statusline.

Examples in alternative delete mode:

~ if the cursor is positioned on a character, “a” deLetes thecharacter and contracts the text, as usual. If Expand mod is ON, theLast character input is deLeted, and the Line contracted.

~ iF EXPAND mode is OFF and you use ”a“ white inputting text, the Lastctorscter input is repLaced by a space, ie., the text is notcontracted.
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11.17 §§l££2§3t NOTIS-HP output format ~ FUNC O

The FUNC 0 command enables you to set/reset the two authorized
document formats in NOTIS«wP, which you also find in Menu no. 1:

~ character size 7, used in PEG and other ND systems.
~ character size 15. used for text documents in NOTIS—WP.

11.18 Set/reset LF/CRLF at the end of this line — FUNC (LP) or FUNC
<3) or FUNC (arrow with three bars)

The FUNC <LF> command enables you to set/reset LF/CRLF (line—
feed/ejline—feed) at the end of the current line.

If there is no LF key on your terminal. <LF> is input <J>. On a NOTIS
terminal, <LF> may be input

FUNC + SE

If LF (line-feed) is OFF, this is indicated by a '+' in the first
character position (the '+' is not a part of the text). The mode
causes double printing if you are writing to a printer.

Removing CRLF is indicated by a $ in the first character position, and
causes the next line (if any) to be printed at the end of the current
line.

These functions may be used to create binary text, and are not
intended for text processing in NOTIS—wP

11.19 Set/reset automatic justification after wordwrap — FUNC
semicolon

The FUNC; command enables you to tell the system that you want your
text to be automatically justified in default justification mode each
time a line is Tull and overflow characters sent to the beginning of
the next line (wordwrap).

When the automatic justification after wordwrap is active, the letters
NJ appear on the status line.
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11.20 Set/reset automatic 1ustification after the carriage return
arrow or CR key - FUNC *

The FUNC* command enables you to tell the system that you want yourtext to be automatically justified in default justification modewhenever you input «J or Carriage Return at the end of a line.

11.21 Sort the marked lines, usinq the marked column as key area —
EMEJ;

The FUNC & command enables you to alphanumerically sort the lineswithin a marked box area, with the marked column as key area.

The function is identical to the Home command 0 — Sort area — (seechapter 4). except that the marked area is understood as the first
parameter and the second parameter is omitted.
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12 EBJNT DIRECT12§§

Print directives are standard instructions to the word processor whichyou may use in your text to specify certain formats, titles or
headings that you want introduced in the document when it is printed.When you press the PRINT key. NOTIS—wP will pick up all these
directives and execute them. It will also use the values from themenus while doing the job..

In other words, you can override the standard values in the menuspermanently or temporarily. for the purpose of a particular document.
by setting new values manually prior to processing a document. You canalso add instructions to NOTIS—WP, which are not found in the menus.
by adding extra directives in your text document.

The NOTIS—TF Text Formatter provides additional formatting facilities.
It not only executes the standard print directives and theinstructions contained in the menus in NOTIS—WP, but also gives accessto further series of standard and special directives with which verysophisticated formatting results can be obtained. See NOTIS~TFReference Manual ND—63.007.01.

Some of the values set with the standard print directives may have to
be changed again further on in the document, and you are free to dothis. The special directives in NOTIS—TF mostly set values and formats
to be used throughout the document‘ and these should be input beforeyou start editing the text itself.

In the various standard print directives explained in this chapter wehave used the following notations and symbols:

— lines = number of lines wanted

~ num. pos. = number of character positions wanted

~ n = a number or, occasionally. number of inches

~ text 2 chapter or section title or page header

- 0/1 = 0: off / 1: on

~ char or a = the character of your choice

As explained in the chapter on 'The HELP function and command types'all directives must start with ‘, and end with ;.
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12.1 National gharagte; gets

“NAT=n;

This directive specifies the national character set to be used by the
PHILIPS GP 300 L printer. The parameter 'n' is a number from 1 to 12?
inclusive.

The following national character sets are implemented in the J version
of NOTIS—TF:

Yariations; 43B 1008 1338 1348 1356 1403 1738 1748 1758 1768
USA = 1 it a) i \ J { I }
France = 2 £ a ' c § e 0 e
Germany = 3 # § A O U a o O B
ux = z. 2 a E \ 3 f l } "
Norway = 5 r a k a A a a a ”
Denmark = 5 # a A Z A e m a "
Sweden 2 6 # a A C A a o 5 ~
Finland = 6 # a A U A a o 5
Italy = 7 # § ' c e a a a e 1
Spain = 8 # a [ N ] ‘ { fi } ~
Portugal 2 9 # a K C 5 a c 6 N
Yugoslavia=10 # 2 C C § 2 c c é ~

12.2 £haaier.liile

~CH2text; or "CHAP=text start a new chapter (ie.. a new section on the
highest level). numbers it and gives it a title which is the text that
you have given in the (text) parameter.

Example:

”CH=PRINT DIRECTIVES;

12.3 £baeter.1itlelnew_nase

~CHPG=text; starts a new chapter on the same level as the chapter
directives above. but additionally ensures that the new chapter will
be started on a new page. and not on the current page.
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12.4 ghagtgr title/new. gdg page

ACHPG—000=text; or 'CHAPTER=text; start a new chapter on the samelevel as the previous chapter directives, but additionally ensuresthat the new chapter will be started on a new, egg;numbereg page ifduplex printing has been requested (see the DX directive below).

When a document is run through NOTIS~TF (see the NOTISmTF ReferenceManual ~ Text Formatter ND—53.00?) the “CHAPTER=text; directiveadditionally creates a title page for the chapter, the format of whichis:

HEADER 1 PAGE NUMBER

P T R

CHAPTER TITLE

(Trailer)

This is only in NOTISeTF, however, and not when the document isformatted with the PRINT function in NOTIS-wP.

12.5 Section egual

‘SEstext; or ~SECErtext; start a new section on the same Leyel as thecurrent section, numbers it, and writes out (text) as section name.

If the current section is numbered 3.3, the new one will be 3.4.

12.6 gegtign eggallnew page

"SEPG=text; has the same function as the section equal directiveabove, but additionally ensures that the new section will be startedon a new page, and not on the current page.
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12.7 gggtign Qgflfl

"SD=text; or ~SECD=text; start a new section on the Leyel pelow the
current one.

It should always be the first section directive to be used after a new
chapter directive. If the chapter number is 1, the directive will lead
to the first section being numbered 1.1 The (text) parameter will
become the section name.

12.8 Section down/new page

"SDPG=text; has the same function as the section down directive above,
but additionally ensures that the section will be started on a new
page,

12.9 §ectign do

"SU=text; or ‘SECU=text; start a new section on a higher level. If the
last section number is 1.1.2. the directive at this point will result
in 1.2 becoming the next section number. The (text) parameter will
become the section name.

12.10 Section_up[flgwmggg§

“SUPGrtext; has the same function as the section up directive above,
but additionally ensures that the section will be started on a new
page.

Examples of chapter and section numbering:

*4 ‘2-
, you want the numhening in your chapter and eections to he lulu 1‘2,

etc".J you Let the firet section down directive be {oLtowed by
n equst directives for eLL the eubsequent Sections in the

E”Sflfltext; or “SDPGrtext; {oLLowed by *SE=text; or
xtgla

m
.4

z»
a

":1
m

m
L4,.

._~.
(1

n:
C1

1

I"
; I“: (1' m

r.r.
”J:

:r
r

P7
(11

H
Li

if you went numbering 1.1“1 you use the chapter directive first, and
then a eection down directive foLLowed by another section down
directive? (‘CHetextg foLLowed by “SD2text; and another “SD=text;l,
Mhéfifiifi ininfl is the resutt of a chapter directive fottowed by section
down” eection down and section equet C‘CH=text; foLLowed by “SBItentf
another “SD=text; and then “SE=text;l=

[ggTE
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You may go up or down one section LeveL without getting an entry inthe table of contents, if you use the “EU; or ”SD; directive githgut a”text” parameter.

You vt not obtain the same effect with the ”SECU; or the ‘SECD;directives, which wiLL create a numbered entry in the tabte ofcontents event if they are used without the ”text“ parameter.

12.11 Page header

”H1:text; sets the title of the first header, in the first line of the
top border of the page. See NOTISnWP REFERENCE MANUAL — EDITOR on this
page. The first header will be printed on the same line as the pagenumber. It may be in another font than the rest of the text if the
”FONT2n; directive is used before this directive. Remember to resetthe FONT afterwards.

As you will see, it is possible to cancel the page headers on certainpages with the ~PH=O; directive and to reset them again with "PH=1;.
If you use this directive, page numbers will also be cancelled/reset
as a result.

12.12 Subsidiary header

‘H2=text; sets the title of the second header, in the second line ofthe top border of the page. See PRINT DIRECTIVES on this page. Thesecond header will be printed on the line below the first header/pagenumber. It may be in another font than the rest of the text if the
‘FONTzn; directive is used before this directive. Remember to resetthe FONT afterwards.

The second header will also be cancelled if you use the page headerflag directive with zero or a negative value.

12.13 Page Trailer

“Ttext; sets the page trailer, which will be centered on the bottom
line of each page (example at the bottom of this page : ND—63.002.U1).
It may be in another font than the rest of the text if the "FONT2n;directive is used before this directive. Remember to reset the FONT
afterwards.

12.14 Lngtial page_flumbgr

“PN2n; sets the number of the first page in your document. Thisdirective has default value = 1. which means that if the directive isnot used, NOTIS—WP will automatically see to it that your document isnumbered from page 1 onwards. in the traditional manner.
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The page number will be written on the first line of the top border,
opposite the first page header.

The directive aleo enables you to decide the page numbering yourself.

Example:

Ynu have a printed document that is 55 pages Long. You want to add to
it the contente of another document without having to print the 55
page; again“

You fetch your otheh document into the work anea separateLyS inpuf the
dihecrive *PN355; in the first Line of the document and eend it t3 the
printer with:

PRINT

You second document uiLL be numbered 56, £77 55, etc"

32»1§ Enrtia; chanter/seerren nunher

”CN=n; acts in exactly the same manner as the Initial page number
directive above, but on the initial numbering of chapters and
sections. The directive also has derault value 1.

1 2 . 1 6 E e r e e reemreemne

‘Plines; ensures that, unless there is the requested number of blank
lines left on the page when a new paragraph is initiated in the text
with the New Paragraph arrow, {he paragraph will he started on the
next page.

This avoius documents with the First line of a new paragraph at the
bottom of the page.

’Slines; ensures that; unless there is the requested number of blank
Lines leFt on the page when a new section is initiated with a section
directive (see further on in this chapter), the section will be
started on a new page.

This avoids new sections with perhaps only the title at the bottom of
a pager
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12.18 garagragh spacing

“PS=lines; instructs NOTIS~WP to insert the requested number of blanklines before the new paragraph each time the New Paragraph key ispressed.

12.19 gegtign spaginq

"SSrlines; ensures that the requested number of lines is insertedbefore a new section initiated with a section directive is started.

12.20 Page length

‘PL:lines; sets the number of lines on a printed page of text. Pagelength includes the values of the top border and the bottom border.

The page length is automatically adjusted by the PRINT function if thevertical pitch is altered to give different line spacing.

12.21 Page width

“PWunum.pos; sets the width of a printed page in number of characterpositions.

Page width includes the values of the left border and the otherborder.

12.22 Leftgborder

”LB:num.pos; sets the width of the left border (included in total pagewidth).

The left border becomes the other border on even numbered pageswhenever duplex copying is used (see the 0X directive below).

The left border will be automatically adjusted if the horizontal pitchis altered to give different character spacing.

12.23 cerfiborder

‘OB=num.pos; sets the width of the other (right) border (included intotal page width).

The right border becomes the left border on even numbered pageswhenever duplex copying is used (see the 0X directive below).
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Yhe right border will be automatically adjusted if the horizontal
pitch is altered to give different character spacing (see the HP
directive below).

12.24 199 border

”TB=lines; sets the height of the top border (included in total page
length).

Header lines and page numbers are put in the top border. (See the H1.
H2 and PN directives).

12.25 figttpm horde;

~Blines; sets the height of the bottom border (included in total
page length).

The trailer line is put on the last line of the bottom border. (See
the TL directive).

12.26 Quplex copying

'DXzU/i; specifies whether or not the text should be formatted for
duplex copying. If DX=0, duplex copying is not requested.

If DX:1, duplex copying is requested.

When duplex copying is requested, the value of ‘other border' is used
as 'lett border' on even—numbered pages. Page headers, if any, are
also reversed. See headers in this manual, where we have requested
duplex copying.

12.27 P

"PH=0/); also provides two options:

1) It leads to headers and page numbers being written out on
each page if PH=1.

2) If you do not want headers and page numbers on certain pages
in a document, you may cancel them with a PH=0 directive for
the pages concerned and introduce them again on subsequent
pages by resetting PH=1.
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12.28 horizontal pitch

‘HP=n; defines the output pitch in number of characters/inch.

The directive automatically adjusts left and right bordersaccordingly.

The most usual pitches are 10 characters/inch or 12 characters/inch,but any value is permitted. However, too extreme values should beavoided.

12.29 MBEELQQL Qitgb

”VPzn; defines the line spacing in number of lines/inch. The directiveautomatically adjusts page length. top border and bottom borderaccordingly . 'Borders' are fixed for a document. and only 'margins'may vary (see Appendix D, Fig. 2).

A value of 6 gives 8 lines/inch, which is normal single spacing. and avalue of 4 gives 4 lines/inch, which gives a spacing of one and a halflines. Other positive values are also permitted, but it is notadvisable to use too extreme values.

[Example:

T we assume that the defautt vatue is 4 for the top border and E for3 bottom border? a verticat pitch of 3 (”VP=3;) will automatieatty-ter the top border to 2 and the bottom border to i, and headers ino 2 (Hi and H33 wiLL be doubLe spaced“

The AVP=n; directive thus makes it possible to change line spacing toincorporate logos or formulae in a text document:

Example:

*VP=12; (change Line spacing)

This give; two screen~tineg for each print-Linen

The formuta For ethanol is stiLL C H OH
2 5
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CE)“,

in another form:

Hm —«~<‘ ~oH

H H
“Vb; (reset Line spacing)

When formatted. this example looks like this:

Thie gives two eereenvtinee for each printwtiheu
The Formula for ethanol is etitl CHHCOH

ii.)
any _

in another form:

12.30 firiflfigx §0Q§§

”FONT=n; sets the number of one of the fonts available on the PhilipsGP 300 L printer. Default font for text documents when a GP 300 L isused is font no. 2 (‘FONT=2;). Available fonts are 1, 2, 4 and 5,shown below.

Thie is font number in
This is font number 2.
This is font number 4.
THIS IS FONT NUMBER 5

The different fonts can be used to obtain headings and titles in fontsdifferent From that of the text itself. Hence, a ”FONTzn; directivemay be used before the ~H1=text; "H2=text; ’Ttext; directives, andwill cause these headers and trailers to be written out in the desired
special font.

The font directive may also be used in conjunction with the AC0;
directive which generates the table of contents‘ The Font number
indicated with a "FONTzn; directive given before the ‘CO; directivewill cause the headings and trailer to be written out in that specificfont throughout the document.
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The standard no. 2 font will have to be reset again immediately afterthe "C0; directive, with a AFONT=2; directive.

12.31 Egg page

”PG; starts a new page, and prints out the headers and page number. ifyou have not cancelled them with the page header flag directiveexplained in 12.27.

The new page directive, which has no parameter, is useful if you wantto make sure that a certain part of your document starts on a newpage.

If you do not use this directive, NOTIS—HP will split your document byfilling each page to the value set in the page length directive(“PL:lines;).

12.32 Qgflgitggna; pggg

”CP:n; enables you to specify that you do not want a new page to bestarted unless there are <n> lines available on the current page.

This is very useful if you want to be sure that a letter does not endwith 'Sincerely yours' standing all by itself on the last page of theprintout?!

Example:

You have written a Letter, and, as usuaL, you do not quite know howLong it is going to be when it is printed. You therefore input aconditional page directive before the Last, or the Last but one,paragraph in your Letter, giving {m} an appropriate value of at Least10 or 12. You are now sure that the Last page of your Letter wiLL haveat Least 10 or 12 Lines of text, and not Look ridicuLous.

12.33 filanh.ilfl§§

“BL; enables you to introduce <n> blank lines in your text.

Example:

You may want to make room for an iLLustration for which you need 10Lines. You input the directive “BL=10; where you want the ittustrationto be. You aLso input ‘CP=10; to make sure that the 10 Lines neededare not split over two different pagesa
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’BL; or ‘Bttfl; is equivalent to pressing 9]. while “8L=~1; will printthe characters which come after the directive at the start of theline. thus giving an overprint function.

12.31. cggtents generalizeri

"C0; causes the system to generate a table of contents. See thebeginning of this manual.

All chapter and section titles generated with one of the chapter andsection directives explained above, and the appendix titles generatedwith the "APPX=text; macro in NDTIS—TF, will be included in the tableof contents. They may be in a font other than the rest of the text, ifthe ‘FONT=n; directive is used.

No table of contents will be generated if the directive is not used.It will normally. when a table of contents is desired, be input beforetext is edited, eg., on top of the first screen window.

12.35 Underline start character

“UC=a; is a directive which, in the ND Text Editor TED (see Notis 1Reference Manual ND—SD.155.01) sets a character which is used toinitiate and stop the underlining of text. The directive has beenincluded in the present NOTIS’wP manual to ensure the compatibility ofunderlining in old TED text documents with the new NOTIS~NP routines.

If you have triggered underlining with a ‘UC=a; directive, you mayturn it off again with "DC;

In TED and in NOTIS~WP, 'a‘ is _* (the underscore character).

In NOTIS«WP, underlining is normally done directly on the screen,either by turning it on and off with

E]
or by marking text and underlining it with

Undesired underlining can be removed with

SHIFT + aaa
aaa
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1236 Set _i_nput paper bin

The “BIN IN=n; directive selects one of the two input paper bins onthe Philips GP 300 L printer. The normal values of the 'n' parameterare therefore '1' and '2'. The default value is '1'

This function may be used to ensure that the first page of a letter beprinted out on a special letterhead. Remember to reset the "BIN~IN=n;afterwards to get the rest of the letter on the usual paper.

There is a possible third value of ‘n’, which can be used to insertspecial sheets of paper, for instance horizontal A4, in the middle ofa print—out. The value of ‘n' will in this case be set to '0'. Theeffect of the zero parameter is, that the PHILIPS printer will stopand wait for the operator to insert the special sheet. It is importantto note that. once the special sheet has been inserted, you have topress the START button on the printer panel to restart the printing.

Note that the ”BINelN; directive gives a formfeed when switching frompaper bin 1 to paper bin 2 (or vice versa), eg., the shift producesthe same effect as a “PG; directive.
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13 INSPECT MODE IN NOTIS-WP

13.1 Introduction

When you have formatted a document in NOTIS~TF, or used the PRINT
function to print to a document, the system automatically entersInspect mode in NOTIS—WP and brings the window of the first sheet offormatted text up on the screen.

Your formatted document is thus split up into sheets, but since asheet is usually too long to fit on the screen, the sheet is further
divided into windows.

Each sheet has a number — the first sheet is 1, the next 2, and so on.A page number is the number found in the page heading, and this is notnecessarily the same as the sheet number — if you have used the “IC;or the 'PN; directives, for instance.

You may also inspect a document formatted by the PRINT function or theHome command 0 in NOTIS—NP, by calling the document up with the Homecommand Z in NOTIS»WP.

N8: You cannot alter your document in Inspect mode. You must return tothe text document with the T command in Inspect mode to makealterations.

When in Inspect mode, you may navigate through your formatted documentwith the navigation commands described in the HELP list, return to thetext in order to correct some mistake, print your document, or you mayexit from NOTIS—WP.

You may choose among three Navigation Objects to determine the meaningof the next and previous window arrows

II n ‘J<== and or P and N

and of the MOVE command in Inspect mode.

The current Navigation Object is shown on the status line, and may bechanged with the SET NAVIGATION OBJECT (5) command, in the order SHEET(default) ~* PAGE "4 MARK —+ SHEET, etc.

You may mark a window which you may want to return to, with the MARKNINDOW (W) command. If you set the Navigation Object to MARK, you caneasily return to this or other marked windows with the l and ? arrows,or with the MOVE command.
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As previously explained, the PRINT function and the Text Formatter
NOTIS—TF split the document text up into correct sheet length. Hence.
the COPY command in Inspect mode will take sheet numbers as
parameters, and not line numbers.

Once you have entered Inspect mode, with the 2 command in NOTIS—WP or
directly from the Text Formatter, you may also inspect other formatted
files without having to exit from Inspect between each inspection.
This is done with the 2 command too. but directly from Inspect mode,
as will be explained under the section devoted to the 2 command in
this mode.

All commands in Inspect mode are Home commands and must be given in
the screen Home position.

The files inspected are formatted files. type :OUT.
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13.1.1 Helo~list in Inspect mode

** Naviqation commands **

Space bar ................. Restore screen

earrow T ................ Display previous window

Down—arrow l .............. Display next window

Scroll left arrow +*— .. Scroll window to the left

Scroll right arrow —*4 .. Scroll window to the right

F ........................ Move to first window of the first
navigation object

G or SHIFT + F7 ........ Move to next window containing <5tring>

(G) or F7 ............. Move to subsequent window
containing <string>

L or S ..................... Move to first window of the last
navigation object

S ....................... Set navigation object
(SHEET v» PAGE ~+ MARK —¢ SHEET, etc.)

w ....................... Mark this window

Next arrow :==> or N ...... Move to window containing the
next navigation object

Previous~arrow <=== or P. Move to window containing the
previous navigation object

M ....................... Move to (+ or —) navigation object

a ....................... Execute SINTRAN command
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** Exit and Print commands **

C or PRINT ............. Copy to (device name) (sheet list)
' (number of copies)

T ....................... Return to text document

2 ....................... Inspect another <document~name>

E or EXIT .............. Exit from NOTIS—WP
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13.2 Navigation commands in Inspect mode

13.2.1 Dignlay preyiggg winggw — I

Pressing the

displays the previous screen window.

13.2.2 Disnlay ngx; winggu - l

Pressing the

displays the next screen window.

13.2.3 SQKQL; wiuggu left - 9*

Pressing the

moves the text in the screen window leftwards as many character
positions as set in Menu no. 1 ~ width of horizontal scroll.

13.2.4 ngl; flinggfl Light - **

Pressing the

moves the text in the screen window rightwards as many character
positions as set in Menu no. 1 — width of horizontal scroll.
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13.2.5 Move to the first window of the last navigation obiegt - L Q£_§

Pressing the letter

will move the display and make the first window of the last navigation
object in the formatted document appear on the screen.

13.2.6 Move to the first window of the first navigation object - F

Pressing the letter

will move the display and make the first window of the first
navigation object in the formatted document appear on the screen.

13.2.7 Move to next window containing (string) — G or SHIFT+F7

Pressing the letter

6 followed by a <string>

or the function

SHIFT + F7 followed by a <string>

initiates a search for (string). as in NOTIS—WP edit mode. The search
starts in the current screen window.

The screen window containing the first occurrence of (string) comes up
on the screen. and all occurrences of (string) in that window are
displayed in inverse video.
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13.2.8 Move to the subsequent window containinq <3trinq> — <G> or F7

The search initiated with G or SHIFT 4 F7 may be pursued in subsequent
windows with

CTRL G

or with

F7

as in NOTIS—WP edit mode.

The command will cause the search to be continued, starting in the
screen window after the current one.

The search may be continued throughout all the screen windows with
renewed <G> or F7 prompts from you.

13.2.9 Set navigation object — S

When you scan a formatted document in Inspect mode, you have the
possibility to navigate with

(::: and :::)

or P and N

to move forwards or backwards in the text. The commands will move you
back and forth between navigation objects, which you may set with

The standard navigation object is SHEET, and this is marked on the
status line.

Pressing S once. changes the navigation object to PAGE. If you use
this navigation object, the text visible in the screen window will be
the top part of a formatted page, with the heading(s) and page number.
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Pressing S a second time, changes the navigation object to MARK. If
you use this navigation object. the text visible in the screen window
will be the sheet you have selected to come back to by marking it with
the command w (mark this window). below.

The sequence o¥ navigation objects is therefore:

SHEET ~ww+ PAGEWWM+ MARK-fi4 SHEET etc.

13.2u10 Move to the window containino the next navigation obiect -
wide right arrow or N

You may move to the window containing the next navigation object with
the wide right arrow:

H H V or NH

13.2 11 Move to the window containinq the previous naviqation obiect -
wide left arrow or P

You may move to the window containing the previous navigation object
with the wide left arrow:

13.2.12 Mark this window — w

As explained above, one of the navigation objects when scanning a
formatted text, is MARK. This means that you wish the navigation arrow
to move you to a specific window, which you have marked up For further
scanning or as a point of reference with

N

Example:

You are acanning the Tabte of Contents, and from time to time moving
to a page which contains a chapter of intenest, with the N commend
exptained betow.
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You each tine mark that particuLar window with the w command, For
further reference. Each time you use the H command5 the current screen
window is marked as the gagt marked window. You may then Later revert
to the marked windows by setting 'Navigation object“ to MARK with the
B command.J and moving to the navigation objects one by one either with

M {C+ or ~3number} navigation object

or to the next/previoua marked window with

:::_'> and (:2: or N and P

13.2.13 Move to <(+ or —)number> naviqation object — M

In Inspect mode, you may use the command

to move one or several navigation objects backwards or forwards in the
formatted text.

Example:

You have aet navigation object PAGE5 and are scanning the window
containing the iirat part of page no. 45.

You want to go back to page 35 and check aomething again.

Vou go into Home positiona press M, and receive the prompt: MOVE TO
(SHEETPPAGE/HARKJ NO:

Von may now input either:

MOVE TO (SHEET/PAGE/MARH) NO: {35}

or

HflUE T0 (SHEET/PAGE/MARH) NO: {*ID}
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13.2.14 Eggggtg §INIRAN ggmmgng - a

As in edit mode. it is possible to execute a SINTRAN command while
inspecting a formatted document. To do so, you press:

Example:

Von are in inspect modeS and need to Check the names of ofher
documents to be inspected afterwards.

Press on

The prompt SINTRAN COMMAND: appears in the screen Home position.

Give the SINTRAN command: @{LIST~FILEG 9}}

The system Pesponds by bLanking the screen and the 3cknowLedgement:
EXECUTING: LIST—FILES

Once you have found what you wanted, press the space bar, and your
screen of text is restored at the exact point in the Formatted text
where you initiaLLy gave the o command»

It was thus unnecessary to exit From Inspect mode.

You may also restore the screen with the space bar if you receive a
broadcast that scrambles your text window.

Beware!

There is no check performed on the SINTRAN command given, and if this
is not an actuaL command? such as LISTmFILES7 but a vaLid :PROG fiLe
or reentrant system name, then this system wiLL be fun and you wiLL
Lose your NOTIS‘NP context"
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13.2.15 Restore screen — space bar

As explained above. pressing the space bar causes the screen image to
be restored after you have gone into SINTRAN with the a command, or
after you have received a broadcast.
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13.3 Exit and print commands in Inspect mode

13.3.1 Copy document - C or the PRINT key

In Inspect mode. you send the formatted text to an output device with
the command

1 C l or with PRINT

The system prompts:

— DEVICE NAME:

and, as in edit mode, there are several possibilities.

You want to print one copy of the whole document on the default
printer:

DEVICE NAME:&J&j

You want to print one copy of pages 5 to 15 of your document. on the
default printer:

DEVICE NAME:+J i SHEET LIST:<5;15>FJ

The Format of the sheet list parameter is explained under the 0
command in chapter 4. In Inspect mode, the order is not important.
Thus, 7.2.8t10 will be accepted here, whereas in edit mode it would
lead to only page 7 being printed.

On devices with a spooling file, there is the additional possibility
of asking for more than one copy of the printout. Hence, the command
may also be, if you want to print 4 copies of your whole document on
another printer than the default printer:

DEVICE NAME:<printername> 1 SHEET LIST:i

NO. OF COPIES:<4>+J
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13.3.2 Inspect new document ;_Z

The 2 command, with which you enter Inspect mode from NOTIS—wp, can
also be used in Inspect mode if you wish to inspect documents other
than the current one.

In other words, if you have entered Inspect mode from NOTIS—WP to
inspect the current document <document~name>, you can continue to
(documentnname~2>, <document—name~3>...<document—name-n> by pressing
Z. In reply to the 'Inspect document:' prompt, you then indicate the
new <document~name>. Inspect mode will blank the screen, and the new
<document~name> will come up on the screen, ready for inspection.

13.3.3 Return to text document — T

PTQSSlng the

3
causes a return to normal edit mode in NOTIS~WP, at a point in the
text situated 5 lines before the first text line of the formatted page
currently being displayed, and enables you to carry out modificatone
in the text document. Another Z command sets NOTIS~WP back in Inspect
mode and enables you to continue the inspection.

When the modifications have been carried out, the document has to be
formatted again.

13.3.4 Exit — E or the EXIT key

To exit from Inspect mode in NOTISeWP, and return control to the
SINTRAN III operating system, you press either

E or the EXIT key
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ERROR TYPES

There are two different kinds of error messages. those from the other
parts of the system, eg., SINTRAN. filesystem. and those from the Word
Processor (NOTIS~WP).

In addition, the COSMOS communication network has a series of error
messages, which are also listed in COSMOS User's Guide ND~60~183.

S YSTEM MESSAGES

These error messages are described in the SINTRAN III Reference Manual
ND 50.128. The messages have been specially translated for NOIIS—NP.
The actual SINTRAN III error message number is given in brackets after
the corresponding NOTIS~WP message.

MOST COMMON SINTRAN III ERROR MESSAGES RECEIVED IN NOTIS-WP

— Parameter too long (SINTRAN error no. 448)

~ Ambiguous user name (SINTRAN error no. 458)

~ No such user name (SINTRAN error no. 468)

— No such document name (SINTRAN error no. 568)

* Ambiguous document name (SINTRAN error no. 478)

~ Not possible to create more documents (SINTRAN error no. 778)

— No more available space for this user (SINTRAN error no. 758)

— Exists already (SINTRAN error no. 768)

~ Already in use by someone (SINTRAN error no. 1058, 1158,
1168. 1348, 1358. 1428, 1558, 1568, 2048 and 2058)

You do not have write access (SINTRAN error no. 1068 and
1138)

You do not have write append access (SINTRAN error no. 1108
and 1200)
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» You do not have read access to this document (SINTRAN error
no. 1118)

« No such version (Sintran error no. 748)

— No answer from remote computer (SINTRAN error no. 1198)

Error on medium (SINTRAN error no. 1718 or 2328)

— Illegal character in parameter (SINTRAN error no. 218)

_ Directory not entered (SINTRAN error no. 268)

- Ambiguous directory name (SINTRAN error no. 278)

— No such user name in main directory (SINTRAN error no. 448)

- Not directory access (SINTRAN error no. 708)

— No space in default directories (SINTRAN error no. 738)

— No such channel name (SINTRAN error no. 2168)

— No remote connection (SINTRAN error no. 2178)

Illegal channel (SINTRAN error no. 2208)

Channel already reserved on remote computer (SINTRAN error
no. 2218)

~ No remote file processor (SINTRAN error no. 2228)

~ Remote processor not available (SINTRAN error no. 2258)

— No more unused spooling files available (SINTRAN error no.
2458)

WORD PROCESSOR MESSAGES

These explanations and/or error messages are given in the screen home
position in connection with the commands you give.

We are listing the most usual messages, and would advise you to
contact the System Supervisor if you are in doubt.

- What?

The message is given if an unrecognized Home command is
input.
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Line indicated is greater than the last line number

The message is given if the first line number indicated in an
AREA (line nos) parameter is greater than the last line in
the document.

Scratch file error, do you want to continue;

The message is generally given because there is no more space
under user SCRATCH.

This function cannot be used (now)

The message is given if you try to obtain a function which is
authorized, but impossible; 99., giving 3 GET STRING command
before fetching text into the work area.

"(string)" not found

The message is given both when a <string> given as parameter
to a search initiated with SHIFT FT cannot be found in the
document. and when the search has come to an end and all
occurrences of (string) have been found in the search area.

Search aborted at line number "n“

The message occurs if a search initiated with SHIFT F7 or F?
is interrupted with the Home key before the whole search area
has been searched.

The text is modified! Do you want to store it (YIN)?

The message is given if you try to exit from NOTIS~NP or
activate PERFORM or NOTIS~TF, without storing your text in a
document~name.

No area selected for this function

The message is given if you forget to define an area before
you try to carry out one of the functions for which an area
is needed.

The chosen area type is not suitable for this function

The message is given if you try to carry out a function on an
unsuitable area (eg.. justify a single, short sentence with
the JUST key).

Press cancel key if you want to edit/input text

The message is given if. after having marked an area for an
operation, you try to enter more text or perform other
editing before the operation has been carried out.
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— Fatal editor error in routine "n". please report to ND

The message must immediately be reported to your System
Supervisor, for Further action. Please write down what
happened before the error message was given and the name of
the routine.

— Library error number "n", please report to ND

The message must immediately be reported to your System
Supervisor. for further action. Please write down the
function which caused the error, the current run mode (edit,
Inspect. line mode) and the current terminal type.

— Borders too close, word(s) do not fit between them

The message is given if a word is longer than the border
width, and no discrete hyphen is set. )USTIFY function and
word wrap are aborted.

~ Printing interrupted after sheet number ”n"

The message is given if Home is pressed before all the
requested text has been printed.

- 'XXX' is not a printer.

The message is given if output to a mass storage file is
attempted from a NOTIS terminal in QEQLHQQCMEQQE-

String is too long.

The message is given if the string length exceeds 255
characters (current maximum line length) due to input in line
mode or to a substitution where the new string is longer than
the old ones. The line input is lost in line mode, while in a
substitution the replacements will be carried out up to the
one that causes the error and leads to abortion of the
operation.

— Ambiguous command.

Given in line mode only, if an ambiguous command is input.

The Function is not implemented in this verSion.

The message may be given if a function has been omitted from
a version of NOTISaWP.

Serious error, backing storage overflow.

The message will occur when the current version of NOTES WP
is run, if the current use of the backing storage (the
scratch file) exceeds 4000 SINTRAN pages (approx. 25000 lines
Filled with 80 characters each.
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Cannot open edit/inspect document

The message is likely to occur if another user has accessed
the document while the current user was in SINTRAN, eg.,
outside the editor.

Terminal not defined with cursor control.

The message is given if the page mode command is input inline mode on a hard copy terminal or on a VDU defined without
cursor positioning capabilities. Contact the SystemSupervisor. to check the accuracy of the DDBTABLES file
installation.

Sheet number is outside document.

The message is given if the first sheet in a sheet list range
in a PRINT or COPY command is larger than the last sheet
number, eg., if 7:10 is specified when there are only 5
sheets in the document.

Missing string/expression termination.

The message is given if one or more right parenthesis are
missing in a numeric expression, or if an end quote is
missing in a string expression or when a search string is
specified in line mode.

~ No help information available.

The file NOTIS—Wmxx—JaLP is missing or cannot be opened.
Contact the System Supervisor. who will check if public
access is set to R.

Invalid expression.

The message is given if there is an error in a numeric
expression.

~ Wrong format (document too old? empty?). Inspect impossible.

The message is given if Inspect mode does not recognize the
document to be inspected as being a document type :OUT from
NOTIS»TF or PRINT. Note that the message may be given if the
document was created by an old version of NOTIS—1 (the D»
version).

u Search aborted at sheet no. 'n'

The message is given if you press the Home key during asearch in Inspect mode. Sheet no. 'n' is the page being
scanned when the Home key was pressed.
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NOTIS—WP CAN BE USED ON SEVERAL TERMINAL TYPES

You can use NOTIS—WP, with all its functions, on all terminal types
supported by NO. However, its user friendliness will be optimal on
TDV 2200/9 ND NOTIS terminal, for which it was designed, and on the
FACIT-4420"ND"NOTIS terminal.

Also, only terminals having the simple graphics type characters that
are Found on TDV—ZZOO/Q—ND-NOTIS, will be able to represent full line
drawings, etc., on the screen. ND will provide substitute characters
for the graphics characters on other terminals. Provided one types
characters in correctly, and has a suitable printer, it will be
possible to print out the same graphics independently of the
terminal/printer in use.

NOTIS*WP can now be run on the following terminal types:

TANDBERG TDV~2200I9 ND NOTIS (53)
FACIT~442U-ND NOTIS (57)
TANDBERG TDV—2115 (3)
TANDBERG TDV—2215»SDS-V2 (52)
TANDBERG TDV-2215~EXTENDED (36)
TELETYPE (2)
DECWRITER (11)

Note that on TELETYPE and DECWRITER terminals.it is only possible to
run NOTIS—WP in line mode, eg.. a GED type mode — see Appendix D to
this manual and the OED Users Manual ND-50.031.

The keyboards on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 below are those of the special
NOTIS terminals TOV—2200/9—ND NOTES and FACIT-6420—NDwNOTIS.

The special keys on these keyboards carry out very specific functions,
as explained in this manual. Users of TDV~2215 SD? V2 terminals may
order an upgrade kit from ND, converting their terminals to TDV~
2200/9~ND~NOTIS.

This manual also explains how functions are obtained via the keyboard
on non NOTIS terminals.
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THE FOUR MENUS IN NOTIS-WP

AN INTRUWCTION TO THE FOUR MENUS

Four menus can be called up on the screen, one by one, by pressing 1,
2, 3 or L on your keyboard while the cursor is in the Home positigg;
You may go back and forth between the four menus with the double
arrows.

H II V<=== and

Send the cursor back into Home position when you want to return to
your text document.

The menus contain operating instructions to the word processor and
values for certain functions and print directives. You are free to
modify these values to suit your particular purposes, and may do so
from your terminal while you are logged in under your personal user
name. Your modifications will not interfere with other users' menus.
In the options Y/N stand for YES or NO.

Standard values and all other operating instructions for document
formats in NOTIS—WP are initially read from a system file called
NOTIS NP—ENG—lNIT (or NOR—J or GER—J. depending on the language your
verSion of NOTIS—WP is in).

You may, however. cre te your own :INIT with values from your modified
menus. by giving the T command (save parameters in init file), and ask
NOTIS—HP to use these values with the ‘ command (read parameters from
init file. See the Home commands in chapter 4.

These values will automatically be added by the system to the
beginning of your document, and will become part of your text
(although invisible). You may. however, occasionally wish to introduce
a few temporary values in a given portion of the text. and you may do
so with print directives.

The four menus are listed below, with a short explanation.
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MENU N0. 1:

Default document—name

Main document—name
Exit program name
Horizontal step in Z
Vertical step in Z
Capital letters Y/N

Tabulator spacefill Y/N

Character size (7/16)

Text editor Y/N

Region in window 1
Lines.Columns in window 1
Region in window 2
Lines.Columns in window 2
Region in window 3
Lines.Columns in window 3

MENU N0. 2:

Case significance Y/N

Underline space Y/N

Underline as character Y/N

Left border
Right border
Updates before save

Decimal point character ‘/.

Group divider character

Number of decimals

Scroll on down arrow Y/N

Beginner in NOTIS Y/N
Write without trail. space

Appendix C
THE FOUR MENUS IN NOTIS~NP

EXPLANATIONS EDITOR FLAGS

The document to store (save) current
text in when exiting
Document to be sent to the formatter
Program to be started when exiting
Width of horizontal scroll in Z
Depth of vertical scroll in Z
Convert all letters to uppercase
upon input (valid from A to Z only)
Fill in spaces when TAB function in use

7 if standard ND format. (6 if WP format
on the documents (use 18 for text
documents)
YES if text documents
N0 if program files
MAIN
<lines.columns>
(second region name)
<lines.columns>
<third region name)
<lines.columns>

EXPLANATIONS EDITOR DEFAULTS

YES if upper and lower case letters
should be considered unequal in Get,
Substitute and Sort functions
YES if spaces ehould be underlined
in underline mode and by age.
YES if __ should be taken as a character.
NO if - should underline the current
character
Column where left border starts
Column where right border starts
If value is (0, the function is inactive.
If value is )0, the buffer contents will
be saved to disk at regular intervals.
Character used a3 decimal point in the
SUM function
The character is converted into a
number the next time you look at Menu
no. 2. Examples: ’ ' » l2. '.' . 46.
'.' a 44.
Number of decimals in the result of the
SUM function
Start edit (NO)/Scroll dieplay (YES)
when using down arrow in Home position
YES 2 beginner mode/NO : advanced mode
YES f trailing spaces are to be stored
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MENU N0. 3:

‘LM
”RM
“JM (L/S/R/C)

“FM (C/N/F)

‘PI
‘Ps
"PF
SI

“SF
LS

“UM (F/P)

“es

MENU N0. 4:

”PL
"PW
“Le
‘08
’73
”BB
‘PH

“HP
“VP
”FONT
“ox

”NAT
Default printer

211

EXPLANATIUNS JUSTEFICATION BEFAULTS

Width of left margin
Width of right margin
Justification mode
(left/stretched/right/centered)
Filling mode
(conditional]filling/nofill)
Paragraph indentation
Paragraph spacing
Paragraph Footing
Section indentation
Section footing
Line spacing
Underline mode
(full/partial)
Bold sections level

EXPLANATIONS PAGE LAYUUT DEFAULTB

Page length
Page width
Width of left border
Width of other (right) border
Height of top border
Depth of bottom border
Page header
<0 page header off / >0 page header on
Horizontal pitch
Vertical pitch
Printer font number for Philips GP 300 L
Duplex printing
<0 off / >0 on
National character set
Printer name

The values in Menus no. 3 and 4 are used by the PRINT tunctions in
NOTIS—WP and by the Text Formatter NOTIS—TF. In addition, paragraph
indentation and spacing ("PI and ”P8) are used by the NEW PARAGRAPH
function

[T
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SCRQLL 1N6

The scrolling functions (+ 4 f 1 in Home~position and positioning
outside the current window) are described in Menu no. 1. The
width/depth to scroll is a fixed percentage of the window size.
Vertically, this percentage is 93, horizontally it is 50 (this is to
correspond with the old default values of 19 lines. 40 columns).
The corresponding Fields in menu 1 are also Changed. they now look
like this

Horizontal step in Z : 50 +
{ Default values

Vertical step in Z : 93 *

This also makes it possible to store the scroll-values when doing a
NP—initialization ( With the Home command a).
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PAGE LA YGUT

The basic page layout has been given standard values, considered to be
compatible with the needs of most users of standard A4 format
documents.

This basic page layout is given in Fig. 3. below.

It is important to note the difference between a border and a margin.
A border delimits the text area on a sheet of paper, and has a fixed
width which cannot be changed during editing. A margin is a variable
within this text area, and may be changed during editing. When a
document is formatted, what you see on the screen (including both
margins) will be placed between the borders on the page, with column 1
starting at the left border.

The values of the left and right border are included in the page
width. The number of character positions available for text includes
the left and right margins.

Headers and page number are inserted in the top border, and the
trailer in the bottom border. The values of the top and bottom borders
are included in the page length.
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IN NOTIS~WP
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LINE MODE

SET THE EDITOR IN LINE MODE — if

With this command. the editor enters line mode (QED mode — see OED
User Manual ND 60 0031).
On TELETYPE and DECWRITER terminals. NOTIS~WP may be run only in this
mode.

To check that the terminal type is correctly set) you may give the
command:

PAGE MO0E:<terminal type).

Set terminal type to 0 (zero) if you are in doubt. in order to get thelist of available terminal types listed on the screen, or contact theSystem SuperVisor.

The HELP list available in line mode is given below . The
corresponding QED commands, as listed in the QED User Manual, are
also shown.

L INE MODE COMMANDS (JED CDMMANDS
L IS T AND NA VIGA TE COMMANDS

LIST~AREA (area) L
NEXT LINES (no. of lines) N
PREVIOUS LINES (no. of lines) P
LINE NUMBER~DISPLAY N0./LEFT/RIGHT

EDIT AND INPUT COMMANDS

EDIT <l1ne> E
"""" APPEND-NEW LINES <behind line) A

INSERT'NEW LINES (before line) I

TEX T AL TERING COMMANDS

DELETE <delete area) D
INSERT AREA <source area) (destination)

(delete source?)
SUBSTllUTE: (string) with (new string) S

(area) (manual check?)
SORT (sort area) (alternative key area)
CONVERT~LOWER CASE (convert area)
CONVERT_UPPER~CASE <convert area)

FILE CONTROL COMMANDS

RETRIEVE~DOCUMENl (insert before) (area) R
INCLUDE—DOCUMENT (insert before) (area)
UPDATE-DOCUMENT
STURt‘DOCUMENT (area) W
STORE APPEND append to document (area)
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XDOCUMENT
PRINT (device name (area) (no. of copies)

(page list) (Format?)
READMINITFILE
SAVE~INITFILE

EDITOR OPERATION COMMANDS

CHANGEmTERMINAL TYPE (terminal type)
PAGE~MODE (terminal type>
INSPECTmDOCUMENT (document—name>

OPERA TING SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM COMMANDS

3 (SINTRAN command)
EXIT
COMPILE
TEXT FORMATTER

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS

GETwSTRING (string) (search area)
HELP (output file)
SCALE
TABULATORS (tabulator positions>
VALUE (expression)
SAVE~EDITOR (read :INIT file upon startup)
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EDIT CHARACTERS (ALSO IN QEU. BUT SOME DIFFERENCES SHOULD BE NDTED)
<A>/DEL Backspace one character (types T)
<C> Copy one character from old line
<U> Copy rest of old line and terminate edit
<E> Insert string from terminal (types <or>)
CF> Copy rest of old line (without typing) and terminate edit
(6) As command: continue search (no function in edit mode)
<H> Copy rest of old line without terminating edit
<I> Insert spaces to next tabulation stop in new line
(1) Terminate edit. 1f parameter input, ask for next (as l in

page mode)
<K> Restart the edit from the beginning (types M)
<L> Terminate edit and input mode in any event,

except after VL
<M> Terminate edit (+j)
<N> Copy next ”word"
<O>x Copy old line up to, but not including. character x
<P>x Skip characters in old line up to, but not including,

character x (Z is typed tor each character skipped)
<Q> Restart the edit from the beginning (types m)
(R) Retype old line and new line fast
(fl) Skip one character in old line (types Z)
<T> Type the rest of the old line and the new line aligned,

then await more edit characters
<U> Copy up to next tabulation stop
<V>x Allows any edit character or control character to be accepted

as normal characters (*)
<N> Backspace one ”word" (types backslash)
<X>x Skip characters in old line up to and including the

character x (Z is typed For each character skipped)
<Y> Append rest of old line to new line and edit the result
<Z>x Copy old line up to and including character x
<1) Abort input/command

(*l When listing lines on the terminal, QED will mark control
characters in the line by inputting a & in front of each of them.

If line mode is used on a visual display terminal (a VDU). some visual
screen editing is performed. Eg., when a character is erased with <A>
or DEL, this is visible and no " is typed.
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EDITOR SETUP - a

The command

SHIFT + &

is reserved Tor the use of the System Supervisor.

It is used to permanently replace the default values set in NOTIS~WP
when it is delivered. with a particular firm's or organization‘s own
default values.

The procedure is as follows:

Enter NOTISHNP and input the desired values in Menus. no. 2, 3 and 4.
Also check the parameters 'TAB SPACEFILL‘, 'CHARACTER SIZE‘ and 'TEXT
EDITOR' in Menu no. 1.

The System Supervisor may also set tabulators, margins, the Z values
of horizontal and vertical scrolling, and all the flags shown on the
status line (justify mode, wordwrap, expand mode, etc ).

When all parameters have the desired settings, give the command
(Save parameters), to store the new values. Note that if a Hazeltine
terminal is used, the key has to be pressed twice.

Then give the & command — Editor setup. The system now asks if the
:INIT file is to be read each time NOTIS~WP is opened.

If a majority of users wish to use personal values, reply Y (YES).
This means that those users who have personal :INIT files will get
their own, whereas those who do not, will get the standard values
under user System when they enter NOTIS—WP.

If a majority of users are satisfied with the values set under user
System, reply N (N0). In this case, start~up will be quicker, but
those who wish to apply personal values when they enter NOTIS—WP will
have to give the ‘ command (Read parameters from init Tile) each time
they start a new document.

Once a reply of Y or N has been given to the system prompt, press +j
or Carriage Return. NOTIS—NP now returns control to SINTRAN.

Once in SINTRAN, proceed as follows (user input is underlined):

QDUMP "WP-MAIN—XXX-J" 0 1

QQJIAE
DESTINATION FILE: (UTILITY)WP-MAIN*XXX-J
SOURCE FILE : NP-MAIN—XXX—J
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30ELETE~REENTRANT NOTIS-WP-XXX~J

QDUMP~REENTRANT NOTIS-WPeXXX-J U 1 (UTILITY)NP-MAIN—XXX~J

QDELETE~FILE WP~MAIN—XXX~J:PROG

The ” ” around WP~MAIN"XXX—J may be omitted if error message ‘File
already exists' is received.

XXX stands For the language version (NOR, ENG. GER...).

UTILITY is to be substituted by the name of the user who has the BPUN
files.

It is necessary to be logged in under user System to carry out this
operation.

Since the description of the terminal type used when the Editor setup

is dumped is also stored, it is necessary to do everything from a
terminal of the type that dominates the installation. Startup will
then be quicker for these terminals. but the terminal description must
be read for other terminal types.

LOCAL PRINTER

[f a terminal has a local printer attached. you may use this as an
output device in NOTIS-wP.

If, for instance. you decide that the local printer is to be called
EPSON, you first have to define it as a TERMINAL—FILE with the SINTRAN
command

QSET-TERMINAL—FILE “EPSON”

while logged in under user SYSTEM.

Then it must be inserted into the file WP~PRINTERS:TEXT, with an
appropriate description. It you now use EPSON as output device from
NOTIS-WP, the output will be on your local printer.

Note: If no local printer is attached to the system, your terminal
will hang and ”Hard reset" (or power off/on) is the only way to get
the terminal operational again. This is the same for all files definrd
as terminal files. (If you use TERMINAL as output device. your
terminal will hang unless you have a local printer).
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READ PARAMETERS FROM INIT FILE - GRAVE ACCENT

The ‘ command instructs NOTIS»NP to use the formats for which values
are set in the system in a file called NOTIS~WP‘xxx-J:INIT in the
'administrative' part of the computer's permanent storage area under
user SYSTEM. unless the user has created her/his own :INIT file (see
belowi.

Th: tommand is input:

SHIFT 4

a

Note that 'xxx~ means the language version: ENG, NOR, GER, etc.

The command must be given if the standard format values have been
modified by changing the menus and the user wishes to tell NOTIS~wP to
apply these values.

The values read from the :INIT file will. invisibly, as far as the
users are concerned, become a part of the text document and understood
by NOTIS—NP when the document is printed.

When the user gives the ‘ command, NOTIS'WP prints out 'Initializing'
in command position, and starts reading the new values set, and saved
with the command (vertical bar) below.
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SAVE PARAMETERS IN THE [NIT FILE - VERTICAL BAR

The initial values placed in the menus and tabulator settings when a
user first call up NOTTSHWP are fetched from the special :INIT Tile
kept by user SYSTEM. as explained above. The System Supervisor will
have adapted these values to the needs of her/his particular firm or
organization, and the current values of these menus and tabulator
settings will always be saved as an (invisible) part of the documents.

It may be desirable, however, to change these values for a 'speCial'
document: perhaps a different size paper, for which it is necessary to
alter quite a Few entries in the menus. When the values are changed,
the new values will be stored as an (invisible) part of that
particular document, and will be remembered next time that particular
document is retrieved again. They will then be applied to that
particular document only.

If, however, a user generally works with special formats (iabloe,
large size sheets, etc.), it is possible to create her/his own NCTIS-
NP xxx JllNlT File and thus to save the special values selected. The
creation of this personal NDTIS—wP-xxx—lN T file under a personal
user name takes places automatically when the I is pressed, and the
special values requested in the menus are consigned and will be used
for all documents under that user name.

The command is input:

SHIFT 1

The :INIT file is also used by NOTIS~TF it the document is a 7 bit
document (as in the Program editor PED and in other ND systems).

On the other hand. it may be necessary to go back to the standard
values under user SYSTEM after the special size document with the
modified values has been completed.

This is done by exiting from NOTIS~WP and then calling NOTTS NP up
again to start editing the new document with the standard values which
are always there when NOTIS NP is first called up. The new document
Wlll therefore have the standard SYSTEM values.

Since the user now has a personal :INIT Tile, s/he may at any time
decide to create a new special document with the special values saved
for this purpose. In this case s/he calls up again these special
values from her/his :INIT Tile with the command
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SHIFT +

explained in the previous section, each time s/he calls up NOTIS~WP
for the purpose of editing one of the special format documents.

The System Supervisor may also arrange that a personal :INIT file be
read each time a user enters NOTIS—NP. In this case, values which that
user has selected for very special document formats, will
automatically be read instead of the SYSTEM values each time s/he
calls up NOTIScWP, thus avoiding her/his having to give the ‘ command
each time.

If a personal :INIT file is no longer needed, the System Supervisor
may delete this personal :INIT file with the aDELETE~FILE command.
NOTIS—WP Will then go back to reading the SYSTEM values each time it
is called up. until the next time a personal :INIT file with special
values is created for or by the same user.
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COMICATION AND NETHURK TERMS

The term network will be used to refer to a set of interconnected ND
systems.

The term local area network (LAN), means that the network is
restricted to a smaller area.

The term wide area network (WAN). means that the network is not
restricted to a certain site. in other words, NAN means a network
system covering a district, 3 country, a continent or several
continents.

A COSMOS network can include both LAN's and WAN's user transparency.

The terms Local computer or lg;§l_§y§tgm, used throughout this manual,
means the computer or the system your terminal is physically connected
to.

The term remote computer or remote system. means any computer or
system included in the network system (LAN or WAN).

The following acronyms are used:

XMSG — XMeSsaGe, a task to task program communication tool.

X21 — International network standard supported by COSMOS

X25 - International network standard supported by COSMOS

For an extensive explanation of data communication in general, consult
a dictionary of data communications and/or telecommunications.
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A TYPICAL NETWORK SYSTEM
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Fiq. h. A tvpical data communication network confiquration
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The figure illustrates a typical data communication network
configuration. The network may consist of only N0 computers or a
mixture of ND and other vendors' computer systems. which use
internationally accepted and/or de facto standards.

The basic aim of such a network system is to place computer resources
where they are needed: at the desk for word processing, in the factory
for production and scheduling, and in the boardroom for planning and
review.

THE COSMOS CUNCEPT

Norsk Data COSMOS Networking System is a fully integrated hardware and
software product — providing an effective way of implementing a
distributed processing and communication environment on ND computer
systems.

A COSMOS network provides a unified way for two or more computers and
terminals to interconnect, hiding the network topology (LAN or NAN)
from the user. It provides a standard ND communications architecture
to which all ND systems will conform.

All ND user software can utilize the communications and network
servrces provided by COSMOS. This means that the implementation of
systems can be done without major software change or redesign.

For further details, see COSMOS User's Guide ND 60.163.
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OVERVIEW OF THE F-KEYS

Here is an overVJew of the orange keys on the upper right hand side of
the TDV 2200/9—ND~NOTIS keyboard, and what they do. It is meant as a
quicx reference quide. We hope that you will find it useful.

FUNC PRINT HELP EXIT

F1 F2 F3 F4

F5 F6 F7 F8

fiey__.m__mmmw Use SHIFT + this key

F1 Deletes the line the cursor is 1. Graphic mode on/off
~v on 2. Boxes in a marked area

F2 Inserts a blank line. Turns Greek letter mode on
“*~*- and off.

F3 Underlining on/off Turns mathematical character
-~~r mode on and off.

F4 Arithmetic functions Not yet used

F5 Splits line at cursor position Joins line to prevaous line

F6 Changes (marked) text from Changes (marked) text from
-~~"“< upper- to lowercase lower~ to uppercase

F7 Finds the next occurrence of Same as get string in home
-~~”~‘ (string) in the GET command position

F8 Not yet used
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HELP

EXIT

QUICK GUIDE TO

Used with other keys to
perform various functions.
99., decimal alignment.

Used to get paper copies
of your work

Displays the HELP lists

Used to leave NOTIS—NP

ND—83.00?.02
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THE F KEYS
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131122:

accents
active—region
alpha
append
area

next
previous

borders .
bottom—border
carriage—return

Justification
chapter~number
chapters

new . .
contentSWtable
controivcharacter
Lupy

characters
cosmos . . .
current window
cursor—backwards
cursor~down
cursor forwarde
LUKSUY homo
auraor loFt
cureor~right
cursor—up
datarterms
dotimdl

justification
decimal~tabulator
delete

Alternative
area
characters

dihpiay
advance
rewind

dispiay~regions
document-formats
duplex copying
edit~position
editing

undo
editing~keys
editor

setup
editor-setup
enter . .
error—messages

ND-63.002.02

94.
85.
4.
54.

121.
120.
54.
170.
130.
159.
168.

164.
174.
153.

154.
13,
49.
155.
114,
154.
113.
113,
114.
113.
14.

52.
107,
99,
157.
157.
55.
155.

52.
53.
80.
13.
170.
50.
3.
154.
99,

85.
223.
4.
185.

165.

155.
231.

129.

121.
121.

115,
128.

125.

116.
153,
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escape~key
evaluate
exit
exit~key
expand
f1-key
f2~key
f3~key
f4~key
£5»key
{key .
f7~key . .
file—access
fillingmode
fonts
formatting
func~key
function»key
functions

others
get nextstring
get-string
graphics
greek
help-function
helpukey
helplist

areamarkings
editingkeys
functionkeys
homecommands
inspect
markingkeys
navigationkeys
other . . .
printdirectives

home~c0mmands
homecommand

repeat .
horizontalnpitch
horizontal“scroll
hyphen

discrete
initfile

insert
insert—area
inspect

CQPV
axit
firstsheet

ND~63.002.02

Index

4.
76. 148.
84, 109.
237.
125, 153.
237.
237.
237.
237.
237.
237.
237.
14.
51.
172.
7.
237.
99.

153.
59, 118, 153.
57, 116.
89.
91.
19.
99, 237.

29.
24.
27.
21.
181.
28.
25.
33, 40-44.
31.
49.

154.
171.
212.

12G.
82, 83, 225.
228.
100, 125, 153.
59.
81, 179.
190.
190, 191.
184.
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getstrlng
help
lastsheet
leftwindow
mark
move
navigate
navigatlon
newdocument
nextwindow
prevxouswindow
print
restore
return .
rightwindow
search
sintran

lnspect~mode
justificatlon

automatic
wordwrap

justify
centered
default
left
rlght
stretched

keyboard~lamps
left<border
line—mode
linefeed
lines

blank
link~line
log-in
log-out
lOWer-case
mark

again
area
box . . . .
cancellation
convert
CODY
delete
evaluate
Frame
justify
line
move
paragraph

ND-63.002.02

184, 185.
181.
184.
183.
186.
186, 187.
185.
183.
191.
183.
183.
198.
189.
191.
183.
184.
188.
20.

159.
158.

145.
146.
144.
144.
145.
5
54, 107, 169.
51, 217.
158.

153, 173.
101.
4.
5.
150.

148.
134.
135.
146.
150.
141.
141.
148.
147.
144‘146.
136.
142.
136.
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replace
sentence
spacefill
underline
word

marking«keys
mathematics
menus

four
next
one
p?evious
three
two

merge
move
multl~region
national

charactersets
navigation—keys
navigation~object
notation
notis—errors
notis~tf
on~switch
online
optional

charactersets

output—format
page~headers
page~layout
page~length
page~number
page~width
pages

conditional
new . .

paperbin . . . .
paragraph—footing
paragraph—spacing
paragraphs

new
next
previous

parameters
read
save

password
project
user

ND-63 .002.02

142.
137.
143.
143.
137.
133
92.
209.
35.
121.
34.
120.
35.
35.
70.
62.

164.
113.
185.

195.
61,

89,
164.
158.
167
213.
169.
167.
169.

173.
173.
175.
168.
169.

128.
121.
120.

225.
226.

141.

170.

Index
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perform
print

directives
print-key
printer

local
printer~fonts
printing
remote—access
remove

spaces
underline

restore
retrieve
right-border
screen-window
scroll~down
scroll-left
scroll~right
scrollvup
scrolling
section~footing
section—number
section—spacing
sections

down

equal
up .

sintran-Command
sort
eurt Areas
spacefill
split-line
split screen
startup
statua~line
store .
substitute
system errors
tabulator

decimal
move
positions
stop; .

terminal‘type
terminal~types
text editing
teXtMWlndOW
topvborder
trailer
underline

ND—63.002. 02
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55, 110.
64.
163.
102. 237.

224.
172.

13, 14.

146.
143.
154.
69.
54, 108, 169.

119.
119.
119.
118.
212.
168.
168.
169.

166.
165.
166.
53, 188.
159.
67.
141, 143.
101.
10.

12.
76.
72.
195.

107, 115. 116.
114.
106.
74.
39, 49.
203.
6, 7.
49, 56, 62, 63.
170.
167.
101, 143.
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underline-start
update
uppermcase
username
verify . . . .
vertical—pitch
vertical~scroll
wait~message
wordwrap

justification
work—area
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174.
75.
150.

156.
171.
212.

101.
158.

Index



Systems that put people first
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